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itSeen&HeardAround
' 1 Murray
We have seen and heard a
number of things, but yester.
day was one of thcee days that
caught up with us, so we did
not have the time to put these
brilliant remarks clown on pa-
per
Anyway here is an epistle from
"The Lonesome Housewife".
She did not sign her efforts
but we are printing it here in
case anyone else is lonesome.
"I dream very quietly, even in
a crowd.
People are very noisy, and talk
very loud.
No one wants to listen, to whit
is on your mind,
But if you will only listen, that
suits them just fine.
Well, .often sit and listen,
to a sound I seem to hear
The voice is always running,
yet the words are not so clear.
For, I'm in a fog of lovely
dreams, that brighten my
lonely mind,
And trying hard to wear a
smile, and to be very kind.
The things I long to talk about,
I hold them all inside.
Sometimes I get so full to talk,
it almost rips my hide.
But, I just dream my life away,
it's really lots of fun.
It's not always easy, but it
surely can be done.
And my dreams are truly
wonderful,
Fcrr I'm a very lonesome
wife.
Without these dreams I cling
to,
There's very little life.
So to all you lonely dreamers,
wherever you may be
If you feel blue and lonesome,
please Umember me.
And if more would only listen,
and open up their eyes
141101rhis world would be a happier
place, or I would be surpris-
e-d.
About the only comment we
osuld make is to figure out
why you are lonesome, arrive
at the beat solutions possible,
pick the best of these solutions,
then follow through with vim
and vigor. In fact if you follow
this procedure on any problem,
it will work.
That's enough of the Dear Abby
bit.
The morning mail.
Some firm sends a brochure
that says "It's Almost a Quart
er to Christmas". About three
months, get it?
"A tax cut is the kindest cut
of all" says Robert C. Tyson,
Finance Committee Chairman
of U. S. Steel.
grit
WILLIAM NEILL of the Kentucky Authority for Educationai Television spoke Wednesday and
Thursday to the Murray City School Teachers In-service Program held at Murray State Univers-
ity. Above he points out some of the advantages of television in the class room
Staff Photo by Ed Collie
Educational
TV Is Topic
Of Program
Murray City School teachers
received instruction Wednes-
day and Thursday on the use
of educational teleisicai in the
.classroom. William Neill of
the Kentucky Authority for
Educational Teleision gave the
instruction.
Mr. Neill also served as 4
resource person for the teach-
ers in the system who are us-
ing the Spanish lessons on edu-
oational television in their
classrooms-
The In-Serice Program wait
opened by Superintendent,
Fred Schultz as he spoke on
"A Future Look At Education
For the Murray Schools," and
"Our Responsibility to Youth."
Eli Alexander, principal at
Murnay High School, explained
adancements in Murray High
School in his topic, "Effective
Changes In Secondary Curri-
culum."
A group of teachers under
the direction of Mrs. Donna
Mabry demonstrated seeral as-
pects of the SEE program
(S e 1 f - Enhancing Education)
which has as its goal improv-
ing the self-image of the stu-
dent, and better eommunica
tion between teachers and stu-
dents, and teachers and ad.
ministrators. The participants
in this skit were Mrs. Margar-
et Brown, Mrs. Margaret
Franklin, Mrs. Geneva Brown-
fielf, and Mrs. Polly Bryant.
Mrs. Margaret Porter sang the
The Insurance Information In- folk song, "Little Boxes." She
stitute reports that over 19,000 was accompanied by Miss Su-
people will slip and die in falls san Hale on the guitar.
this year. That's a lot of ba- Two workshops were con-
ducted in order to enable the
teachers in the system to be-
come more adept in the use of
the multi-media in the class-
room. One of these was an
audio-visual aids workshop
conducted by members of the
staff who had attended the
MUST program at Murray
State University this summer.
They were Mrs. Evon Kelley,
Mrs. Betty Scott, Mrs. Judith
Baucum, and Lloyd Hasty.
Mrs. Jean Geurin conducted
a workshop with emphasis on
skills used in bulletin board
designs for the classroom.
The In-Service Program is
planned to bring to the teach-
recent developments in the
educational field and give
them an opportunity to avail
themselves of this information.
More extensive workshops - will
be planned through the year
as an outgrowth of some of
the In-Service activities.
nana peels.
They say about 60 per cent of
these fatal tumbles will hap-
pen in the home. Of the 28,-
500 accidental deaths recorded
.in urban dwellings and farm
homes in 1967, 11,700 were
ca...3ed by falls.
Annual gessions of the Ken-
tucky legislature will be oppcs-
ed by the Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce.
The Kentucky B S. U. Conven-
tion will meet in Murray Oc-
tober 17 to 19.
The Hazel Baptist Church plans
to be in their new educational
building by the middle of next
month.
The parking lot of the Memorial
Baptist Church will be enlarg-
ed by the removal of a house
across 10th. Street.
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Church has some new drapes
which match the recently in-
stalled carpet.
Our sympathy to the family of
Herb Brooks. Herb was a fine
fellow who got as much out af
life as possible.
VISITS MUSEUM
Steve Gilbert. 402 North 12th.
street recently visited the
American Museum of Atomic
Energy at Oak Ridge. Tennes-
see. which features demonstra-
tions and displays lin peaceful
uses of the atom.
Alumni Picnic To
Be At Trigg County
High August 30
The Trigg County Alumni
are planning for its annual pic-
TliC to be held Saturday, Aug-
ust 30, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Trigg County High School
cafeteria.
All alumni are asked to
bring 'a picnic meal for .theit
own family. Drinks, bread, and
eating utensils will be furnish.
ed. An entertaining program
is being planned.
All graduates of Trigg Coun-
ty High School living in this
area are urged to attend.
Organ Recital Is
Planned At Paris
Bane }Legume' of Chatta-
nooga, Tenn., will be presented
in a free organ recital on Mon:
day, August 25, at eight p.m.
at the First Unsted Methodist
Church. Blythe Street, Paris.
Tenn.
Harnanel first earned recog-
,nition as an orgarust while
Yearbook Addition
To 1969 Tiger To
Be Distributed
The supplement to the 1969
Tiger, Murray High School
yearbook, will be available
Monday afternoon, August 7E,
from 1:00 to 4:00 in the high
school auditorium.
This 24-p a g e publication
covers the school's spring ant-
dent 
• in high school. As a stu-
of the late Carl D.
Scheibe, the young organist
played recitals under the spon-
sorship of the American Guild
of Organists throughout the
South at the age of 17. Recit-
aLs during his college years in-
cluded appearances ka eauth- • .
ern cities and led to St. jam R Will.Thomas Church In New Torte
and the National Cathedral in Attend SeminarWashington, D.C.
ining a reputation Over The WeekendWhile ga 
as an organ recitalist, Mr.
Haanmel also served as accons Max Russell, student bodypanist for many larger choral)president of Murray State Unlworts and oratorios with out- versity will attend a creativestanding church choirs and seminar between student lead.concert ensembles. He has al- era and state government of-so been highly successful as ficials Friday through Sunday,guest artist with symphony ors Aug. 22-24, at Frankfort.chestras. The purpose of the seminarAs a composition student,
Mr. Hammel received a Bache-
lor of Music degree from the
University of Chattanooga.
Sees-al of his choral works
have been published, others
are pending publication.
Immediately after receiving
his degree, a piano and organ
company employed Mr. Ham-
mel as staff organist. In this
capacity he lectures on church
music in special seminars
which are designed as a pro-
fessional service to church or-
ganists. Mr. Hanunel's main
concern is the playing of dedi-
cation recitals on new organ
installations throughout the
nation. The constant demands
for Mr. Hammel's performan-
ces hae required his travel in
almost every state and into
Canada.
Hammel will conduct a free
educational church organist
seminar for church organists,
ohoir directors, ministers of
all faiths, junior organists, and
anyone interested in this work-
shop. It will be conducted at
the First Methodist Church,
Paris, on Tuesday. August 26,
from nine a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
For more information call Lo-
nanio Piano Company, Paris,
Tern,.
ivities, including spring sports,
banquet, and graduation mega
cises.
Only those who purchased
copies of the 1969 Tiger may
receive copies of the supple-
ment.
Retired Foreman Of
Clay Company Dies
Guy Oliver Wimberley
Route Two, Cottage Grove,
Tenn., retired foreman of the
Kentucky-Tennessee Clay Com-
pany, succumbed Tuesday at the
Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn.
Funeral services were held
yesterday at two p. m at the
Olive Branch Methodist Church
with Rev. Henry Smith and
Rev. C. L. Ross officiating. Bur-
ial was in the church cemetery.
Survivors are a daughter,
Mrs. Margaret Housden; four
sons, Fred and Elroy Wimber-
ley of Paris Route Two, Max
Wimberley of Puryear, Tenn.,
and James D. Wimberley of De-
troit, Mich.; two sisters, Mrs.
Cordie Morris and Mrs. Irene
Nichols: one brother, Leander
Wimberley; seven grandehit
dren; one great grandchild.
is to channel innovative thought
from the Kentucky college cam-
pus into state government. The
idea falls in with Gov. Louie
B. Nunn's repeated emphasis
on getting fresh ideas—espec-
ially from the academic com-
munity—into state government.
About 60 student leaders
from every Kentucky college
are expected to participate in
the weekend conference, which
will include sessions at both
Kentucky State College and the
State Capitol.
Two Arrested
Last Night
fwo persons were arrested
last night about 11:45 by De-
puty Sheriffs Calton Morgan
and Brent Outland following
an incident that reportedly oc-
turred on U. S. Highway 641
near Midway
Donna Hill was charged with
the offense of "shooting with
Intent to kill" and Jimmy
Wheatley with "recklessly dis-
charging and flourishing a
deadly weapon", according to
-the warrants for their arrests
signed by Calloway County
Judge Hall McCuiston.
The warrants and complaints
were made by Linard Hill, ac-
cording to the sheriff's office.
Hill said that "Donna Hill shot
at me with a shotgun out of a
moving car on 641 near Tobacco
or Midway", and also that
"Jimmy Wheatley shot at me
with a 22 rifle sawed off", ac-
cording to the complaints sign-
ed by Linard Hill in the pres-
ence of Judge Hall McCuiston.
The two persons were arrest-
ed by the deputy sheriffs at
the Murray Police Station. Don-
na Hill was permitted to give
bail in the sum of $500.00 and
Wheatley is out on bond of
1250.00, set by Calloway County
budge McCuiston.
•- Taken from the car of Wheat-
ley were a 12 gauge shotgun,
a 22 rifle, a pistol, box of shot
gun shells, and two empty
wh.skey bottles, according to
Deputy Sheriff Morgan.
Mrs. Vera Lamb
Rites Are Held
Mrs Vera Lamb of 1312 Por-
ter Court, Paris, Tenn., passed
away Wednesday at Nobles Hos-
pital at the age of 69.
She was born October 174
1901 in Calloway County and
wits the •dattghter of the la
a McCuiston and Lucy,
e McCufstron. She was mar-
ried in 1917 to Claude Lamb
and he survives. She was a
member of the Church of
Christ.
Survivors include her hus-
band and one son, Willie Shel-
ly Lamb of Paris, Tenn.; three
sisters, Mrs. Myrtle Dexter of
Gilbertsville, Mrs. Ora Grubbs
of Calvert City, and Mrs. Wilma
Baker of Dwight, Ill.; one bro-
ther, Raymond McCuiston of
Kevil; three grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Thursday at two p. m. at the
Mt. Pleasant Methodist Church
with burial in the church cem
etery.
Now You Know
By United Press International
The three golden balls now
recognized as the emblem of
a pawnbroker were originally
the badge of a Lombard mer
chant in Medieal Italy.
Third Annual Tournament
Starts At Oaks Tomorrow
One hundred and twenty
West Kentucky golfers will
start shooting for more than
$1,000 in prizes tomorrow
morning when the third ann-
ual invitational tournament at
the Oaks Country Club in Mur-
ray gets under way.
The first foursomes are
WEATHER REPORT
UsilLsil Press Intern sties&
West Kentucky — Variable
cloudiness with a slight chance
of showers and thundershowers
today and tonight. Partly cloudy
Saturday. Mild today and Sat-
urday -and slightly cooler to-
-night. High today in the 80s,
low tonight mostly in the 60s
and high Saturday mid and up-
per Ms. Winds northeast 6 to
12 miles per hour today and
less than 8 miles per kaur to-
night. Probability df measur-
able rainfall 20 per cent today
and 20 per cent tonight. Out-
„look for Sunday—Partly cloudy
and warm.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a m. 356.6,
down 0.1. below (lain 302.1, up
0 7, no gates open
Barkley Lake, 7 a In., 358.3.
down 0 3, hel()v, tiara 30/3,
dow'n 1.7
Sunrisr t 19: sunset 7:40.
scheduled to tee off at 8:30
a.m. in the two-day, 36-hole,
medal play event, while the
last groups will start at 1:40
p.m.
Opening play from the first
tee will be Al Hewitt, Jim
Bryan, Danny Edwards and
Cary Miller, all of Murray.
Starting play from the 10th
tee will be Hugo Wilson, John
Stewart and Vernon Cahoon,
all of Louisville, and John
Lovett, Murray.
Ladies of the club will serve
].lunch to the entrants bothdays.
Six of the area's top golfers
(Continued on Pees 14)
Local Person In
Mayfield Accident
A Lem trove woman was
Involved in a traffic collision
at Mayfield on Wednesday a-
bout four p. m., according to
the following report published
In the Mayfield Messenger:
"An auto driven by Jeannie
L. Mike, Paris Road, skidded on
the wet pavement while driv-
jag east on FarthingtStreet and
collided with the rear of an
auto operated by Ruth I. l'ic
ard, Lynn Grove, police report.
ed today.
"Dickard wa.s stoppirig on
Farthing when the contra!' oc-
curred, the report said. The ac-
cident occurred about four p.
rn. Wednesday”
Persons Are Fined M d 
In Calloway Court
Judge McCuiston
•••••=1.1.1••••
Several cases have been dis-
posed of in the Calloway Coun-
ty Court of Judge Hall McCuis-
ton during the past week. Re-
cords show the following oc-
curred:
Chester R. Harmon, Cape
Girardeau, Mo., speeding, fin-
ed $10.00 costs $18.00; State
Police.
oes on For Bo
Robert F. Garner, Route
One, Buchanan, Term., public
drunkenness, given fourteen
days in jail at hard labor;
Sheriff.
Harold Mohundro, Murray
Route Six, permitting unlicen-
sed operator, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; State Police.
Anthony J. Jones, 705
Chestnut, Murray, speeding,
fined $10.00 costs $18.00;
State Police.
Jerry Gene Smith, Murray,
bringing alcoholic beverages
in dry territory to deliver to
another person; fined $25.00
costs $20.00; State Police.
Barry A. Cain, Murray
Route Two, speeding, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00; State
Police.
Danny Osborn, Murray
Route One, speeding,
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Vti-
ice.
Robert Kirk, Murray, piibile
drunkenness, finer $10.00 costs
$18.00; Sheriff.
Herbert G. Calhoon, Murray
Route Four, speeding, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Pol-
ice.
Terry Lee, Murray Route
Two, taking raccoon out of
season, fined $15.00 costs
$18.00; Department of Fish
and Wildlife.
LaNita Crouch, 209 Maple,
Murray, speeding, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; State Police.
Patrick M. Paschall, Almo The captain said Miss
Route One, speeding, fined Kachur had alaerst eight days
$10.00 costs $18.00; State Pol with a male cellmate. He said, 
"The cellmate never knew hisice.
_Ralph. Hil/...Abbu. R mate's
secret. O
oute ORt
assault and battery. placed uroi no
action of September 1969 
atadrnittiusire-a i he t- Chi, he's•--
der bead ,01 $1S40.00 aseang tti Wilson Auld that during her
jail stay she spoke ui a low
Grand Jury; Sheriff, voice and never took a bath
and that she also told jail of-
ficials she had suffered a
chest injury.
The mixed-up episode repor-
tedly began after Miss Kachur
journeyed from her Tiverton,
RI., home to attend the recent
Atlantic City pop-rock festival,
then spent several days living
under a boardwalk. It was
there that she found Nehus'
identification credentials.
She also found a group of
youths who befriended he
giving her a better place to
stay. And when she and sever-
al others were subsequently
arrested on possession of a
stolen car charge the name of
Nehus came in handy.
She presented the Nehus II)
to hide her own identity and
it was good enough for the
police.
But the jig was up when the
real Charles Albert Nehus, 18,
of McKees Rocks, Pa., also
happened to get arrested-on
vagrancy charges. The turn-
keys noted they had two
Charles Albert Nehuses in
custody and began checking.
They took a closer look at
Shower Planned For Phillis alias Charles and ship-
Dale Thorn Family 
pod her over to the Atlantic
City Hospital where an exam-
ination showed he was most
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Thorn definitely a she.
and their infant daughter, Jail officials immediately
three months of age, will be transferred prisoner Millis
honored with a shower on Fri Kachur to the women's section
(Continued on Pave 14) of the jail.
u Scraped From
ape's As Search
dies-
By WILLIAM L. VAUGHN
GULFPORT, Miss. (UPI)
Churchwomen scraped the mud
from their chapel for a Sunday
thanksgiving service today
while National Guardsmen
churned through the marshes
in amphibious trucks search-
ing for more victims of Hurri-
cane Camille.
"We are going to give thanks,
those of us who are left, for
Police Admit Girl
Was Mistaken For
Boy In Roundup
Sunshine Colley Is
B&PW Speaker
Miss Sunshine Colley of Ben-
ton was the guest speaker at
the meeting of the Murray
Business and Professional Wo-
men's Club held on Thursday
at 6:30 pan at the Holiday
Inn.
The speaker is the director
of District I of the B & PW
Clubs. She gave highlights of
the national convention held
recently in St. Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Odelle Vance, president
of the Murray Club, presided
at the meeting and welcomed
one new member, Mrs. Edna
Millikan.
Guests were Miss Colley,
Mrs. Helen Foley, and Mrs.
Monettee Bushart.
The finance committee com-
posed of Mrs. Jessie Shoemak-
er, chairman, Mrs. Mildred
Ragsdale, Mrs. Margaret Wald-
rop, and Mrs. Reva Shelton,
were in charge of the arrange-
ments for the meeting.
ATLANTIC CTIT, NJ.
Atlantic City police admitted
Thursday they had failed to
separate a girl from the boys.
They said. C.haoles Albert
Nehus, who was tossed in the
room's section of the Atlantic
City jail Aug. 12 on theft char-
ges, tuoned out to be 17-year-
old Phillis Kachur, a young
Lady who favors trousers, loaf-
ers and shirts.
"Well, hell, it's hard to tell
these days," said Police Capt.
Albert Wilson when the sex-
ual revelation was made dur-
ing an examination of the pris-
oner in Atlantic City Hospital.
a
, .
what we have teft," said the
Rev. John H. Taylor Jr. as he
stood in front of Gulfport's bat-
tered First Baptist Church, star"
lag at a 30-foot sailboat that
had been flung into the church-
yard from the Gulf of Mexico
two blocks away.
The minister and churchwo-
men scrubbed seawater-stained
pews and scraped mud from
the walls in preparation for
Sunday's service. A crudely let-
tered sign in front of the
church said simply, "Church
on Sunday."
Seabees officials said they
had removed all the bodies
from the area accessible by
foot, except some still tangled
in the wreckage of buildings.
National Guardsmen were sear-
ching for bodies flung into the
sawgrass and mashes by the
storm's 190-mile-an-winds.
Pilots making approaches to
Gulfport and Pass Christian
with emergency supplies report-
ed spotting bodies sprawled in
the swamp areas around the
towns. Until today, there was
too much to do within the
town limits to get to them.
There was confusion over the
death toll.
Gov. John Bell Williams, who
had expressed fears of having
as many as 1,000 Gulf Coast
deaths, said Thursday "it is im
possible to give a figure on
the dead. It exceeds 200."
But Gulfport funeral director
A. W. Lang said nearty all the
recovered bodies were in the
local funeral homes and they
totaled 110. Told of this, an
aide to Williams said: "The
governor sees no reason at this
time to think there will be any
change in the death toll or to
think it will go much higher"
After raking a 600-square
mile area along the Gulf Coast
from Louisiana to Alabama,
Camille's remnants plodded nor-
th into Virginia, where heavy
rains spawned flash floods that
killed at least 44 persons in
mountain areas.
Fewer than 50 residents re-
mained in Pass Christian and
they appeared unwilling to
leave. Seabees still manned an
evacuation center but they did
no business early today.
Gulfport and other coastal
points remained in shambles,
but a few stares reopened,
with many clerks having to dig
through piles of goods scatter
ed about the floor to fill their
customers' orders.
By EDWARD WHALE
RICHMOND, Va. Mgt— The
swollen James River battered
the sandbags Protecting Rich-
mond early today after boiling
down from the mountains with
at least 44 dead in its back-
wash. The sandbags held and
Richmond was spared.
Civil defense authorities
said there were 44 known
dead, 48 injured and 116 miss-
(Continued on Page 14)
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ONE OF 200,000 persons lert-homelemm by Hurricane Camille, Gene Lucas holds a piece of
to, n movie film in Langley Point. Mimi., in the vilseckage,of his house and says he wishes
a would have been burned because there are too many sentimental things left.
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Before Blindness Strikes
In the next 12 months, disease, accident,
neglect and ignorance will bring blindness to an
estimated 33,500 Americans. Yet the real tragedy
is that half of these victims need never lose their
sight—because half of all blindness is preventable.
This is the concern of the National Society for
the Prevention of Blindness—the oldest voluntary
health agency geared specifically to detect and
fight the many causes of blindness. . .before they
strike. Now in its sixty-first year, the Society,
working nationally and through state affiliates,
offers a comprehensive program of community
services, public and professional education, and
research.
Basically the Society's fight against blindness
centers around cataracts and glaucoma, the two
major causes of adult blindness today; vision
testing, particularly in preschool-age children, to
detect and treat vision problems before they cause
serious damage; and the introduction and
reinforcement of safety measures in schools and
dustry.
Another Tax
The last holdout seems to be going the way of
all flesh — to the tax collector.
North Carolina, that tobacco-rich state which
has repeatedly refused to tax cigarettes, has finally
succumbed to the need for revenue and, as of Oct.
1, a two cents per pack tax begins. Tourists from
such heavily-taxed states as Florida will now get e_
little less of a bargain when they bring their threik lartHoward; three lots in *ward
cartons (the legal limit) home.
However, the North Carolina story will sewa.
familiar to other people in more ways than oneAs
soon as the two-cents-a-pack tax was passed —
vending machine., operators announced that prices
in machines would' go up five cents a pack, not
two. Welcome to the club, North Carolinians. — -
Jacksonville (Fla.) Florida Times-Union
Land
Transfers
•
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* Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER A TIMES PILE
The Murray City Schools will open on August 31 with six new
instructors having been added to the faculties.
The District Highway Maintenance Department moved yes-
terday to their new quarters on Industrial Road.
Miss Rosemary Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jones,
and Harold Wayne Prow, Jr., were married August 10 at the
First Christian Church.
Dr. and Mrs. W. K. Wood of Ashland were guests of his sister,
Mrs,. Cleve James and Mr. James.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER A TIKES ME
George Hart, vice-president of the Bank of Murray and president
of the Kentucky Bankers Association, addressed a meeting of Group
U of the KBA at Pikeville.
A temperature of 61 degrees early this morning here was the
lowest dip that the therometer took in the past 29 boars. At 11
a.m. today the reading was 70 degrees.
Pictured today are Gayle and Ann Douglass with white rabbits
they won first in the Pet Parade of the Calloway County Fair, with
the second winner , Jean Parker with her monkey, and the third
winner, Elsie Love with her bantam chicken.
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Hall of Memphis, Tenn., were Lie weekend
guests of her mother, Mrs. Ruth Filbeck.
Bible Thought for Today
Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved the church,
and gave himself for it. - Ephesians 5:25.
If husbands loved their wives as much as Christ loves His church,
wives would be glad to "love, honor and obey them."
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
PARKER FORD INC.
753-5273. Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
•
Charles D. Whitlock and Joel
Ann Whitlock to George Stockton
and Linda Stockton; lot in Keene-
land Subdivision.
Aftidavitt of descent of W. M.
Stubblefield, died October 16,
1957, to Mavis Allbritten.
Harold S. Elkins and Laurine
Elkins to J. D. McClure and
Georgia W. McClure; property
on Highway 121.
James McKinney and Odessa
McKinney to Vernon Lyle Under-
wood and Geraldine E. Under-
wood; lot in Glendale Subdivis-
ion.
Floette Burkeen and Clint Bur-
keen to Leonard Burkeen; 1041/2
acres on Murray-Providence Ro-
ad. -
Beatrice A. Farrell, Executrix
of the estate of Mary S. Alexand-
er, to Joe N. Prince and Jane
H. Prince; lot in College Place
Addition.
Robert L. Hooks and Linnit.
Jo Hooks to Howard Kinsey and
Evelyn Kinsey; two acres on
Highway 121.
Howard Brandon and Ruth Br-
andon to World Land LTD, Inc.;
96 acres in Calloway County.
Wiley P. Outland and Nellie
D. Outland to James C. Moody
and Robbie 0. Moody; lot on
Cherry Corner Road.
Hiram L. Tucker to Jeanne
Tucker West, Donald R . Tucker,
and Loretta Tucker Davis; 10
foot strip on Kentucky 121 By-
pass.
Hilda F. Rowland to Clyde A.
Rowland; 141/2 acres on Highway
641.
Robert M. Allen to Sherman
Jines and Blanche Jines of Jack-
son, Miss; property in Calloway
County.
J. H. Walston, Earl Nanny,
and James W. Thurmond, trus-
tee of the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ, to Wilford
Dumas, Tommy Thomas, Elie
Cody, and James Bogard, trus-
tees of South 4th Street Church
of Christ; lot on South 4th Street.
Sue Buchanan Gerhart to Will-
iam H. (Jake) Dunn and Alene
Dunn; lot in Meadow Land Sub-
division.
Joseph E. Brunk and Eva S.
Brunk to Mark Cunningham and
Gloria P. Cunningham; lot inSun-
set Court Subdivision.
Tommy Howard and Virginia
Howard of Florida to Nancy _Jane
Property restrictions for Hay-
wood Vista 'Subdivision, signed
by Jerry Roberts, president of
World Land LTD, Inc., are re-
corded.
ILa Mae Buie to Bobby Barron
and Sandra Barron; lot in Can-
terbury Estates Subdivision.
Mavis Allbritten to Paul Bla-
lock, Robbie Blalock, Otley Whi-
te, and Barbara White; 20 acres 
in Calloway County.
Mason Thomas, Nerene Thom-
as, E. S. Roberts, and Thelma
Roberts to Glenn N. Sheppard
and Anna G. Sheppard; lot in
Highland Hills Subdivision.
Harry J. Fenton to James Mc-
Kinney and Odessa McKinney; lot
In Glendale Subdivision.
G. P. Hughes or Beulah J.
Hughes to J. A. Reaves or Beu-
lah Reaves; eight acres in Call-
oway County.
Roy Bynum and Mary Bynum
to Grayson McClure and Aline
McClure; lot in Panorama Shor-
es Subdivision.
Gene Edward Hendon and Nan-
cy C. Hendon of Biloxi, Miss.,
to Euda C. Lewis; lot in Cir-
carama Subdivision.
Keniana Development Co., Inc.,
to Albert H. Ruchalski and Rita
D. Ruchalski of Algonquin, Ill.;
three lots in Keniana Scenic Vall-
ey Subdivision.
Ila Mae Hale to HughieG. Law-
son and Anita S. Lawson; lot in
Bagwell Manor Subdivision.
ALMANAC
Today is Friday, Aug. 22, the
234th day of 1969 with 131 days
to follow.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Venus
and Saturn.
THE
FAMILY.
LAWYER —
Mimics, Unlimited?
Mimicking the famous is, and
always has been, a favorite mode
of humor. Prince or president,
magnate or movie star, anyone in
the public eye can expect to ice
his idiosyncrasies turned into fod-
der for laughs.
Some are pleased, perhaps on the
theory that imitation is the sincer-
est form of flattery. But suppose
the person mimicked is not pleased.
Does he have a legal kick coming?
As a rule, the answer is no.
Whatever anguish he feels is con-
sidered one of the penalties of
fame. The law gives a kind of
poetic license, to the mimic to prac-
tice what it calls "a distinct variety
of the histrionic art."
However, there are limits. Even
the famous are entitled to be
shielded against the imitator who
goes too far.
For one thing, mimicry must not
be used As a device for defamation
of character.
"A person shall not be allowed."
said a judge, "to murder another's
reputation in jest.-
For another thing, the mimic—
even though telling no lies--must
not violate the right of pliVady: He
must not expose those areas of the
person's life that are not "fair
game" for public dissection. Thus,
revelation of a tycoon's personal
peccadilloes, if totally unrelated t6
his business career, might well be
an invasion of his privacy.
What if the mimic uses imitAtion
not for humor at all, but rather to
pass himself off as the real thing?
In one case, an actor assumed a
name and mannerisms similar to
those of a famous entertainer, so
as to trick audiences into coming
to see him.
But a court finally halted him
with an injunction, partly to pro-
tect the original entertainer, partly
to protect _tEe fitiEtTic, Zonerildgt
put it:
"First, a man who has a repot-
tattoo for excellence is entitled to
be protected in the reputation thus
established; and second, the public
should he protected against whom-
soever places a counterfeit article
on the market in the likeness. of
the genuine."
An American Bar Association pub-
1k service feature by Will Bernard,
1969 American Bar Association,
SUSPENDS OPERATIONS
SAN JOSE, Costa Rica - UPI
- Striking employes today
forced the Northern Railway of
Costa Rica to suspend opera-
tions. The line is the only land
link between this capital and
the nation's rich banana
plantations on the Caribbean,
The evening stars are Mer-
cury, Mars and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1851 the yacht America
beat the British craft Aurora
off Cowes, England, to win the
silver trophy which still carries
the name "America."
In 1911 the Mona Lisa was
stolen from the Louve. It was
recovered Dec. 10.
In 1941 Nazi troops advanced
to the outskirts of Leningrad.
In 1968 Pope Paul received a
big welcome in Begots, Collum-
bia, on the first trip of any
Roman Catholic pontiff to Lat.
in America.
A thought for the day: Vic-
tor Huge said, "A compliment
is something like a kiss thro•
ugh a veil."
GREEN "BERET CASE - Col.
Robert Rheaul t, ex-com-
mander of all Green Berets
in south Vietnafn and one
of the eight charged with
murder of a South Vietna-
mese civilian, is shown at
quarters in Long Binh. 17
mules north of Saigon
I t-
SENSING THE NEWS
By Thurman Sensing
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Southern States Industrial Council
TRUTH TELLING
In a republic, more than in
any type of society, it is im-
perative that men who aspire
to the highest national leader-
ship bear the hallmarks of in-
tegrity, self-control and cantor.
A tree society expects to have
all its questions answered, all
its doubts dispelled by honest
answers. What is essential is
a climate of confidence surr-
ounding the men who hold the
levers of power.
The United States has been
fortunate in this respect over
the almost 200 years of its his-
tory. Our first President, Geor-
ge Washington, was the man who,
in the famous story, "couldn't
tell a lie." There's no question
about it, the United States was
properly established because Pr-
esident Washington had an un-
blemished reputation for truth
telling.
The annals of the UnitedStates
are rich in leaders who renowned 
for their devotion to honesty and
to the decent principles of life.
Thomas Jefferson was such a
man. So was John C. Calhoun,
the great Southern statesman and
thinker, who placed principle ab-
ove political expediency. In our
own time, Dwight Eisenhower
earned the profound respect of
his countrymen not only for his
achievements in war and peace
but for his personal rectitude.
The nation is thinking of this
heritage of forthrightness in the
wake of the Teddy Kennedy affair.
The situation in which Senator
Edward Kennedy (D-Mass) finds
himself has been described as a
tragedy.. Certainly, the night on
a small island off the Macc2ch-
usetts coast was a tragedy for the
attractive young woman who dro-
wned in the automobile driven by
Senator Kennedy. But for many
Americans the situation is more
accurately described as a mess
than a true tragedy.
Before the drowning, Senator
Kennedy was on the„ highroad to
graater. power., It was widely.,
assumed that he would seek the
presidency, and many people be-
lieved that sooner or later he
would attain this goal. Now, how-
ever, the situation is utterly
changed,
While no one can safely pre-
diet the distant future, political
forecasters of all views are agr-,
eed that Senator Kennedy has
little chance of being nominated
for President in 1972, let alone
be elected.
No one desires to kick a man
when he is down. The Kennedy
story should be considered, none 
theless, for the lessons it pro-
vides to the American people.
The political disaster Senator
Kennedy has suffered stems not
from the accident itself, but from
his reaction following it and his
course since the death of the
young lady. The Senator admitt-
ed that he was in a state of panic
following the fatal accident. Pan-
ic may be an understandable
reaction for many ordinary men,
but one thing is clear; the United
States can't afford to have a lead-
er, a Chief Executive, who loses
his nerve when a great crisi,
touches him,
In the 1970s the United States
Is likely to encounter one crisis
after another. That's the very
nature of the presidency in this
cold war period. Obviously, the
presidency requires a man who is
panic proof, a man who "keeps
his cool" when the situation is
most dangerous and when the
pressures are most intense. The
President of the United States
must be a man who, to para
phrase Rudyard Kipling, keeps
his head when all around him are
losing theirs. Senator Edward
Kennedy may have his virtues,
but control in a crisis unques-
tionably is not one of them.
The people of Massachusetts may
be satisfied to have him stay in
Washington as a senator, but it
is hard to believe that the people
of the United States would want
him in the White House. If he
suffered panic after an automob-
ile disaster, what would he do
if Moscow or Peking threatened
a missile attack?
Other questions are also in-
volved in this affair, chiefly the
question of candor. Up to this
time Senator Kennedy has re-
fused to submit to open quest-
ioning on his behavior or the ev-
ents in which he was involved
last month. Even the Washington
Post, a longtime admirer of the
Kennectys, said there is a look of
Technical Man
... HOLLYWOOD ((IN) - joim
Wailer, one of .tihe world's top
archers, will be technical con-
sultant on Richard Burton's new
movie, "Anne of the Thousand
Days."
"calculated suppression of the
missing details." It referred to
an "ugly suspicion that there
was, and still is, a careful cold-
blooded conspiracy to cover so-
mething up"
The United States cannot have
as a leader a man about whom the-
re is this kind of suspicion. A
President can't be a man who
appears to be engaged in cover-
ing up embarrasing details. The
American people must have faith
in their President when he talks
to them about the grim realities
of war and peace. They must be-
lieve their Chief Executive will
not conceal the truth. It is hard
to imagine that the time will come
when the country will accept
as president a man who refuses
to talk to reporters about his
own behavior.
The nation wants - to use John
F. Kennedy's phrase - a "pro-
file of courage," and Edward
Kennedy doesn't offer such a
profile.
JAMES HOFFA arrives hand-
cuffed at federal court in
Chattanooga, Tenn., where he
is trying to get his 1964 jury
tampering conviction re-
versed on grounds his con-
stitutional rights were vio-
lated by wiretapping.
A GOOD YEAR for Terry
Elms is 1969 as he displays
his license tag in Houston,
Tex. He's got BLIMP 1 be-
cause his job is to publicize
like right.-herei Goodyear's
new blimp, the America. to
be based in Houston.
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It's Easy
to find
depend-
able
service
people
Just Turn to
the
WANT
AD
SECTION
of The
LEDGER &
TIMES
Do you offer
a service?
Call 7 5 3 - 1 9 1 6 and ask
an experienced Ad-Visor
to tell you how you can
profitable advertise.
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To Have
Is Finally
His Way
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MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
YORK (UPI)—Richie
is going to have
not all of it, but most
to get out of
for dear life and
are in the process
that little detail
right now. All he has to
a few weeks of patience
season ends,
would love to wind up
New York. He isn't
Either the Mets or
will do nicely. But that
can't guarantee him.
clubs are willing to
off the Phillies'
The ego factor is
involved h e r e.
who want him say to
maybe the -Phillies
Allen but they
the right way to
him, Now the way I
go about it ... All these
playing right into
Allen's hands, of course,
say they'll gladly
Whom are they
to give up for him
Joe Pepitone? Even
aren't foolish
to go for that. Mel
might be a little
but the Yanks aren't
let him go. Nonet-
they're still interested in
Another Problem
too tremendous a talent
be interested in," says
the Yankees' boss.
All stars have
We'd take him,
and all."
the Yanks have little to
Allen and since the
isn't likely to change
now and Novem-
the inter-league traci-
goes into effect there
likelihood of Allen corn_
YanIcees,
there's the Mets,
Phils offered Allen to
winter but the Mets
when Philadelphia
talking about Tom
and Jerry Koosman,
even in the same
If the Phils continue
along the same lines,
forget the Mets.
the Mets' mana.
Allen, but with one
provision; he'd have
by Hodges' rules, mean-
would have to agree
the same kind of tre-
as the 24 other players
club, That takes care of
there.
chances are Allen will be
an American League
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bread, didn't he?
California Angels are am-
the eight clubs interested in
also. Bcist&tis t°°, although
Red Sox say yes, and then
rie'"no" applies if the Phils
rather hard-headed and insist
someone like Carl Yastrzem-
He isn't hitting what he or-
does but the Red Sox
he's still the best in the p.
They're not at all disen-
with him either simply
manager Dick Williams
to hang a $500 plaster on
recently.
:
No Yaz 1
didn't amount to a hill ,
beans," says Dick O'Connell, i
Boston general manager.
interested in Allen, but
up to a point. It depends
how much they want, I've
speculation in the papers
might give up Yastrzemski
him. That has never entered
heads. One thing about Yaz:
know he plays every day and
causes us any trouble.
acquire trouble? Besides,
the baseball isn't our big
pitching is."
Quinn makes the deals
the Phillies. He makes them
the approval of owner Bob
and when I asked Qui-
about Allen's future I got
what I expected. A stan-
front office reply.
have had no offers for
Allen but I'm sure there
going to be interest in him,"
said.
more literally that
more than a half dozen
already have told the Phi-
don't- do; anything-before
-with-us-first. i
Allen is in the same ,.`
as any other player on
club," Quinn said. "We'll
to any offer that'll help
Philadelphia club. That in-
an offer for Richie Allen j
anybody else." I
Quinn made it sound as E
Allen is merely one of the 25 -
on the club. He didn't
any problems at all, (
even the additional $1,500 1
hUng on, Allen for his miss- (
that exhibition game in Head- i
Pa. t
what? It's only money. Rich-
Allen should worry. What's
important, having money
having your own way?
RAISED
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) —
prices for Phillies and
games at the new sports
still under construction
will be raised to help the
pay the rent of $45 million
year.
The stadium is expected to
a March 29, 19'70 deadline.
.
•
CUBS FAN SUPREME—Ray
ed PGA champion,
Wednesday's game
Holtzman, who
Tuesday. Floyd
club dressing
- 4. ,
Floyd, right, golf's newly crown-
poses in Cubs' dressing room before
with latest darling of Cub fans, Kenn
no-hitter against Atlanta Braves
his own Cub uniform and locker in the
A.
pitched
has
room.
_
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National League
last
W L
hittage 76 0
New York 66 52
t Louis 44 SS
Pittsburgh 64 $6
Philadelphia 49 72
tAootr..i 39 U
West
Cincinnati 66 St .359 —
Los Aweless 67 54 .354 1/1
Atlanta 61 SII .540 2
Francisco 65 57 .533 3
ton 64 57 .329 31/2
San Diego 37 66 .301 31 1/2
Yeeterabars Remelts
Atlanta 3. Chicago 1
Cincinnati S. St Louts 3
Philsdelphie 2. Los Angel., 1
San Diego 1. Montreal 0
(10 innings)
S Francisco 7, New York 6
(11 Innings)
Oiler clubs not scheduled.
Tedaneli Games
Los Angeles (Singer (5-7) at New York
Koosman 104). night
San Premium (Satin 6-7 and Mc-
ormick 11.7) at Montreal (Wegener 44
W•siowekl 2-7), 2, twl-night
San Diego (Kirby 3-16) at Philadelphia
Wise 10-10), night
Vitt-trim-6N (Fisher 3-3 and Cloninger 11-
4) at PINsOurgh (Blase 13-7 and Eli),
3), 2, twi-nignt.
Houston (porker 114) et Chicago (Sol-
a 12-4)
13-11), n
Atlanta (Pixies 6-10) at St. Louis 
(G)bion 
-
Pct.
3)1
.M7
-153
.533
.403
.315
American League
Alitterk1161 1-111181111
Oast
W L Pct. 011
It $64 .705 —
69 51 .575 14
65 57 .533 V
63 61 .504 24
62 61 .5041 7414
51 74 .4011 3/1‘,9
West
72 50 .590 —
69 50 .510
50 71 413 21/2
411 70 .407 22
4 72 .400 23
46 74 377 26
Yesterday's Resifts
Baltimore at California
Detroit at Seattle
Other clubs not scheduled
711611Y1 Games
Baltimore (Palmer 12-3) at °Wand
(Krauss* 6-5), nght "
Detroit (McLain 19.4) at C•Ilfornlis
(Murphy 11-11), night
Cleyetand (Horgan 410) at Seattle (Tal-
bot 3-6), night
Washington (Coleman 9-9) at Kansas
City (Rooker 3-10), night
New York (Bahnson 7-1)) at Minnesota
(Boswell 12-91, night
Chicago (Peters 7-12) at Boston (Roma
6-i)i
olfer Signs With
ennessee Tech
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. (UP!)—
lobby Barbee, former Nashville
tupont High golfer, has signed
grant-in-aid with Tennessee
ech, it was announced today.
Tech golfer coach Bobby Nich-
Is said the signing of Barbee
ould complete Tech's golf re-
ruit1ng for the year. He is the
Lfth prospect to sign with Tech
'year.
Orioles Donate
To Education
ANAHEIM, Calif.
Fines from the kangaroo court
of the Baltimore Orioles are
going to be donated toward the
education of four children of
Cincinnati catcher Pat Corrales.
The catcher's wife died last
month giving birth to her fourth
child.
There is more than $500 in the
Oriole kitty from fines levied by
chief judge Frank Robinson on
players, coaches and anyone
else he considers fair game.
The Orioles had been planning
to throw themselves a party,
hopefully after they won the
World Series.
Trevino Suffers
Back Troubles
SUTTON, Mass. — Lee
Trevino withdrew from the
$150,000 AVCO golf classic
Thursday, complaining of the
recurrence of an old back Inju-
rY-
Trevino said he had snapped
several vertebrae out of place in
his back and was unable to
swing properly.
He was two under par before
hooking his drive out of bounds
on the 12th hole.
Mayfield 2nd
In Slow Pitch
Softball Meet
BURKESVILLE, Ky. — The
Barbourville Tigers, an Eastern
Kentucky team, won the 1969
Kentucky Slow Pitch Softball
Tournament last weekend by
downing Mayfield Eaton 6-5 here
in the final game.
Mayfield earlier won four
games in the double elimination
tournament, losing only to Bar-
bourville 10-3. Mayfield victories
came against Burkesville, 2-0,
Camargo, 9-7, defending cham-
pion Mason County, 8-4, and
tournament favorite Lexingtor
Rainbo, 9-7.
The Mayfield team was forced
to play four games on the final
day of the tournament due to
rain.
The state tournament will be
:held in Burkesville again in 1970,
according to Don Green of May-
field, Firg..Region Slow Pitch
Softball commissioner, and state
commissioner James A. Moore,
Frankfort,
Johnny Bench Is A Man In
A Hurry, But Not Too Big
By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer
Johnny Bench is a man in a
hurry but he's still not too busy
to notice the little things that
sometimes count so much.
Bench, already setting his
sights on the Hall of Fame at
age 21, slammed a three-run
homer Thursday night as the
Cincinnati Reds regained first
place in the National League's
Western Division with a 5-3
victory over the St. Louis
Cardinals,
But it was past as important
that Bench noticed Tim McCar-
ver leaning the wrong way.
After Bench's homer made it 4-
0 in the top of the sixth, the
Cards rallied for two runs in
the bottom of the inning and
had runners on second and
third with one out. That's when
Bench noticed McCarver taking
a long lead and flashed the
signal to pitcher Jim Merritt.
Merritt fired to Jimmy
Stewart at second, who made
the tag on McCarver for the
second out of the inning even
ough McCarver, seeing he
s caught, slid hard into
tewart. Merritt then retired
yron Browne to end the
ruling.
Hits 21st Homer
Bench's 21st homer came off
oser Nelson Briles, 12-11, after
ob Tolan singled, Alex John-
n sacrificed and Tony Perez
Intentionally walked.
In other games, Philadelphia
ed Los Angeles, 2-1, San
Francisco nipped New York, 7-
in 11 innings, San Diego
•tanked Montreal, 1-0, in 10
Innings and Atlanta topped
hicago, 3-1.
In the only American League
games, California blanked Bal-
timore, 2-0 and Detroit edged
Seattle, 7-6.
Jerry Johnson pitched an eight-
ter to give Philadelphia the
victory over Los Angeles and
knock the Dodgers out of first
place. Dave Watkins singled in a
second-inning run and Deron Jo-
hnson snapped a 1-1 tie with a run-
Scoring single in the sixth.
Bobby Bonds hit a solo homer
In the second and a three-run
homer in the sixth as San Fran-
cisco built up a 6-2 lead over
New York. But after New York
tied it, 6-6, the Giants won in
the Ilth when 39-year-old pit-
cher Don McMahon singled and
lumbered home on Ken Hender-
son's triple.
Pitches Four-Hitter
Jim Britton pitched a four-
hitter and Hank Aaron hit his
593rd homer as Atlanta beat
Chicago. Bill Hands, 15-10, su-
ffered the loss. - • -
Joe Niekro pitched a six- 'hitt-
er and hit a sacrifice fly in the
10th inning to drive in the only
rui, of the game as San Diego
edged Montreal. Jerry Roberts-
on gave up only five hits and
suffered the loss.
Steve Kelley pitched a seven-
hitter in his first major league
start' to give California the vic-
tory over Baltimore. Kealey, who
got the start because Jim Mc-
Middle Tennessee
Signs Track Men
MURFREES130RO, T e n a,
;UPI)— Middle Tennessee State
track coach Dean Hayes an-
nounced today the signing of
three high school track stand-
outs to grants-in'aid.
The signees include Homer
Huffman, the Nashville Inter-
scholastic League trackman of
the year in 1968, Georgia triple
jump champion Barry McClure
and Georgia 880 runnerup Dan-
iel Crews.
Huffman has been timed at
1:55.0 in the 880 and 4:26,5 in
the mile. McClure, of Carrollton,
Ga., leaped 48-8 to win the triple
jump title and has cleared 6-4
in the high jump.
Crews, of Decatur, Ga., has
been timed at 1:55.0 in the 800.
SANTIAGO ACTIVATED
BOSTON(UPI)— Pitcher Jose
Santiago has been activated
and hurler Ray Jarvis put on
the disabled list by the Boston
Red Sox, Santiago, 9-4 last
year, was operated on shortly
before the season started.
Jarvis, a 23-year old rookie, is
5-6.
Glothlin is injured, was expect-
ed to go only four or five innings
but pitched a complete game.
Mickey Stanley tagged Jim
NotonAlor a homer leading off
the eighth inning that snapped
a 6-6 tie and gave Detroit the
FRIDAY — AUGUST 22, 1969
Sixty Minute Is On
Tap At E. Tennessee
East Tennessee Bucs
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn. (UPI)
— The 60-minute football player
will be the order of the day at
East Tennessee State University
when fall practice opens Mon-
day morning.
"We don't have the squad
depth to platoon," says coach
John Bell. "So we're going to
use the best athletes we have at
every position, both on offense
and defense.
strong boy who catches thevictory over Seattle. It was De- ball
troit's fourth straight win and well and is hard to bring down
Seattle's seventh straight loss.
TOMAKEROOMFORTHE'VS
PAA
Chrysler Newport Custom
2-Door Hardtop
Final clearance '69!
The savings opportunity that says
"Drive a great bargain NOW!"
"What we want to develop is
a football team that can play
both ways."
The Bucs will be long on ex-
perience, having lost only four
starters to graduation, two offen-
sive and two defensive players.
There will be 32 lettermen re-
turning for three days in shorts
before workouts in pads start
Thursday morning.
Press Day will be Tuesday
morning.
Gone are defensive safety Ron
Overbay, defensive tackle cLar-
ry Wallace, fullback John Thom-
and guard Darrell Watson.
Back at quarterback will be
Larry Graham, who set a new
school career offense record last
year. Graham is deadly with
the short pass, and is a strong
though not flashy runner,
Running the slot type offense,
with a few triple option plays
"out of self - protection," the
Bucs figure to make the most
of their experience.
The running game will feature
Mike Young, a dodge-em type
 .runner, and pOwerful Mike Rob-
erts at fullback: .
"We think we have-two real
good receivers, too," says Bell.
They are Ron Causey at slot
end and slotback Pat Hauser,
who has excellent speed and is
a member of the East Tennes-
see track team. Causey is a big
Cnrysler Newport 2-Door Hardtop
once he gets going.
Atakoffensive center is John
Walton of Kingsport, who has
started every game except the
first game of his freshman
year.
Defensive linebacker Doug
Linebarger of Greeneville also
has been a starter since his
freshman year.
The Bucs open at home in a
night game Sept. 13 against Ap-
palachian College.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
DETROIT (UPI)— Jim Bish-
op, who has coached LaCrosse
since 1945, has been named
executive director of the
Detroit Red Wings and of
Olympia Stadium where the
Red Wings play.
TESTED...
..APPROVED
Ovfl .1.1.1101s. OF MUSS
GUARANTEED TO
STOP BATTERY
TROUBLE
WITH VX-6
* nsok•s old batt•ries stronger
* mok•s ivelw bart•ries last long..,
* gives brighter lights
* gives olf•weath•r Instant starting
* gives increased power
MAKE THIS 10-SECOND BATTERY CHECK TODAY
Raise the hood of your car ad look at the
battery. A green or white formation around
the battery or terminals means sulphation
and sulphation means your car's battery
is dying. You need VX-6 immediately, ke
you will soon have to spend money -for-a-
new battery. If there is no sulphation, you
can prevent it by adding VX•6 now — it
takes just a minute to increase the life of
your battery by years. VX-6 is backed by
an unconditional money-back guarantee,
fer 6 or 12 volt batteries.
National Dynamics
1305 Poplar St. Ph. 753-6051
. 1,1.4 i s 
ressw4VV476414
VIP 2-Door Hardtop
• Everything's got to go. • We need the space
for the 70's. • So you're the one who benefits.
• And how. III Great cars. II Plymouth Furys.
• Chrysler Newports. II Just waiting for you.
• At a price that you've been waiting for.
TAYLOR MOTORS, INC.
403 POPLAR STREET
LERs 411'. CHRYSLER
1
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'Right' idea
can hurt her!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: A lady I knew (not well] passed away
recently, leaving a husband and three small children. I want
very much to express my sympathy and let this man know
that I want to do whatever I can to help him, but I do not
want to appear forward. I know him only to say hi to.
I am a divorcee, living alone [I'm new in town] and I'm
afraid if I telephone him he might get the wrong idea. Also,
this is a small town and everybody knows everybody else's
business, and I wouldn't want it known that I called him-or
wrote to him, because THEY might get the wrong idea.
If I call or write I'd like to say something out of the
ordinary. Something witty, or eloquent. [Any suggestions
along that line?] I want to let him know I am sincere in my
desire to help him, without appearing forward.
ANONYMOUS
DEAR ANONYMOUS: If you knew his wife "not well,"
and know him only to say hi to, don't call him. If you want to
express your sympathy, send him a note, or card, but don't
try for wit or eloquence. And please try to contain your
eagerness to "help him." It's not the "wrong" idea he may
get, but the right one which stands to kill your chances.
DEAR ABBY - My husband of 22 years is giving me the
"silent treatment" again What gets me is that he never tells
me what he's mad about, he just clams up and doesn't say
a word. This is much more annoying to me than a good -
tongue-lashing would be because at 'least I would know what I
did to upset him.
Herbert is in his third day of the "silent treatment" and
I am about ready to blow my stack. I keep begging him to
put me out of misery and TELL me what's wrong but it's .,
like talking to a wooden Indian. Can you help me? SYLVIA
DEAR SYLVIA: Give him a taste of his own medicine.
When he realizes that his silence is not provoking the results
he desires, you'll hear plenty.
DEAR ABBY. In response to the person who wanted to
know what to say to a friend who drove her to distraction by
ending every sentence with, "KNOW WHAT! MEAN?"
I used to do that, too, but my mother broke me of the
habit by answering each time, "No. I'm dumb. Please
explain it to me."
After a while I got the hint, and I don't say that
anymore. "CURED"
CONFIDENTIAL TO "GETTING DESPERATE" IN
CHICAGO: So you're 29 years old, still single, and getting
desperate? Your list of "prospeetives" is very sad. ill A
sweet guy who swings both ways. 121 A married man was
will divorce his wife if YOU ask bee for the divorce and
agree to pay for it. [31 A man, old enough to be your father,
who wants you to sign a pre-nuptial agreement which will
end& pm to nothing should he die first. Stay single, young
lady. Nottor Is be MISS Somebody than MRS. Nobody.
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply write to Abby, Box 69790, Los Angeles, Cal. MSC and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to
Know," send $1 to Abby, Box 0700, Los Angeles. Cal. NHL
Friday, August n
The Wranglers Biding Club
will ride at seven p. in. at the
Riding pen located east of Mur-
ray off Highway 94 East.
• • •
The seventh and eighth gra-
des of the Galloway County
Country Club will have a Ber-
mudas and Socks Hop at the
club from 7:30 to ten p.m.
Each member may invite two
non-members. The planning
committee is composed of Was
Furgerson, David Frank, Chris
Miller, Gene Parker, Tim
Shown, Andy Littleton, Gay
Crass, Beverly Parker, Rhonda
Garland, Beth Wilson, Donna
Knight, Cindy Chrisman, and
Carolyn Shown.
• • •
Sunday, August 24
A trap and turkey shoot wift
be held at the old Ernest Bai-
ley farm sponsored by the Cal-
loway County Conservation
Club.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Miller
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a re-
ception at the home of their
daughter, Mrs. William Bailey.
17th and Main Streets, from two
to five p.m.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Atkins
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with an
open house from two to five
p.m. at the Murray Woman's
Club House. All friends and re-
latives are invited.
• • •
The old Calloway County
Court House, Chestnut Street,
will be open from two to five
p. m.
• • •
Monday, August 25
- The Grist Books -Discussion
_Group is aeheduled at the Mut
ray-Calloway County Library at
.seven p. 111.
• • •
Tuesday, August 26
The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
of the, Woodmen of the World
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Jeanie Lamb at seven p. in
with Mrs. Linda Waugh as co-
hostess.
• • •
The WSCS of the Martins
Chapel United Methodist Chur-
ch will meet at the lake cot-
tage of Rev. and Mrs. Johnson
Eas
• • •
A "Christmas in August"
meeting members and lead-
ers of the Girls Auxilary of the
First Baptist Church will be
held at the home of Mrs. Ber-
mce Wisehart, 203 Woodlawn,
at five p. m.
• • •
Friday, AWorid 20
A shower will be held for
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Thorn and
their three months old infant
girl at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Miller, Irvin Cobb
Road, at 7:30 p. m. The Thorns
lost their home and contents
by fire on August 14. For in-
formation call 436-5651 or 436
23911.
Mexico City
Has ExpioOon
MEXICO CITY (UPI) -
Mexico City, which now has a
population of 7.5 million, will
have 9.5 million souls within a
few years. according to Leopoldo
Gonzalez, director of the city
subway system.
• • •
Mrs. George Hart, chapter
president, presided over the
brief meeting during which she
presented a Certificate of Honor
to Mrs. Henry McKenzie in re-
cognition of a gift made in tier
honor by Chapter M toward the
erection of the new P.E.O. Cen-
tennial Building in Des Moines,
Iowa. Mrs. Maurice Christopher,
of the social committee, announc-
ed plans for a picnic meeting
ID be held with husbands of the
nitmbers as geesison_Septenther
, at the lakeside cottage of Mrs.
Miss Caroline Fly r 
Honored At Ham Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
Breakfast Recently I
Miss Caroline Fly who wasp
married to Wilson W. Wooll!, of
Murray on August 16 was the
spiratioa for a country ham bre-
airiest on August 12 at the Dome I
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Batts "ea
of Fulton.
Co-hostesses for the occa5ion Reunion Of Family Of Late Willie And
were Mrs. Bill Bennett of Fulton
and Mrs. Andy Batts of Leong- Nannie Housden Held At Morton Home
ton.
The honoree was attractive
in a maroon linen dress. The
unique gift corsage was a floret
of salal leaves. She was present-
ed a silver bonbon dish.
The buffet table was centered
with a bride wearing a green and
white checked gingham apron
over her wedding gown. In her
hands, she held a small skillet
and a spatula. The guests were
seated at card tables covered
with green cloths and accented
with arrangements of ruby caD-
dles and miniature fruit.
owtseedt•
The children, grandchildren,
great grandchildren, and great
great grandchildren of the late
Willie and Nannie Housden held
a family reunion at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Mickie Morton
near Stella.
Dinner was served at one
o'clock in the afternoon on Sun-
day, August 3. Pictures were
made and each one enjoyed the
afternoon of fellowship.
The two daughters of Willie
and Nannie Housden present for
the occasion were Mrs. Clay
Frizzell and Mrs. Lurlie Stater.
Those present were Mr. and Girls Auxiliary
C
Has Regular Meet
urtis Housden, Mr. and Mrs,
Mrs. Lois Reid, Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. Beverly Fowler Billie Housden, Mr. and Mrs.
Clay Frizzell, Mr. and Mrs. 
The Junior Girls Auxiliary of
Honored At P. E. 0. 
at 
Union Ridge Baptist Church
A Joe Reid and children, Rhoncta is
Sisterhood Meeting-Jo and Randy, Mr. and Mrs. 
urora met Tuesday for 
regular monthly meeting.
Robert Housden and Paula, Mr. 
  
An interesting l
and Mrs. James Housden and 
esson, "Cour-
Mrs. Brenda Walker, Tammy, 
age With A Capital C" was led
illette Richardson. All girls'children, Sherry and Stephanie, by W 
Nita, and Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. 
present were on the program.
Lomax Lee Housden, Mr. and 
Mrs. Henry Richardson told
the inspiring story of "The Pray-
Powell and children, Kimberley, y 
ing Hands", and read the prayer
calendar. Carolyn Tapp led the
Jeffrey, and April. devotion.
Also attending were Mr. and 
Mrs. Earl Champy, Sr., and Joe 
A box was filled to be sent
Earl, Mrs. Delma Trotter, Mrs. 
to a taission in Colorado for the
Diana Underwood, Mr. and Mrs. ship party 
In August" friend-
Reuben Chrisman, Mrs. Allie
on Wednesday, August
Harrell, Karen Housden, Richard Gir
Housden, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Richardson,
esKathy wBeeasley, lcear.
Housden, Mr. and Mrs. Urey olyn Tapp, Susan Sawyer, Debbie
Sawyer, and Lesa Gordon. Lead-
?..ers present were -$. Pat John-
ston and Mrs. Henry Richardson.
less, Mrs. Lurlie Suiter, Mr.
and Mrs. John Steele, Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Housden, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Paschall, Mr. and
Mrs. Orin Chrisman, Charles
Housden, Mrs. Ronald Byars and
boys, Mr. and Mrs. Don Reid
and daughter, Shanda, Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Warfield, Mrs. Ruby
Housden, Mr. and Mrs. Mickie
Morton and children, Michael
and Denise.
Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Jr., was
chairman of arrangements for an
informal luncheon meeting of Ch-
apter M of the P.E.O. Sisterhood
at the Holiday Inn on Monday.
The floral centerpiece for the
luncheon table was in yellow
and white, highlighted with yellow
Fuji mums.
Dr. Beverly Fowler, a member
of the Chapter who is leaving to
make her home in Macomb, Ill-
inois, was the geest of honor,
and received a farewell gift from
thoChapter, thepr es entatioa bei-
ng made by Mrs. Alfred LindseY.J-Iouser, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Bazzell, Mr. and Mrs. Dwayne
Hale and children, Lisa and Ji.-
mmy, Miss Shirley Bazzell, Billy
Ray Housden, and Miss Lou Jean
Henson.
Others attending were Rob Gin-
gles, Herbert Alexander, Mrs.
Reva Shelton, Mrs. Flora Far.
Hart,
Out of town members present,
were Mrs. John Humphreys and
Mrs. Robert Wimmer of Paducah
and Mrs. EchVird Nunnelee of
Mayfield.
MANILA (UPI) - There
are 7.7 rmillion Filipino women '
n the reproductive age" out
of a total population of 35
million. according to government
statistics.
Land Shopping Center Chestnut Street
V
Fashion Expressionism in
THE TREVIRA ERA'
Elegance in TREVIRA* polyester
and wool double-knit. the extra-
ordinary fabric that holds tomor-
rows promises. A favorite of the
Fall season is the look of fur.
this Simulated Persian . the fashion
innovation.
Reset
ALFRED WERBER tailors the be-
coming- this TREVIRA* polyester
and wool double-knit is a Fall fash-
ion spectacular. The collar and
cuffs look like Persian but are one
of the new man made fabrics that
are compatible with the TREVIRA•
ERA.
arra
BIRTH DAY -A few hours after- birth at the Philadelphia
Zoo, a baby hippopotamus snuggles up to its mother. The
60-pounder was named Ramphis.
WASTING AWAY Brenda Culp, a chemist :it Crobaugh
Laboratories in Cleveland. puts * finger to her nose at the
✓ thought of sitting on that 1.000-pound cube of garbage.
rubbish and sewage solids. The big cubes. odorless. are .
being *researched for Lake 'Erie fill pi-ojects.
World Baptism Day
WASHINGTON (UPI) -
World Baptism Day for the
Seventh-day Adventist Church
will be observed in all countries
Sept. 2'7. Thousands of new
converts in churches around the
world will participate in the
heptisni rite thet day.- -7- 
The special day originated in
South America in 1967, when
4,127 persons joined the church
by baptism in one day. In 1968,
10,000 persons received the rite
on Sept. 28 in all Latin
American countries.
Air • 4•11.•
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4047
IAnnizna
Mr. and Mrs. Baxter Earon
of Dover, Tenn., announce the
birth of a baby girl born on
Tuesday, August 19, at eight p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new baby weighed seven
pounds two ounces and has been
named Paula Kay. She has one
sister, Tammy Renee, age twenty
months.
Grandparents are Mrs. Dewey
Fox and Lewis Earon, both of
Dover, Tenn.
Teresa Gail is the name chos-
en by Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunn-
ingham of Murray Route Five
for their baby girl, weighing
ten pounds nine ounces, born on
Tuesday, August 19, at seven
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Co-
unty Hospital.
The new father is a mechanic.
Their other children are David,
Don, Barbara, Paulette, Brenda,
Steve, Rita, Debbie, and Terry.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Cunn-
ingham of Murray Route Five
are the grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Junior
Pittman of Murray Route Five
are the parents of a baby boy
born on Tuesday, August 19, at
6:15 p.m. at the Murray-Callo-
way County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven potilids
and has been named James Clif-
ton. The new father is a super-
visor at the Murray Division
of the Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
James Sherrill Outland of Mur-
ray and Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Pittman of New Concord.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
F. B. Outland and Mrs. Elsie
Hendon, both of Murray, and Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Davis of Baldwin,
Miss,
Finns Take
`To tof fee
HELSINKI (UPI) - Finns
have doubled their coffee con-
sumption in the .last 10 years
and now drink about 19.8
pounds per person per year. In
Europe only the Swedes drink
more coffee.
Mrs. Roy Cothran
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Circle
The Blankenship Circle of the
South Pleasant Grove United Me-
thodist Church met Thursday,
August 14, at seven-thirty o'clock
In the evening at the home of
Mrs. Roy Cothran.
Mrs. James Dale Erwin, Mrs.
Gary Cooper, and Mrs. Noel
Buchanan presented the progr-
am. The scripture was taken
from Psalms 101.
The business session was non-
ducted by Mrs. Buchanan.
Refreshments were serv 
Mrs. Cothran.
Others present were Mrs. Ri-
chard Nesbitt, Mrs. Gene Car-
son, and Mrs. Ted Cunningham.
PERSONALS
Mrs. Ophelia Swann of Murra],
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital, Padu-
cah.
Mr. and Mrs. Aussie Pool of
Detroit, Mich., are the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stone,
Hamilton Avenue, and Acre and
L. C. Miller, College Terrace
Drive. The Pools' son, James,
his wife, and son, Jimmy, are
here for the weekend after visit-
ing her family in Williamsburg.
Who knows what evil
lurks in the hearts of used cars?
A Volkswagen dealer knows.
He lirtows that ct used- cor con be o
thing of beauty on the outside and a
mass of corruption on the inside.
By what extraordinary power has he
been able to unlock these deep, dark
secrets2
By something un-mysteriously called
the VW 16-point inspection.
It takes hinr to ports of the car rogely
traveled by, used car dealers ... the far-
thest reaches V. the transmission .. the
C.
of the electrical system . :. the
depihs el- the engine.
If he finds the cot to be pure ot heart,
he rewards it with a sign that says "The
dealer guarantees 100-',O to repair or re-
place the engine, transmission, rear axle,
front axle assemblies, brake system, elec-
trical system for 30 days or
1000 miles, whichever comes
first."
Good con still triumph over
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
800 Chestnut Murray, Kentucky
•
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UIDE YOU IFO HIS CHURCH
COME TO 111/ 11PAND REJOICE...GUACU SATTIST CM117SOMSouth Ninth StreetBaru L. D. WHevis. Pala=Sebool 9:46 a.rn.Worship  10:46 am.Sunday Nig,Training Union . 1:15Worship Service . 7:00
Prayer Mating  7:00 p.m.
31 OSTS PLEASAN T 0 SO YEOLMOJIMMAIII D Piga HY TSB-
CSIJACS
Arov. fld Weyer, passerJostotia7 School  10.1.10 RIMMorning Worship   11.00 a.m.Young People  6:00 p.m.Brventag Worship  7:00 p.m.
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
107 North Fourth Street
George R. BasdarreWatchtower Study .... 10:30 a.m.Bible Lecture Sunday .. 9:30 am.Bible Study Tuesday ... 7:30 p.mMinistry School Friday 7:30Service Meeting Friday 8:30 p.m
8/STENTII DAY ADVENTIST
CHURCH
15th & Sycamore
Travis grath, pastor'
Sabbath School  1:00 pmWorship Service  2:00 p.m.
aontrvs; EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
1020 W. Main Street
--MistiVAilobert Bureheen,"Irlegr
99W1110es Face e0ndev at
9;00 and 10.40 a m•
HOSABN IIINTRODIST
CMUSCS
Meet and Third Sundays:Stugglay School .... 10:00Morning Service .... 11:00Second and Fourth Sundays:Sunday School .... 10:tiuMethodist Youth
Tellowahlp  6:16Worship Service  1:00
Ant.
P.m.
LYNN 01101q1METHODIST CSURCSDeena E. Whalley. pastorPiga and Third Suadaga:.Wortshlp Service .... 9:46 a.rn.Sunday School .... 10:40 a.m.Shooed and Fourth Sunday:Sunday School .... 10:00 a.m.Worship Service .... 11:00 a.m.COLE'S CAMP GROUNDMETHODIST CHUSCH
First Sunday:
Ihniday School 10:00 a.m.
I' 
Sunday:
School .... 10:00 a.m.Worship Service 11:00 a.m.Third Sunday:
Sunday Sehoe( 1000 am.Pearth Sunday.
Worship Servi-r-i s 4.5Sunday School .... 10:45111-77 Sunday  7:00 p.m.(Ind and 4th Sundays)
Ilk A Poplar
CS1CACH OF CHRIST
Sunday
Bible School  9:46 a.m.Worship Hour ... . 10:40 am.Evening Worship . 4:00 p.m.Wednesday
Midweek Bible Study 7.30 p.m.
111161811T UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
MTYREAT CHURCH OFTHE NAZARENESouth lath and PlainviewJambes J. !ester, MinisterSunday School  10:00 a.mMorning Worship  11:00 a.mEvangelistic Service  . 7•00 p.mMid-Week Prayer ServiceWednesday  7700 p.m
TIIIIIPLZ BILLUNITED METHODIST C/21711C3IZee. A. M. Tigengas, PaterPreaching:
Finn and Third Sundays at 11 a.m.Preaching:
2nd and 4th Sundays at 9:30 a.m.Sunday School at alternate time*each Sunday.
SUBSELL8 CHAPELUNITED METHODIsT CHURCHHoy. A. N. Thomas. PasterPreaching:
First and Third Sundays 9.10 a.m.Preachine:
2nd and 4th Sundays at 11 a.mSunday School at alternate timesEach Sunday
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITEDMETHODIST CHURCH(Formerly New Rope and SulphurSprier. CherekeelJ•hasea Easley. PastorChurch School  10.00 a.m.Worship Service  11:00 am.Methodist Youth FellowshipMeeting  6:00 p.m.
CHURCH OP 3re1ie CoW'ST
Or LATTER.DAY SAINTS
(Herren)
Services bold at 15th and SycamoreSunday School  10:00 am.Sacrament Meeting  7:00 p.m.
Phone 763.0240
CHESTNUT STREET
TASIIIRNACLZ
(Peateeestal *keret" Of (led
Or America)
Chem,' & Chestnut
Rey. Jebel W. De Water. PasterSunday School .  10:00,A.M.Morning Worship   11:00 A.1LEvening Worship  7:20 P.M.Wed. Prayer Meeting . 7:30 P.M.Friday P.Y P A  7:30 P.M.
WEST HURRAY CHURCH
OP CHRIST
Mouth 10th Street
Suds Saha, presager- -Services
Seeing able Study - 10110 am_Sunday Weevilly  10 :SO am.Saluda, Word*,  0:00 p.mWednesday Mae Study - 700 pa.Fee taiwasties or trimewevasatesfl 10.1.0000 or 7010111.1
POESY METHODIST CHURCH
PM& and Maple StreetsDr. Samuel R. Dodollea,, Jr., pastor
Church School  1.:4111a.mMorning Worship
  11:411119 10:60
Sr. & Sr Felber/ship .... 6:30 p.m.Evening Worship  7:00 p.m
illURRNY RAPTIPT CHURCHRam. David Brasher, passerSunday School ... 10 AtO a.m.Morning Wbrehip  11:00 amTraining Union  3:30 p.m.Even trig Worship  7:30 p.m.Wednesday Night  I:30 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN ClItlaCIIOF CHRISTDoug Orstehtield. minister
Church School  10:00 a.m. sueday Bible Study   30:00
Worship Service: Morning Worship  10:45  11:00 am. A 7:00 p.m. Evening Worship 
Wed. Bible Study  
7:00Youth Fellowship: 
7:101st San. & 3rd Wed. eveningBible Study  7:00 p.m.
Evening Services 30 minutes later
during Summer months.
NNW CONCORD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Magee ....
Worship 11 Preaching
EVINIIME Worship •Wednesday
Ethic Classes
10:00
I :50
7:00
/LIT
SLIT
P-Ir
P.m
APossoLic cHRINTIAN
TEMPLE
309 So. 5th Street
Rey. Robert isereatieb
Sunday School  10 an.a.m. Sunday Evening Worship .. 7 p.m.a.m Wed. Evening Worship .... 7 p.m.p.m.
7:00 p.m.
MAUTINS CHAPEL UNITRDMETHOD/8T CHURCHJishammis Easley, rimierWorship Service  9:30 a.m.Church School  10:40 am.
the
Sabbath Day
to-keep it,
HOLY
assise---••""
IN THE Ten Commandments, which do you suppose ge;'.th-7larger 't.;11111W-tment- Rever71414"-.."ent observance of the divine order for a day of rest and of worship gets chief emphasisA moment's reflection makes the reason clear The man who does not take time tokeep the Sabbath will likely forget to worship the God of his fathers. he who does notreverence God cannot be expected to regard his neighbor and his neighbor's goodsSabbath observance stands, therefore, at the very center of religion And of moralityThen if you disregard the Sabbath you do it at the peril of your soul'
NoTicr the argument of Moses God could get His work done in six days, even thecreation of a universe and all its creatures Surely you do riot need the seventh day (.0-the lesser tasks of your doing
YOU are under the command of God: you are a pert of His creation, there is nothingmore important for you than that you remember God and your relation to Him TheSabbath is such a time of remembrance. The church bell, the rest from daily toil, thequietness in the busy street. the need of your own soul, unite to remind you of yourGod and His day. The law giver commanded His people to keep this one day sacredto the Lord; to use it for one's own profit is to rob God of the time which belongs to Him.
1,1.91 GROVE MAJP1gsT CKUSCHro. A. &armee, pastorSUM]. .school  10:00Training UIL/011  6 :00Worship 11:00 a.m. and 1:00Wednesday .  7:00
Hr.g is an ancient command, never more important than today. The press of thematerial and the secular was never more insistent; things want to get in the saddleand ride mankind. Remember the Sabbath; then you will worship God and know thatyou are the eternal child ot the Highest He who remembers the Sabbath most is mostlikely to remember to attend his church.
p.m.
NIYERSITY entriten OF (HRteT106 North 15th StreetHollis Miller, ministerBible Study . 
. 
....... 0:30 a.m.Morning WON! ..  10730 a.m.Evening Worship  6:00 p.m.Mid-Week  7 00 p.mThursday (College StudentDevotional)  1:15 p.m.
•
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
cHUIICH
15th A Main
Sunday School  9:15 a.m.Morning Worship  10:30 am.
CHSIIII7 CORNS* RAPTIAw
C1111211C11
Cherecter • Sy eroded el the theeth keth theeyommg and old •44. ••• sAmmem0 laewederee.#1,0 em0,mdomm• IP • brow cm.,50,5,5 fed."romp,' dmoecrom• Pm Ome eteloch A. M.O.,•filerret
r•Itsie.11 thfereettor Stefe...el 10407 died.,Ow A. chmech Mom me horn,th l•modoesle4 ImmeN•ON &rep., of 0••• 414 PM. med.., fine. Ho• e•.04,.., ch.lenrm do:odd go eovbx cleveclo el ow olemt•ea Smoday You rho CAmoylt CO.N4forme • ree.1•,ese,cee Ie.. geed I• • CIOAKs.Goer cue/ • o/ad, SIDE OtelHe
Itunciay School  10 :00 a.m.Worship rervice  11'00 am
sPRINO (REEK BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School 10 -00 amMorning Worship  11.00 a.m.Traininiz Union . 7:00 p.m.Evening Worship 8:00 p.m.Wed. Services  7:30 p.m
LIBERTY CraIREIRLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
Hebert H. Bate*, pastorSunday School  10:00Preaching  11:00
a.m.
a.m.
ALAPOD RIVES BAPTIST CHURCH
Highway 444, New Concord, Ky.
Rev. asbert Rose, Pastor
Sunday School  10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship  11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship  6:s0 p. m.
Has Andersen, Sunday School Supt.
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Roar!
Bro. James West, minister
Bible Study  10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship  11-n0 a.m
Evening Worship 6:00 pm.
IIINMORIAL BAPTIST CHI.'11( ii
Main Street at 10th
Norman Culpepper, peeler
Dial-A -Devot ion   753-44? i
Sunday School  9:40 a n,
Morning Worship 10:50 an
Training Union:
(Sept.-March)
(April-Aug.)
Evening Worship:
(Sept.-March)  6:30 pm
(April-Aug.)  7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting:
Each Wednesday
  5:30 pm
 6:10 p.m
.. 7:30 p.m
NEW MOUNT CARMEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Billy Ciallimere pastor
Sunday School  10:00 amMorning Worship  11.00 a.m.Evening Worship  6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Youth
Fellowship,  7:00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
*rheas pease
Sunday School  10:00 a.m.
Filly Roberts. Supt. -- -Morning Worship  11:00 RJR.Training Union  6:30 p.m.
Donnie Chapman, Directin• '
Evening Worship  7 AR parWednesday Service ,  7:00 p.m.
NEW FROITITEENCit
CHURCH OF ('HEIST
Johnny Dale. minister
Sunday:
Sunday School
Morning Woreh In
Plrerrhor flextime •
Evening Worship
Wednesday:
Bible Class  6 p.m.
Ringing  7 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School  10:00 a.rnMorning Worship  11•00 tam.Training Union  7:30 p.m,Evening Worship  7:60 p.m.Prayer Service  1:00 p.m.
SINKING SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School  10:00 an:Morning Worship  11:00 am.Tra !ling Union  6:30 p.mEvening Worship
Wednesday Night .
HAZLL HAI TIE.., CHURCHB. R. Winchese r, pastor
Sunday Scnool 
Vi (within 
Training Ut. 6,1n ...  6:30 p.m.Evening 1...irehip  7.30 P.m.Wednesday Set .ce  7 :30 p.m.
9.45 11-al.
11:00 a.m.
UNITMD PRSTACORTAL
New Concord on Hwy. 444
RBIs G. easspbeill. pastor
Bible Study  Wed. - 7:30 1.m.Sunday School  10:110 a.m.Morning ihondlip  11.00 a.m.
FRIDAY - AUGUST n, 1908
SCOTTS GROVE RAPTI8T CHURCHRoe. Leos Peolek. easterSunday School . 10 .00 a.m.Worship Service 10:00 a.m.Training Union 1:10 p.m.Evening Worship  7:10 p.m.Wednesday Service  7.20 p.m.Rudy Barnett. P.S. Simpt., Patel Way.,Garrison, rraining Ui11119 CHIN•4294.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 N. 12th Street
It.,. Martin Mattingly. PristsrSunday Mitoses: 8 am.,11 am. and4:10 p.m.
Holyday and First Friday:6:^4 AIM and 6:00 p.m.
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Randolph Allen. pester
Jerry Graham, Sunday School Supt.siin as Scored .. 10.00 a.mWorship Service  11:00 a.m.Evening Service  7:00 p.m.Prayer Meeting Wed.  7:00 p.m.Sunday Evening Singing . 6:30 p.m.
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH
Route 3 - Pottertown
6urut.y Sc' is I , 0 00 ELMAdorning Worship  11:00 a.m.Training Union  7 :00 p.m.Evening W orsh fp  6•30 p.m.Well. Prayer Meeting  7:00 p.me
MT. PLEASANT CUMBERLANDPRESBYTERIAN CHURIMorning Worship  11:00 a.m.Sunday Night rervIce  7:00 pm,Worship Service at 11:00 each fireand third Sun,lev
LOCUST (MOVE
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENEKirksev. Kentucky
Robert Hvbinsisii. minister
Sunday School ....... 10:00 a.m.Morning Worship  11:00 a.m.
--uziday Nicht Service . 7:00 p.m.
FIRNT RAPTIPIT C'HURC1111
B. C. Chem. psalmSunday School  1:10 a.m.Morning Worship  10:46 a.m.Training Union  1:00 a.m.1.1ven. Worship . 7:00 p.m
Prayer  Meeting. Wednesday 1:30 p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
`. 111 N. Fifth Strett.
William M. Porter, pesterPunday School  9.30 a.m.Worship Hour  10:30 a.m.Evening Service  7.00 p.m.Chi :Rho Fellowship  6:30 p.m.CPR Fellowshipp.m.lien's Fellowship .. third Wednesday(•,411` Gen. Meet.  third Tuesday
10 A 171. OAR GROVE C U3IBERLAN I/PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH11 si.rn Rev. BUJ Bead. pastor--A WIN. 6- ifiereday School ............0--.....- 10•00 ii.m.Morning Worsnip 11:00 a.rn.6:30 p.m. Evening, Wneehlr, 7.00 p.m
VINtlette meows CIIIHRXIII
OF CHRIST
Stacy Myers. solnleter
Sunday School  10-00
Worship Service  10:60 am.
Evening Service  4:30 p.m
Mid-lA eek Bibb: Study:
Wednesday  7:00 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
BAPTIST ClIVRCH
Barnett Avenue - Murray, Ky.
Bro. Thanes Ferber, pastor
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship  11:00
Training Union  6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Evening
Prayer Service  7:00 p.m.
  7:30
 7:30 p.m. WEST FORK BAPTIST CHUBC1117:00 p.m Rev. Heyward Soberts.paatorSunday School  10:00 a.m.Morning Worship  11:00 a.m.Training Union  6:00 p.m.Evening Worship  4:30 p.m.Prayer Service
Wednesday  7:10 p.m.
WAYMAN CHAPS'.
A.M.E. CHURCH
ISO Zest Mulberry Street
Sunday School  1:46Worship Service  11:00Evening Worship  7:00 p.m.Wednesday
Teacher Training  6:30 p.m.Prayer Service  7:10 pratA.C.E. League  8 :00 p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD CHUB( BDoyle M. Webb, pastorBeath 16th and Glendale RoadSunday School  10:00 am.orship Service  11:00 am.Sunday night  7:30 p.m.Mid .ereek Service  7:30 p.m.Sholar's Auto Repair
Complete Auto and Truck Service
• rt:209 SO. Ilth Phone 75$.1761
A Friend Storey's Food Giant
Bel Air Shopping Center
Carroll Tire Service
Your Unl-Royal Tire Dealer1105 Pogue - ; Blk. E. of 8. 12th - Phone 753-1489
Colonial House Smorgasbord
Hwy. 641 N 75,3 2700
(i120(30
Benny
Pree
12th
Trenhohn's
Penny
Delivery
& Chestnut
Chicken
on Orders
foir,
Drive-In
- Pima - Spaghetti
of $2.00 or More
Phone 753-2991
Corvette Lanes, Inc.
Bowling At Its Best - Fine Food
1415 Main Street Phone 763-2'20t2
G AND H MOBILE HOMES
New &UsedL....-  ;... - SALES, seance AND Paws RENT.,
: ' HWY 94. MILE COMM or MURRAY
orrice Plel. 753-6685
JOH,. 0. Gnoc.wei GIL G. HOPSON
753.20E35 Home Pm 436 5EiDe,
Shirley Florist
Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D. s.
502 N. 4th St. 753-3251
Indoor Comfort Center
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
Inc.
Heating Sheet Metal Air Conditioning
8th at Chestnut Phone 753-41132
Johnson's Grocery
Fine Food For Fine Folks
512 S. 12th St. 753-5041
Robeeb Realty
pay% Roberts - Realtors - Ray Itsberts
Phone 753-1661 - 506 W. Main - Nile 7534104
,c74kCain & Treas Motor Sales
Ambassador - Rebel - RamblerA1NLOIKAII Top Quality Used CarsMOTO** Five Points Phone 753-6448
Boone's Incorporated
The Cleaner That's Interested In You
Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.
West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012
_
Cain & Taylor Gulf Service
Used Cars - Minor Repairs
Div 753-5862 Night 753-3548
COLONEL
Kentucky
"IT'S
1U3 Sycamore
SANDERS RECIPE
Fria ekieln.
FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
s'
ow
753-7101
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Banding Blocks a Ready lik CassreSs i
East bw. Street Phone •1119411119
0000......
Murray Livestock Company
Ilak Every Tuesday at I p.m. Phone 753-5.t14
Robert Young-. - Herman K. Ell IS
Win. E. Dodson J .W. You-vg
Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
Murray, Ky Phone 753-1933
Palace Drive-In
Five Poin:s Phone 754-7992
Murray Warehouse Corp.
Soybean Division
. Holmes Ellis. mgr. E. W. Outland. supt
• • III.,,..• .4.0 
.
Hendon's Service Station
Closed On Sundill
Phillips Id Products
No 4th Street Phone 753-1021
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Annual Financial Report
of
Murray School District
For Year Ending June 30, 1969
Annual Financial Report
Balance June 30, 1968 
Receipts:
Revenue in Lieu of Taxes 
Local Property Tax 
Bank Shares 
Poll Tax 
Tuition 
Foundation 
School Lunch 
Other State Aid 
Public Law 874  
Other Federal Aid
Rent and Other Revenue 
Temporary loans 
None-Revenue Receipts 
Head Start 
Total Available for Disbursement 
Disbursements:
Administration  .....   24,798.29
Instruction  562,455.41
Attendance  8,105.00
Operation  42,614.75
Maintenance  25,916.68
Fixed Charges  6,495.45
Capital Outlay  12,600 14
Transfers and Refunds  175,689.68
Debt Service  38,205.73
Total Disbursements  896,881.13
Balance July 1, 1969  15,924.35
RECAPITULATION CAPITAL OUTLAY FUND
Balance Including Securities Tune 30, '61 -40,5'17.47
Transferred from Gen. Fund & Interest .  40,073.34
Expenditures 11.   62,564.87
Balance Including Securities 00/89   18,035.94
RECAPITULATION SPECIAL VOTED TA* FUND
Balance June 30, 1968 and Securities  61,797.27
Transferred from Gen. Fund di Interest ......  83,913.09
Expenditures  114,686.5"
Balance 6/30, 1969 Including Securities  31,023.77
NAME OF PAYEE PURPOSE AMOUNT
Murray Natural Gas System, Service  4,838.66
Murray Water and Sewer System, Service  1,869.81
Murray Electric System, Service  4,366.52
South Central Bell Telephone, Service ,  1,022.00
Overbey, Overbuy & Overbuy, Fee  .600.00
Jim Pridemore, Labor  300.00
JULY
Blankenship of Ky., Wax  140.80
Gene Landoll, Agent, Insurance  46.00
National Lumber Company, Lumber  1.84 Children's Book Council, Inc., Supplies 
Ledger & Times, Advertisement  1.80 Scott, Foresman and Co., Books 
Sam Calhoun Plumbing, Sink   22.50 Science Research Assoc., Books 
A. B. Beale & Son, Supplies  19.64 Ky. High School Speech League, Materials 
Franklin Square-Mayfair Agency, Magazines  368.14 Tom W Rowlett & Co., Shades 
Murray Wholesale Grocery Co., Supplies  14.10 Assoc. for Productive Teaching, Books 
Purdom and Thurman Ins., Bonds  344.00 Paschall Truck Lines, Freight 
Modern Office Methods, Supplies  31.73 Cope Plastics Illinois, Flexiglas
Zep Manufacturing Co., Varnish  156.24 Freed Cotham Co., Repairs 
Starks Hardware Co., Supplies  14.29 Central School Supply Co., Supplies 
McKee' Equipment Co., Supplies  6.29 Gene Landoll, Insurance 
Waldrop Saw & Lock Shop, Keys  2.20 Carolina Biol. Supply Co., Supplies 
Gulf Oil Company, Gas  54.71 McKeown Office Equip., Supplies 
Shell Oil Company, Gas  18.69 Murray Wholesale Grocery Co., Supplies 
Murray Auto Parts, Tape  3.30 Murray Lumber Co., Maintenance
Alvin Farris, Labor  75.00 Gulf Oil Corp., Gas 
National Paint di Oil Co., Varnish  113.19 Shell Oil Co., Gas 
Basic Adult Education, Transfer  1,574.25 Tandy Leather Co., Maintenance  
Educational Record Sales, Supplies  10.16
AUGUST Follett Publishing Co., Supplies  10.04
The Continental Press, Supplies  21.37
Murray Wholesale Grocery Co., Supplies  21.65 Hadden Films, Equipment 1,485.00
Shell Oil Company, Gas  24.21 Audio-Visual Equipment, Tables 238.50
Gulf Oil Corporation, Gas  12.41 Harper and Row Pub., Supplies 36.35
• Rudell Bogard, Gravel  66.00 The Economy Co., Supplies 19.80
,. Campbell Rhea Sales, Inc., Tables  418.00 Prentice-Hall, Inc., Book  4.94
- Harcourt, Brace & World, Tests  39.82 Follett Publishing Co., Books 77.33
, American Automobile Assoc., Supplies  6.73 Central School Supply, Supplies 39.95
'.. Parker Motors, Repairs  1.99 National Textbook Corp., Books 12.60
• Ledger and Times, Bids  18.00 Weise-Winckler Bindery, Inc., Materials 49.37
Mid-West Bureau, Materials  9.80 J. W. Pepper of Atlanta Inc., Music 22.66
- Paschall Truck Lines, Freight  31.45 Fred Schultz, Travel 13.00
1 Chuck's Music Center, Instrument 105.00 Ky. Committee South. Assn., Dues 125.00
College Book Store, Supplies  11.88 Lucy Lilly, Travel  10.40
Howard D. Happy Co., Ribbon  1.50 Sally Crass, Travel  7.00
Fenton and Hodge, Repairs  17.60 College Book Store, Supplies 
Five Points Welding Service, Tank  8.61
Murray Auto Parts, Parts  4.16 NOVEMBER
J. G. Chemists, Glue  4.00
Waldrop Saw & Lock Shop, Motor 89.00 Special Voted Tax Fund, Transfer- -- -
Calloway County Soil Improvement, Seed  12.51 Central School Supply, Supplies -'' 
Jones Iron & Metal Co., Pipe  71.23 Macalster Scientific Co., Supplies  
Fideler Visual Education, Supplies 172.20 National Education Assn., Emblems 
Warren Seed Co., Seed  1.50 National Geographic Society, Magazines 
Hughes Paint Store, Paint 39.51 Dale Publishing Co., Supplies 
Tidwell Paint & Floor Covering, Paint 43.20 The Continental Press, Supplies 
Boone Laundry & Cleaners, Cleaning  13.75 Society for Visual Education, Supplies 
A. B. Beale & Son, Supplies  6.45 Carolina Biological Supply Co., Supplies
Jackson's Cabinet Shop, Cabinet 165.00 Nashville Products Co., Supplies 
Starks Hardware, Supplies  39.57 Steck-Vaughn Co., Supplies 
McKeel Equipment Co., Repairs  5.34 Tok-Back, Inc., Supplies • 
F rance-Amerique, Magazine  5.00
Goldsmith's Music Shop, Supplies  12.90
Wible Language Institute, Supplies  52.00
Frakken Publications, Supplies  18.50
Hunt's Athletic Goods Co., Supplies 117.45
The Continental Press, Inc., Supplies  30.72
Central School Supply Co., Supplies  391.11
Royal Typewriter Co., Typewriters  294.00
Chuck's Music Center, Instruments 1,586.00
SEPTEMBER
NAME OF PAYEE
ESEA Title I. Transfer 
29,430 75
Hughes Paint Store, Paint  
13.94
Tidwell Paint & Floor Covering, Paint  
11.61
Calloway Co. Lumber Co., Supplies 
138.40
Fitts Block & Ready-Mix Co., Supplies  
5.20
A. B. Beale and Son, Supplies  
46.40
Remington Rand, Typewriters 
885.00
Don Henry, Travel  
4.00
M. H. Ryan, Travel  
15.75
Paymaster Corporation, Bond  
76.00
Paducah Sun Democrat, Paper  
15.75
Glenda Donaho, Travel  
10.00
The Murray Democrat, Materials  
24,95
Southern Assoc. of Schools, Dues 
122.00
Gulf Oil Corp., Gas  
12.91
Shell Oil Company, Gas 
29.96
Zep Manufacturing Company, Supplies 
270.15
The H. W. Wilson Co., Book  
5.00
Mayfield Printing Co., Supplies 
9.00
Howard D. Happy Co., Repairs 
41.34
Modern Office Methods, Paper 
28.61
Model Publishing Company, Books 
40.93
John W. Bishop, Inc., Desks 
659.34
Starks Hardware, Supplies  
25.81
Educational Record Sales, Inc., Supplies 
55.86
Dick Blick, Supplies 
59.86
Fideler Visual Teaching, Supplies OH.  
4.65
J. Weston Walch Publisher, Supplies ...  
9.61
F. A. Owen Publishing Co., Supplies 
 4.19
Stansi Scientific Division, Supplies  
67.30
Debate Research Associates, Supplies  
4.40
The Economy Company, Supplies  
60.15
Hester and Associates, Supplies  
93.50
Nashville Products Company, Supplies 
85.30
Waldrop Saw & Lock Shop, Saw filing  
10.75
Steck Vaughn Company, Supplies 
The Welch Scientific Company, Supplies 'V
Audio-Visual Equipment Co., Projector 
J. W. Pepper of Atlanta, Music 
Pearon Publishers, Supplies 
Gessler Publishing Co., Supplies 
Prentice-Hall Inc., Supplies 
Davis Publications, Supplies 
Reinhold Corporation, Supplies 
Lyons and Carnahan, Books 
University of Washington, Book 
Educational Audio Visual, Inc., Filmstrips 
Golden Press, Books 
Debate Sourcebook, Book 
Educational Music Bureau, Inc., Music 
Murray Wholesale Grocery, Inc., Supplies
Central Sc.hool Supply ce.,_Scr_eens 
Murray Fire Department, Extinguishers 
Beckly-C-ardy Company, Supplies
Murray Schools Lunch, Transfer  
Murray Supply Co., Supplies 
AMOUNT NAME OF PAYEE
Peoples Bank, Note
OCTOBER'
 35,181.73
Bank of Murray, Note  3,024.00
  42.70
John Belt, Signs 
Geneva Brownfield, Expense
PURPOSE AMOUNT
7.00
42.10
Central Scientific Corp., Supplies  63.40
Allyn and Bacon, Tests  31.20
West Chemical Co., Machines  33.55
National Biological Supply, Pump  5.76
College Book Store, Supplies  2.28
Addison-Wesley Pub. Co., Books 197.04
Chuck's Music Center, Stands ,  13.95
Charlotte Barker, Travel  33.99
Gene Landoll Insurance Agency, Ins., U8.00
Lucy Lilly, Travel  16.08
Dick and Dunn, Lights  151.88
Valentine Printing Co., Envelopes  34.75
Harvey Caldwell Co., Supplies  25.00
Holton and Melugin, Insurance  11.00
Sam Calhoun Plumbing, Repairs  29.96
Murray Leasing Co., Truck Expense ..,  47.19
Parker Ford , Inc., Repairs  17.05
Waldrop Saw & Lock Shop, Repairs  4.75
William Adams, Travel  1.14
Don Henry, Travel   1.45
Eli Alexander, Travel .- .  1.45
Bethel Richardson, Travel  99
_
Disneyland Records, Records  17.17
Kuhn's Store, Supplies  11.41
Robert Glin Jeffrey, Conference Expense 18.25
Dennis Taylor, Conference Expense  18.25
Murray Sewing Center, Machines  88.00
South-Western Pub. Co., Supplies  8.74
A. G. Canon, Repairs 72.50
Sargent-Sowell, Inc., Signs  41.72
Claude Vaughn Plumb. & Heating, Repairs 401.75
McClean Truck Co., Freight 27.10
 4.50
30.00
NAME OF PAYEE
E. Blankenship of Ky., Wax  
42.12
Claude Vaughn Plumbing & Heating, Repairs 
29.40
Chuck's Music Center, Repairs  
29.95
Encyclopedia Britannica, Book  
8.95
Kirk A. Pool and Co., Service Calls  
6.25
Creative Educational Services, Supplies  
175
Hadden Films, Equip. 
233.70
Central School Supply Co., Supplies 
164.00
Nashville Products Co., Supplies  
62.36
Scott, Foresman and Co., Supplies  
19.36
Shell Oil Co., Gas  
13.74
The Continental Press, Inc., Supplies  
2.45
Gulf Oil Corp., Gas 
43.29
Standard Oil Co., Gas 
25.33
Murray Wholesale Grocery Co., Supplies 
23.30
Ginn and Company, Books  
8.38
Waldrop's Saw & Lock Shop, Keys  
2.50 .
Fideler Visual Teaching, Books  
414.40
College Book Store, Supplies  
206.41
Carolina Biological Supply Co., Supplies if
LaPine Scientific Company, Supplies 
Western Auto Associate Store, Supplies
Galloway Insurance Agency, Insurance
Holton and Melugin, Insurance
Purdom astd Thurman Ins., Insurance
Gene Laneolt Agency, Insurance  
Fred Schultz, Travel
Lucy Lilly, Travel
F. A. Owen Pub. Co., Charts
Science Research Assoc., Tests
.Wells Electric, Light Fixtures 
Sears, Roebuck and Co., Telescope 
Edmund Scientific Co., Equipment 
Allied Electronics Corp., Equipment 
Buck Engineering Co., Inc., Electronics Lab
Beckley-Cardy Co., Maps 
 5.72
 73.00
1,103.00
490.00
23.00
6.50
  8.32
 4.40
 24.78
796.32
61.29
67.38
347.80
1,100.00
 30.26
National Merit Sch. Program, Tests  118.75
Nashville Products Co., Supplies  39.00
Central School Supply, Supplies   10.35
Shackelford, Goode & Thurman, Audit 850.00
Dick 
Printing Co., Cards  
135:7...Wand Dunn, Repairs  5104
' 4.00
Sam Calhoun Plumbing, Repairs 
53.72
9.45 Claude Vaughn Plumbing di Heating, Repairs 
Claude Vaughn Plumbing & Heating, Repairs 
McKeel Equipment Co., Work 
10.25
A B Beale & Son, Maintenance  
6.80 Parker Ford, Inc., Service Call  9.90
Jones Iron & Metal Co., Maintenance  
11.85 Harvey Caldwell, Materials  7958
  51 90
Audio-Visual Division, Films 
32.85 Modern Office Methods, Materials 
90.75
Gene Landoll Insurance Agency, Insurance 
79.00 Zep Manufacturing Co., Supplies 
44.00 Harcourt-Brace & World, Tests 
Cunningham's Auto Repairs, Repairs 
250.00 Wilson Insurance Agency, Insurance 
303.20
Ky. School Boards Assoc., Dues 
Lucy Lilly, Travel  4.03 Fred Schultz, Travel 
15.36 Murray Insurance Agency, Insurance 
736 4005
. ,
80.50. Bilbrey's Car & Home Supply,- RepairS '- -  -- -- 19.60 Scott, Foresnian Ge , Books-,---, 
27.68 Lassiter & McKinney Glass, Doors & Repairs 511290259..02486
7,674.33 Fred Schultz, Travel  74.56 Lucy Lilly, Travel 
1
13369 Alice S Matthews, Travel 
L95 Campbell Rhea Sales Inc., Stools - - -- 176.90 Randy Thornton Service Co., Service,. 
J & J Glass Co., Repairs' 
International Film Bureau, Inc., Film 
287.13 Wells Electric, Labor & Materials 
6.63 Ginn & Co., Book 
College Book Store, Supplies   27.00
The H W Wilson Co., Index  14.
West Chemical Products, Inc., Towels  192.00'
Eli Alexander, Travel a ' 32.15
332.10 Postmaster Lester Nanney, Envelopes  143.50
206.75 Murray Insurance Agency, Workman's Compensation 
28.15 Harvey Caldwell Co., Supplies 
965.62
23.16
16.50 Murray Wholesale Groc, Co., Supplies  41.10
5,64 United Lighting Equip. Co. Inc., Lamps 152.28
.•
'S
....4831 Texaco .Plc.. Gas 
91.50 Association Films, Inc., Films  14.40
1.55
5.05 Shell Oil Co., Gas •  17.16
104.57 Ingram Book Co., Books 713.83
5,00 The Record Center, Film  4.50
14.54 Scott, Foresman & Co., Tests 108.09
10.00 Calloway Co. Lumber, Supplies  2.50
21,06 Central School Supply, Supplies 30.20
4.75 McGraw-Hill Book Co., Supplies  15.12
9.81 Gulf Oil Co., Gas •  94.43
30.86 Starks Hardware, Supplies 34.89
15,00 Modern Office Methods, Contract  40.00
79.63 Fideler Visual Teacher, Supplies  28.45
38.90 Paine Publishing Co., Supplies  4.50
5.75 Teachers Guides to Television, Supplies  12.00
211.20 Nashville Products Co., Supplies  45.07
4.25 American Book Co., Supplies 214.46
17.75 Sargent-Welch Scientific Co., Supplies 1.61
188.15 W M Welch Scientific Co., Supplies 29.64
84.77 Chronicle Guidance Publications, Subscription • 46.50
258.00 McKeown Office Equipment Co., Paper  8.00
6.10 Seiburn White, Tuning piano . _57.50
114.65 Peoples Bank, Check Book  11.77
13.65
41.61 Follett Educational Corp., Books  9.13
31.81
Murray Lumber Company, Supplies  141.95
Dick and Dunn, Supplies  31.10
Kengas Corporation, Gas  26.25
6.48
Sam Calhoun Plumbing, Repairs  272.12
Claude Vaughn Plumbing, Repairs  159.45
Quality Fence Company, Fence ,  649.70
Collier Macmillan Compan9, Book  1.98
Ledger and Times, Publications  346.07 
. Robert Newcomb, Conference 104.40....
Harvea Caldwell Company, Staples .  14.70
McKeel Equipment Company, oil  2.00
Head Start, Transfer  23,023.00
Valentine Printint.- Co., Cards  114.70
Kentucky Lake Oil Co., Oil 
10,628.49
9,865.24
321,998.60
8,983 18
2,825.32
5,954 90
427,882.80
7,674 33
1,145 17
8,808.00
38,475 19
7,310.91
38,000.00
230.35
23,023.00
902,176.99
912,805.48
Howard D. Happy Co., Supplies
Kirk A. Pool Co., Cabinets  
Hunt's Athletic Goods Co., Supplies 
Starks Hardware, Supplies 
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co., Blocks 
Ledger & Times, Advertisement 
Valentine Printing Co., Cards 
A B Beare and Sort,' • 
Waldrop Saw and Lock Shop, Supplies 
Harvey Caldwell, Supplies 
Adams Ornamental Iron & Welding, Repairs 
Interstate Printers & Pub., Supplies 
Murray Democrat, Paper 
The Welch Scientific Co., Supplies 
PURPOSE
D. W. Shoemaker, Cal. Co. Clerk, Deed
21 50 Modern Office Methods, Repairs 
323.7'
559.00 DECEMBER
168.64
73.18
33.15
19.40
61.30
13.44
4,32
3,00
141.05
20.59
3.75
5.30
46.77
635.38
49.96
67,892.50
  117.55
211,19
10.52
2.25
8.92
14.36
3.03
147.48
237.65
16.97
3,50
23.51
6.40
17.85
45.48
45.20
5.00
19.80
6.35
28.00
23.19
7.22
9.08
8.00
176.38
23.33
9.25
13.25
22.05
6.72
209.60
34.46
999.11
257.20
51.09
 25.50
ABC School Supply Inc., Supplies 
Bailey Films, Film 
Science Research Assoc., Books 
Scott, Foresman and Company, Supplies 
Arts and Crafts, Stools ' 
The American Library Educ. Ser., Book 
The Economy Co., Books
Scott Walgreen Agency, Film 
Howard D. Happy Co., Supplies 
Starks Hardware, Supplies 
Shell Oil Co., Gas 
Murray Lumber Co., Supplies 
Murray Supply Co., Hose 
Zep Manufacturing Co., Supplies 
Randy Thornton Service Co., Repairs 
Hunt's Athletic Goods Co., Records 
A B Beale and Son,,Rope. 
Murray Wholesale Groc. Co. , Towels 
Warren Radio Co., Materials 
Mayer Myers Paper Co., Supplies
Bllbreys Car,,A Home Supply, Tires • 
Ingram Book Co., Books 
Modern Office Methods, Supplies 
Harcourt, Brace and World, Tests 
Allied Sound Visual Education, Materials
Vinton School Form Company, Supplies 
Parker Ford, Inc., Repairs 
Kentucky Industries for the Blind, Maps 
Ward and Elkins, Repairs 
A B. Beale and Son, Supplies 
Brodhead-Garrett Co. , Light Switches 
Modern Office Methods, Repairs 
Treasurer Kappa Dept. Murray Woman's
McKee' Equipment Co., Service Call 
G. P Putnam's Sons, Supplies 
Randy Thornton Service Co., Repairs 
Carroll Tire & Mat. Service, Tires 
Murray Lumber Co., Supplies 
Harvey Caldwell Co., Paper 
Bob's TV Service, Service Call 
Tidwell Paint and Wallpaper, Supplies 
JANUARY
United Lighting Equipment Co, Lamps 
Tandy Leather Co., Supplies 
Phillip Shelton, Repairs 
Harvey Caldwell, Supplies 
J. I. Holcomb Mfg. Co., Map 
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Supplies 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Book 
Ingram Book Co., Books 
Starks Hardware, Supplies 
Carolina Biological Supply Co., Supplies
LaPine Scientific Co., Supplies 
Follett Educational Corp., Books 
Heckman Bindery, Inc , Binding Books 
Folkraft Dance Record Center, Records  
National Education Assn., Supplies 
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Book 
Scott, Foresman & Co, Book 
Central School Supply, Supplies 
Arts & Crafts, Supplies 
Modern Office Methods, Paper . 
Sam Calhoun Plumbing, Repairs 
Dick & Dunn, Repairs 
Ward & Elkins, Repairs 
Murray Wholesale Groc. Co., Supplies  
Zep Manufacturing Co., Supplies 
Bilbreys Car & Home Supply Inc., Repairs
Howard D. Happy Co., Supplies 
The Psychological Corp., Tests 
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., Tests 
J. G Ferguson Publishing Co ,Materials 
Educ. Services & Supplies, Materials 
Murray Fire Dept , Labor 
J & J Glass Co., Glass work 
Chuck's Music Center, Supplies 
Lucy Lilly, Travel 
Standard Oil Co, Gas 
Gulf Oil Co., Gas 
FEBRUARY
Purdoms, Service
FRIDAY
PURPOSE
MARCH
••••••••• •w•al• 176
58.44
786.14
 2.76
26.44
42.35
Gulf Oil Corp., Gas .40,.. ,  33.29
Baker & Taylor Co., Books 588.60
Chuck's Music Center, Repairs  4.00
Bell City Pottery, Clay  40.00
Central Photo, Inc., Supplies  37.35
Kirk A. Pool & Co., Repairs  29.70
Steck-Vaughn Co., Supplies  3.79
Gaylord, Supplies  66.15
Howard D. Happy Co., Supplies  55.45
11.31.
Nashville Products Co., Supplies  120.25
Sargent-Welch Scientific Co., Supplies  4.41
Children's Press, Supplies  44.66
Rhythm Band Inc., Supplies  
45.159
19.( '
Southern Biological Supply.Co., Supplies 
Hadden Filnia',- Projector  91.00
Central School Supply Co., Supplies  137,40
Dick Blick, Supplies  24.45
Murray Lumber Co., Supplies  8.33
Starks Hardware, Supplies  8.78
Warren Radio Co., Equipment 393.25
A. E. Mayfield, Travel  3.40
Cenco Instruments Corp., Supplies  67.45
APRIL
- AUGUST 22, 1969
AMOUNT
Standard Oil Co., Gas 
Shell Oil Co., Gas 
101.37
175.97
100.00
52.66
57.50
16.60
9.13
657.36
53.22
44.70
166.89
8.68
134.00
6.25
27.01
2.40
7.29
28.95
118.36
28.61
23.00
19.20
6.10
58.69
202.95
145.00
25.15
18.00
41.24
21.65
10.81
12.25
58.70
26.50
3.20
16.04
20,64
Creative - Ethic; -Services, -Supplies- ra, 
Club, Refund  5.00
4.00
9.31
6.00
Valentine Printing Co., Cards  24.85
35.74
10.59
82.16
6.50
9.00
Ledger & Times, Supplies  25.55
5.25
65.03
72.65
23.65
6.99
48.96
15.00
747.00
Scott, Foresman and 'Co., Books 
Benefic Press, Books 
Sargent-Welch Scientific, Materials 
McLean Trucking Co., Freight 
Chuck's Music Center, Repairs 
MAY
The Sigapress Co., Equipment 
Baker & Taylor, Ilooks
Nashville- Products Co., Supplies 
Fearon Pub., Books
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Books 
Wells Electric, Supplies 
Home Library Service, Book 
Central School Supply Co., Screens 
Graves-Humphreys, Light Switches,_ 48.96
Henry Cunningham, Work  69.87
Wildia Cunningham, Work  68.25
Claude Vaughn Plumbing, Repairs  34.89
Eli Alexander, Travel  27.04
Baker & Taylor Co., Books  1,739.50
Starks Hardware, Supplies  21.84
Waldrop Saw & Lock, Supplies  2.40
Calloway County Lumber Co.
' 
Maintenance  1.18
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co., Supplies  3.30
Murray Supply Co., Blades  15.00
Howard D. Happy Co., Ink  19.75
Zep Manufacturing Co., Supplies  45.10
Record - Center, Records  22.78
M. H. Ryan, Travel  5.00
Dr. C. C. Lowry, Travel  5.00
Fred Schultz, Travel  63.69
William C. Adams, Travel  37.44
Donald Henry, Travel  38.38
Hunt's Athletic Goods Co., Supplies  33.93
Children's Press, Books  26.45
Kirk A. Pool and Co., Repairs  4.00
Madison Chemical Co., Books  39.94
ALESCO, Books 
McKeown Office Equipment, Supplies 148.75
13 22
Freed-Print, Ribbons  
Field Enterprises, Educational, Books  
8013:0300
Sears, Roebuck and Co., Chair 
Blankenship of Ky., Wax -  137.99
A. B. Beale and Son, Supplies 
Modern Office Methods, Contract 
1678 6330
49.75
Shell Oil Company, Gas  7.88
Murray Wholesale Grocery, Supplies  78.99
International Film Bureau, Inc., Films 
. 
3714626 ...145 335
Nashville Prodncts Co., Materials 
Humes & Berg Mfg. Co., Risers 
Steck Vaughn Co., Books 
J. W. Pepper of Atlanta, Inc., Music 4.51
Purdom and Thurman Insurance, Insurance
Hadden Films, Recorder 
-;, 160 65
Central School Supply Co., Supplies 963.84
Ledger & Times, Chairs 
Follett Library Company, Books 
Imperial Film Filmstrip  
112100..0062
Wells Electric Shop, Supplies  434075549
Harvey Caldwell 
Co.,
o., Supplies 
.•  
College Book Store, Supplies 
Brodhead-Garrett a 
Tests 
., Equipment  
1..8669
American Book Co.
T S Denison and Co. Books 
487.04
•  25.89
55.17
120.39
125.44
6.50
- 78.25
899.71
 328.71
890.87 „
 4.25
25.65
6.25
8.55
307.75
Purdce
Ky. L
Vahan
Scott,
Josten
ucyiitarks
Claud
Mur ra
Kirk
Harve
Scott
Conso
Blank
Fitts
KeUel
Bob's
Legis
Collel
Denni
Sinkir
Capit
Maye:
Deb4
Hare(
UK S
Unite
Inter
Claw
Pasc
Rand
Kirk
Start
Curia
Suza.
Sue
Big
Muri
wa,k
Wanl
McK
Well
Row]
Mur:
LedE
Ticti
Bob'
A. E
Sand
Will
The
Post
Scie
Foil
Eda
Mur
ArIll
Gen
Mur
Won
Ass
Jacl
Shel
Slat
Had
Edu
Bak
Irkg1
AL]
Sco
Bal
Am
Rh3
Nat
Fet
Mo
Mc
Thi
C
Fe
ZE
Wo
Mi
Va
Gu
L1GUST 22. 1969 
AMOUNT
  42.12
29.40
  29.95
 8.95
  6.25
  1.75
233.70
164.00
 62.36
  19.36
 13.74
  2.45
43.29
 25.33
23.30
  8.38
  2.50
414.40
206.41
  5.72
  73.00
1,103.00
 490.00
  23.00
  6.50
  8.32
  4.40
  24.78
 796.32
  61.29
  67.38
 347.80
1,100.00
  30.26
  118.75
  39.00
  10.35
  4.00
 10.25
  9.90
 79.58
  51.90
  90.75
 303.20
  73.00
 595.42
  6.45
 129.01
  102.86
 58.44
786.14
  2.76
26,46
 42.35
 33.29
 588.60
 4.00
  40.00
 37.35
••.  29.70
 3.79
  66.15
 55.45
  120.25
 4.41
  44.66
 45.4
 
19.0
 91.00
  137.40
 24.45
  8.33
 8.78
 393.25
 3.40
  67.45
  48.96
 69.87
  68.25
 34.89
  27.04
 1,739.50
  21.84
 2.40
  1.18
 3.30
  15.00
 19.75
  45.10
 22.78
  5.00
 5.00
  63.69
 37.44
  38.38
 33.93
  26.45
 4.00
  39.94
 13.22
  148.75
 13.30
  90.00
137.99
 168.30
 7.63
  49.75
 7.88
  78.99
 12.43
 376.03
 86.00
  24.55
 4.51
 4...160.65
747.00
  963.84
 110.00
  120.62
  36.05
  34.74
 40.59
  13.69
 6.86
  487.04
 25.89
  55.17
 120.39
  125.44
 6.50
  78.25
  899.71
 328.71
  890.87
 4.25
  29.65
 6.25
  8..55
 307.7",
•
PAGE NINE
  Awards  20.72
1, Inc., Filmstrips
THE LEDGER & TIKES - MURRAY, its NTIAILY
PURPOSE AlK)UNT
122 58•••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10.74
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••r••••••••• • 11.99
eel ....... ... 895.20
Materials ..   17.33
-....-  31.25
de Groc. Co., Supplies  38.78
.s   11.02
il Co., Gas  21.24
oints Welding Service, Oxygen - -  7.45
Purdom L Thurman Agency, Laurance  2.00
Ky. Lake Oil Co Oil    6.48
Valiant Instructional Materials, Projector _. . _ 151.75
Scott Foresman L Co Equipment 21.92
Josten's Diploma Division, Diplomas  234.66
ucy Lilly, Travel  21.44
tar ks Hardware, Supplies .............. -...............  22.49
Claude Vaughn Plumbing & Heating, Maintenance  75.30
Murray Lumber Co., Maintenance  93.39
Kirk A. Pool & Co., Supplies -NO. .. .. • .... 13.90
Harvey Caldwell Co., Supplies  188.32
Scott Drug, Material -  2.60
Consolidated Chemical Inc Mops  29.67
Blankenship of Kentucky, Supplies ..........- ............ .. ....... 2.81
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Mortar  2.00
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control, Cootract  10.00
Bob's TV Service, Repairs  8:00
Legislative Research Commissioa, Fee ...  1.00
College Book Store, Supplies 103.70
Dennis Taylor, Conference Espouse ..... - ........ --......... 91.71
Sinking Fund, Transfer 
Capital Outlay Fund, Transfer 
Mayer Myers Paper Co., Towels
Debage L Speech Account, Refund
Harcourt, Brace & World, Tests
UK School Flm Service, Films  
JUNE
United Lighting Equip. Co., Bulbs 
International Book Corp., Books 
Claude Vaughn Plumbing 81 Heating, Repairs
Paschall Truck Lines, Freight 
Randy Thornton Service, Repairs 
Kirk A. Pool & Co., Cabinets 
Starks Hardware, Supplies 
Cunningham Auto Repairs, Repairs .....
Suzanne Parker, Grading Tests _ 
Sue Ann Carver Grading Tests .._ 
Big K Dept. Stores, Supplies 
Murray Wholesale Grocery, gipping.,
7,039 85
29,430.75
  72.50
 650.00
  179.70
385.92
276.56
148.50
  198.80
29.89
14.05
411.90
22.51
Brenda H. Crouch ..........37.50
Emma Darnell  967.00
Patricia Fain  50.00
Norma Frank .   15.00
Hazel Furgerson  25.00
Charlotte Hammock  75.00
Lochie B. Hart  27.00
Betty Hassell  212.50
Donna R. Herndon 125.00
Ruth Bina  100.00
Michael W. Holliday  45.00
Patricia Holt  50.00
Loretta Jobs  75.00
Jo Oakley  125.00
Corinne Stripling 1362.50
Blanch%Titsworth  125.00
Barbara Priddy  183.35
Ruth H. Smith 251.67
Willina Hall  2071.81
Joyce Houston  2150.00
Katherine Russell  670.00
Audrey Scott  3630.00
Vohnie Shelton  3630.00
Prentice Lassiter 8105.00
Henry Anderson  855.00
Bruce Crain  650.05
Salaries
Reny Crain ......... 1011.23
Derwood Edwards. 3447.00
Opal Edwards 1250.50
G. R. Fielder „, 1140.00
A. C. Heath ....... WO°
Charlie Hornbuckle  1800.00
Roy Irvin .  3126.75
Burnett Outland  420.00
Elbert Outland  2919.63
Sam Sumner  3916.84
David Blankenship  120.00
Dan Anderson  62.40
Tommie D. Atkins  693.87
Charles Brandan  195.50
Robert Cole ....- 662.80
Bobby Henty  166.40
William Hornbuckle  222.20
Aubrey Adams  84.00
Henry Lawrence  720.00
Porter McCuiston  41.60
Robert Earl McCuiston _257.80
Denny Nall  526.10
A. E. Mayfield 4100.00
Kenneth Goode  249.15
William N. Pasco  203.55
Joe Steele  447.50
E. S. E. A. Title 1
Anna Elizabeth Broach '  
6500.00
Geneva Brownfield  66
30.00
Pauline Bryant  
6400.00
Jean M Geurin  
3250.00
Robert Glin Jeffrey  
833.98
Donna Mabry ..... - 
.3300.00
Teachers College News, Supplies
Science Research Associates, Supplies
Murray Home & Auto Store, Supplies  
Bank of Murray, Checkbook 
American Educ. Publications, Supplies
Nashville Products Co., Supplies 
American Ecluc. Publ., Supplies 
Harcourt Brace and World, Tests  
45.00
...... ....... 22.95 Reader's Digest Service, Supplies N  28,5
6
7.75
nn McGraw-Hill Book Co., Books  
58.68
•   17.88 
Pauline Bryant, Evaluation  100.0
0
G. Jeffrey, Travel    34.
09
  1895.83
Teachers Retirement System, Matching Fund
DISBURSEMENTS
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Books  
46.62
 40.88
26.25
15.95
5.73
33.00
127.43
32.40
Murray Insurance Agency, Insurance ... all.10
Waldrop Saw Li Lock Shop, Motor ______ ... 60.38 e
Ward & Elkins, Repairs .....?.....,' ......•• 4.95
McKeel Equipment Co., Parts ......„,„.„.„..„ „„....„,.....„..„ 9.24 „RE 
--- ...------.-........-o w"........,_
__.P _
Wells Electric, Repairs •••••••••••••••••• 
Sports Is The Big Issue
ON TV; Dr. Graham On ABC
By JACK GAVER
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
extra ingredients in the tele-
vision network stew for the
week are a few sports events.
CBS begins covering the open
tennis tourney at Forest Hills
Country Club and has a presea-
son National Football League
rune that evening. ABC r
ports finals in the U. S. Ama
teur golf tournament on Satur
day.
Highlights for Aug. 24-30:
SUNDAY
Dr. Billy Graham is inter
viewed on ABC's "Issues an
Answers."
ABC has a one-hour doc
mentary of its "Summer Foces
- 1969" series. "To Be Black"
examines the inner feelings of
Negroes.
NBC covers play on final
holes of the last round of the
Aye° golf classic at Sutton,
Mass,
NBC's Walt Disney hour re-
peats "Davey Crockett- Indian
Fighter," a rerun of one of the
old 1963 series with Fess
Parker,
Ed Sullivan's CBS repeat fea-
tures stars and numbers from
three Broadway musicals -
"Fiddler on the Roof," "Caba-
ret" and "Zorba."
.ABC preempts "The FBI" to
provide two hours and 45 min-
Rowland Refrigeration Sales, Repairs  12.0d 
Disbursements  29,434.0U
 :41,
Murray Democrat, Advertisement  1.60
Ledger L Times, Advertisement  1.60
Tidwell Paine & Floor Covering, Paint    46.53
Bob's TV Service, Service  6.50
A. B. Beale & Son, Supplies  19.63
Sanders Garden Center, Shrubbery  75.20
Willie Jackson Postage 46.22
The H. W Wilson Co., Supplies   30.00
Postmaster Lester Niumey, Envelopes _____________143.50
Science Research Assoc., Inc., Tests 150.52
Follett Educational Corp., Books   11.4
4
Educational Testing Service, Tests . . .    6.2.4
Murray Lumber Co., Supplies 
American Book Co., Book  5.50
Geneva Brownfield, Travel  13.0
6
Murray State University, Scoring of tests ____ 15.0
0
World Book Encyclopedia, Books 
Association Films Inc., Films 49.7
0
Jack Lieb Productions, Inc., Film .............. -...-.-.... 6.00
Shell Oil Co., Gas _ 
 8.13
Standard Oil Co., Gas   
19.86
Hadden Films, Projectors 7
95.00
Educational Audio Visual, Inc., Records  
12.31
Baker & Taylor Co., Books 
464.26
Ingram Book Co., Books  
17.45
ALESCO, Books  
13.78
Scott Foresman Co., Tests  
5.88
Baltimore Type & Comp. Co., Equip.  87.43
American Art Clay Co., Inc., Materials  20.84
Rhythm Band Inc., Pins  5.92
Nashville Products Co., Truck  63.25
Fearon Publishers, Books  6.00
Modern Office Methods, Supplies  30.45
McGraw Hill Book Co., Films  70.07
The Ealing Corp., Film Loops  298.35
Crain Chemical Co., Varnish  234.00
Fencpainter Division, Supplies  38.41
ZEP Manufacturing Co., Maintenance Equip .....118.22
World Book Encyclopedia, Books  23.80
Minnesota Mining & lblan. Co., Materials  20.75
Valiant I. M. C., Press  259.75
Gulf Oil Co., Gas  38.78
Salaries 1961-69
Fred Schultz  13800 00
Ruth Lassiter  8084.00
Eli Alexander  10947.00
Robert Glin Jeffrey   8634.00
Dennis Taylor  9479.00
Eula Mae Doherty  8101.00
Charles Archer  6070.50
Lucille Austin  7161.00
Idelle Bailey  6561.00
Judith Belt  6100.00
David Berry 5040.00
Ronald Beshear . ...... 3575.00
Margaret Brown  6182.50
Lair Cain  6612.00
Donna Chumbler  2015.00
Sally Crass  2433.26
Margaret Dunn  6463.00
Jane Fitch  6572.00
Lloyd Hasty  5365.50
Clara Humphrey  7260.00
Bonnie Hamilton Jones _ 6566.00
Robert Kellar  4974.50
Doralyn Farmer Lanier . 6267.50
Mary G Lassiter 7502.00
Lucy Lilly  7757.00
Donna Mabry  3334.50
Taz Mason  5729.75
Alice Matthews  6736.00
Leon P  6905.00
Sarah Sue Miller  5710.00
Martha Sammons  6'752.50
Betty Scott  6606.00
Nedra Segall  5203.50
Martha Shirley  5456.50
Lorene Swann  6439.00
Betty Ann Wagar  5533.00
Dossie Wheatley  2005.00
John Hine  6682.00
Preston Holland  10,000.00
Willie Jackson  7641.50
Robert Newcomb  6559.00
W. P. Rummell 1162.00
Phillip Shelton  7101.00
Jerry Shelton  7511.50
Bobby Toon  7975.00
Annette Alexander  5195.00
Lauriene Andrus  6436.00
Judith Balk- um  5127.00
SIGNED Ruth Lassiter
Ruth Lassiter, Treasurer
Murray Board of Education
Murray, Kentucky
Subscribed and sworn to
this the Ilth day of August 1969.
Neva Grey Allbritten
Notary Public
'My Conlmisston Exptres7- April 20, 1970; -
Helen Bennett  7057.00
Joan Bendier  6700.00
Nellie Ruth Caldwell 6368.00
Mary Ana Carter.  5092.50
Bonnie Crouch 6454.00
Gels Ellis  6384.00
Linda Sue Emerson ...„  5757.00
Margaret F Tanana 6355.50
Jean M. Geurtn  3256.00
Lutl Belle Hodges  6036.00
Opal Howard  6154.00
Betty Heater  1934.54
Jean Hurt  5611.00
Eloise Keel  7045.00
Catherine King  5242.00
Mary Lou Lassiter   '7344.00
Mildred Lowe  6081.00
Pauline McCoy  6454.00
Corinne McNutt  7400.00
Patricia MUIec   5825.00
Modell Outland  6457,00
Louts* Overbey   6457.00
Kathleen Patterson  4236,00
Zoe Lenore Pinkstee 5824.00
Murl Robertson  7042.34
Maxine Ryan  6457.00
Linda Stockton ...L ..... „ 5548.0e
Jane Taylor  6318.00
Shirley Teen ..._.-_ 6727.00
Thelma Warlord ._  6151.00
Georgia B. Wear   7343.00
Jeanne Willis ..... 6227,00
Peggy Wilma   6300.00
Evelyn Wallis  1259.00
Evon Kelley  6878.00
Kay Addison 3075.00
Ruth Pasco  7367.00
Charlotte Barker   7173.00
Margaret Porter  12.50
Lila Baker 621.00
Faye Beyer .......... 1362.50
Dianne* Anna Broach ... 6.00
Geneva Bewail/41  54.00
Pauline Bryant  
Wilburn Cavitt  
Louise Chapman 
Charles Chienbler
Martha Crawford
78.00
1K2.50
16.67
  591.50
  33.33
Visit Paradise or Heir
Norway Gives a Choice
Not on the River Styx but near Nerwey's
Stjordals River is the railroad station in Hell.
By STEVE LIBBY
WritteN for Centro! Press mid This Netripoper
PARADISE or Hell, you take your choice- or select both--
when you're a traveller in Norway.
They're both popular among post-card and post-mark collec-
tors, particularly in tandem: and if you need further proof to
take back home with you, there's always the railroad ticket
which will make an honest man out of you.
There are those who might suggest that Paradise WT. more
properly, Paradis i is not precisely heaven, though it undoubtedly
Is for those who live there. It's a pleasant little suburb of Ber-
gen, picturesque capital of the fjord country. There has been
New Paradis added in the past ftw years. Nia a housing deve
lop-
ment which has sprung up next
door.
New Paradis. population of
about a hundred, is an area of
somewhat well-to-do people, but
Paradis is a middle-class vil-
lage of a thousand or so. Fur-
thermore, the district bordering
these Elysian Fields is called
Prudence or, in its Norwegian
equivalent, Noysomheten.
Hell is a different matter.
and you'll find it's a village
with a railroad station 21 miles
north of Trondheim. If you're
anxious to get there, and quick-
ly, get off your plane'at Trond-
heim airport and take a taxi
across the bridge to Hell. (No,
the river is not named Styx.
It's the Stjordahi.)
' • •
THE NAME cbmea from the
ancient Nurse "hellir," which
means a cave or an overhang-
ing rock wall. Hell is an old
community, and from eiti-vings
on' the rock walls 'it wobild ap-
pear that people • have lived
here for some 5,000 to 7,000
years. though 
roost of its year-round
Tottyists ‘• love it, and thou- residents are 
employed iii the
sands visit each year-. They col- lit';, Y (1)"'sts
Iect the round trip tickets be- There's aiso 1 111,
1114. 'for al-
tween Trondheim and Hell, look citholics in Hell
forward to mailing post-cards
to their mothers-in-law, and
marvel at the signboard on the
station property which reads
'Cocisexpedition". The transla-
tion simply means: goods ser-
vice. or baggage department.
* • •
FROM Hell station there's a
railroad branch which gocs into
neighboring Swede n. from
which many Swedes go to Hell
frequently merely to swim in
the Trondheim salt-water fjord
off the village.
Heti Is not precisely a swing-
ing community, and the man
with the scythe nearby is only
a farmer working his hay. It is
a weatherbeaten point of land
'with creeks and bays. hills and
hollows, with fine salt-water
swimming and excellent yacht-
ing.
Some 275 ix:ople live in the
tiny town where the Nordland
Railway meets tile Meraker
Railway. There's ii -cement fac-
tory and it firrietee• factory,
7'1'. .0.
igkai ejimal Tfal Ira tf-tOderfeN*- pr -m - tire-arm.*
at Cervia in metallic bikini cover-ups designed by Pantieri.
••••
utes for a repeat of the movie
"Is Paris Burning?"
Merle Haggard and Bonnie
Owens are guest stars on "Hee
Haw" for CBS.
MONDAY
NBC News has a one-hour
documentary, "Pueblo: A Mat-
ter of Intelligence," dealing
with thil, implications of the
Pueblo ship incident on Ameri-
can society today.
"The Avengers" repeat on
ABC is "The Joker."
The NBC movie screens "A
Hole in the Head," starring Fra-
nk Sinatra.
The CIIS Jimmie Rodgers pro-
gram features singer - com-
poser Bobby Russell and co--
mediad Scoey Mitchell.
Dick Cavett's guests on ABC
include singer Bobbie Gentry
and Nicholas Johnson, a Fed
eral Communications Comm is-
sion member.
TUESDAY
The CBE "Lancer" repeat is
an episode in which a dance
hall performer proves to be the
mother of Lancer's girl ward.
American comedian Stu Gil-
liam, French singer Sacha Dis-
tel, British singer Anite Harris
and the Duke of Bedford are
featured on the Liberace show
for CBS.
ABC displays a previously un-
seen suspense drama, "In the
Dead of Night." A young wom-
an inherits a Hudson River
mansion and hires a ghost
hunter to find out why the
place is believed to be haunted.
NBC's movie is "Games,"
starring Simone Signoret.
WEDNESDAY
"Here Come the Brides" on
ABC repeats "The Crimpers."
Jeremy and Jason are shang-
haied on a trip to Los Angeles
NBC's “Music Hall" has an-
other new variety show from
await, starring singer-Boo Ho4
Composer Rod McKuen and co-.
median Pat...Cooper are-on the
show.
The ABC Wednesday night ma
vie is "Crack in. the World,"
starring Dana Andrews.
In the CBS "Hawaii Five-0"
reprise McGarrett offers him-
self as a hostage in an attemptedk
prison break-.
THURSDAY
South American birds are cap-
tured on "Animal World" for
CBS.
"The Prisoner" on CBS at
8 repeats an episode involving
'a scientist with a niati that is both
mad and ambitious.
-Ironside" on NBC repeats
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"Reprise." Eve Whitfield is wou-
nded during a robbery and her
fellow officers recall the cir-
cumstances that caused her to
become a policewoman.
"This is Tom Jones" on ABC
repeats a show featuring flamen-
co guitarist Manitas de Plata,
French singer Mireille Math-
ieu and comedian Pat Paulsen.
The CBS movies will be "The
Nanny," starring Bette Davis.
FRIDAY
ABC's John Davidson show fe-
atures The Committeeand singer
Lulu.
NBC's "The Name of the Ga-
me" reruns "An Agent for the
Plaintiff." An unethical woman
lawyer tries to frame publisher
Howard.
The CBS Friday night movie
is "Tarzan Goes to India," star-
ring Jock Mahoney.
Dick Cavett's guests on ABC
include movie producer Stanley
Kramer, Prof. Paul Weiss of
Yale and dancer Paula Kelly.
- SATURDAY
Final-round action in the U. S.
Amateur golf championship at
Oakmont, Pa., will be telecast
live by ABC.
The U. S. Open tennis cham-
pionships at Forest Hills will be
aired by CBS.
"ABC's Wide Worldof Sports"
covers the Rugby League cup
final in London and play in the
Walker Cup golf championship
in Milwaukee.
CBS has a National Football
League between Washington and
Detroit at Tampa, Fla.
Singers Roger Miller and Ode-
tta, comedian Charlie Callas and
the Bobby and I duo are featured
on "The Johnny Cash Show" for
ABC. 
*
Television
notes
T ommy. Boyce and Hobbs
Iiiir7ongwritIng anthrerortintr.
team well-known through guest
Shota e lian... various shows, hays'
signel a utti- Atoll dollar' --
greenient embracing television, .
recordings and music publiShing
with three arms of Colvin bia
Pictures Industries, Inc., of which is
the well-known Screen Gems is
the video link.-
* * '*
David McCallum, best- known
as the !Ilya Kuryakin character
of the defunct "The Man from •
Ll.N.C.t.E." series, has been
signed for the leading . role in
"The File on Devlin," suspense
'cr*Faina 'the will- tee -off -enotlwr-,
"Hallmark Hall of Fame" season
411111111s. 41111111110. -011111111. es11111111se 40111110- 
ensue
ANNOUNCING
NEW BANKING HOURS
•
EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1, 1
MONDAY thru THURSDAY 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
FRIDAY ONLY 9a.m. to 6 p.m.
SATURDAY CLOSED
The Murray and Hazel banks, after long consideration, have made
the decision to adopt the above banking hours. We will be joining the
majority of the banks of Western Kentucky, which have already made
this progressive move, in keeping with the times. We feel that our new
hours will Provide you with an acceptable alternative to Saturday bank-
ing.
Customers using our Night Depository service may pick up bags
at our Main Offices and Drive-In Branches between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 9:30 a.m. on Saturdays. We sin cerely solicit your cooperation and
understanding in this move toward improved
banking service
and more progressive
4( DEE S BANK OF HAZEL
4( BANK OF MURRAY
*PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY
401111111w 41111111ne 4111111w 40111111110 4111111Me 411111111e 4111111110- 
wallIllee easems silage 411111111w
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!Time Running Backward?
THE
An Amish School Picnic a "Horsey" Affair
ou'ro looking at a few of the more than 100 horse-drawn rigs at a recen
t Amish rural school picnic.
By GROVER BRINKMAN
,... Central Press Association Correspondent
• CHESTERVILLE, Ill.-Did you ever attend an Amish 
rural
ool picnic? If one bit of nostalgia still flows in your vein
s,
will surely "tune you in." Of all the horsey affairs, this is
y the "horsiest."
If for a moment you presume that Old Dobbin is ob
solete
utside of a race track, travel to mid-central Illinois, and yo
u'll
itchange your thinking. This is Amish country, and the Amis
h still
travel exclusively via horse and closed rig.
c At this rural school picnic, there were nearly a hundr
ed horse-
drawn buggies tied to a long hitching rail adjacent to a c
eme-
itery lane. In this age of souped-up autos and spa
ce missiles,
kthat's something to see! It's even good for jaded ner
ves.
3 These horses were sleek and fat, and they didn't see
m a bit
trestless being tied to a hitch-
frail while their masters and
.heir families partook of "vit-
ttIes" on the school lawn. And
Fre
at vittles! Tables piled high
pies, and all thesh fruit,
th fried chicken, home-made
read, home-churned butter,
itrimmings to make a feast.
_ • • •
THE SCENE was the Otto
rchool, a small rural district
'intended by Amish children in
the seventh and eighth grades.
tration was something likeDriving up to this rural cele
-
talking through time, say for0 or 50 years. No doubt it was
khe preponderance of horse-
. .drawn rigs that gave the Wu-
ion, helped by the simple
tlothing of the participants, the
pien all bearded, their trousers
lield up by suspenders, women
Pi home-made blue frocks, all
of them with tiny bonnets on
their 'Pleads. 'Happy. 
carefree , rigs so the cemetery isn't part
be KIT '
people, honest and friendly. But 
lof the photo, it will 
I right," he said finally.
very firm as well!
. "No pictures. please!" : Of 
course the photo could
',, It was the elder talking. He have b
een gotten in various
1
camera, they simply
their backs
There was no sense of being
sinde. These people were on
their own land. The celebra-
tion was their oivn, for their
own .children. A photographer
and reporter were intruders,
perpetrating "an invasion of
privacy."
* * •
was very patient. The camera
was not acceptable to their re-
ligious beliefs, he explained.
Persuasion? It didn't help.
The firmness was there, rooted
del-p" in-Tits face. /t was In the
faces of the people gathered
around. When they saw the
turned
WHEN one can't win, you
compromise. Take a photo of
the horses and rigs? The elder
thought it over. "If you'll walk
down the lane, and shoot the
ways, from a passing car, with
a telephoto lens, by candid
shooting without their knowl-
edge. But any reporter worth
his salt has no quarrel with the
Amish. The welcome mat has
always been out. Some day
there will be another visit, an-
other story.
• • •
THERE was a bit of hesita-
tion in the elder's voice as well,
as he talked about publicity, pin-
pointing the school. He spoke
of all the trouble in the big-
city institutions, the mayhem
on the streets. Would publicity
bring some of this trouble to
their midst? They have had
none of it, so far.
The Amish live their lives as
their forefathers did, simply,_ _ _
nhonestly, bravely. There is o
relief problem, no vandalism, no
trouble at all within the group
of more -than GOO Amish farm-
ers who live here, all of them
prosperous, their farms large
and fertile. They boast some of
the best organically fertilized
land in the Midwest breadbas-
ket.
• • •
THEY use the horse as a work
animal. They frown on modern
conveniences and modern dress,
especially the mini skirt
But they live well. Their
healthy faces radiate tranquil,
happy lives. Perhaps their ex-
istence has locked out some of
the world tension that concerns
Moat 'a us. today. - • - • •
Anyway, take a look at a
photo of a long line of horse-
drawn rigs!
!Let 'Em Eat Peanut Butter! 
Why Insist on a
1 Conventional Breakfast?
• NEW YORK (UPI): A
• schoolboy we know prefers
peanut butter sandwiches
for breakfast to more tradi-
tional meals built around
cereal or bacon and eggs.
NUTRITIONALLY, he's
just as well off as tradition-
alists. He's also in interna-
tional company. Breakfast
in far-flung lands including
Japan, the Netherlands and
. Scandinavia call for such
things as soup, cheese, cold
4
•
cuts and even pickled her-
ring and salads. The last
four are part of an old-
fashioned Norwegian
breakfast koldtbord, or buf-
fet.
All those things meet the
standards of good breakfast
food as defined by the Na-
tional Dairy Council. The
council says a good break-
fast is any combination of
foods that supplies one
quarter to one third of the
day's nutritional require-
ments and includes fruit or
juice-preferably citrus--
plus a protein food such as
meat, milk, eggs. cheese or
fish and a carbohydrate
food such as enriched or
whole grain cereal or
bread.
IF BREAKFAST skipping
Is a back-to-school-days
problem, unconventional
fare may help solve it. A
peanut butter or cheese
sandwich can be made the
night before, so it's ready
to grab and eat - on the
run, if necessary - the fol-
lowing morning. The coun-
cil says most children like
mild-flavored cheese, such
as American. A 11/2-inch
cube of it has about the
same food value as a cup
of milk.
Apples and cheese make
another fast breakfast.
Some cheeses now come
factory-wrapped in bite-size
and single-serving units for
easy portability.
WITH MORE time for a
sit-down meal, you could
SANDERS & PURDOMS
1%1I CADILLAC Sedan DeVIlle. All power and air. Bur-
gandy with white vinyl top, leather trim.
1967 PONTIAC Catalina 4-Door. Double power.
1946 OLDS Delta SI 4-Door. Power and air.
1945 BUICK Electra 2-Door Hardtop. Power
 and air.
1963 DODGE Station Wagon.
1942 CADILLAC 62 Sedan. All power
1962 OLDS U 2-Door Hardtop.. Double power.
1942 CORVAIR Monza.
Clearance In Year
New Cars Goin at Bar•ain Price
serve grilled cheeseand ba-
con sandwiches, or welsh
rabbit - ether homemade,
bottled or frozen-on toast-
ed English muffins with
Canadian-style bacon. Or a
cheeseburger or a ham-
burger or a hot dog and
cheese sandwich.
Hot or cold cereal is
good and just as nutritious
with a scoop of ice cream
as it is with milk.And the
council says ice cream con-
tains the same nutrients as
milk. Its sugar also pro-
vides energy for active
youngsters.
Chocolate milk as it
comes from a dairy case
container is good on cereal
or as a substitute for plain
milk in making French
toast. So is milk and honey,
which is easily made. Just
add two tablespoons of hqn-
ey, or more to taste, to
each quart of milk, along
with one-fourth teaspoon of
ground nutmeg. Shake well
and refrigerate till needed.
ON A COOL morning.
hot soup makes a good
breakfast and this double
chicken soup recipe is a
quick one: Combine two
soup cans of ,water with
contents of one (101/2-
ounce) can each of con-
densed chicken and stars
soup and condensed chick-
en noodle soup. Heat to
serving temperature. Offer
chopped salted peanuts as
a garnish. Makes four-five
servings
Anyotre who's dieting to
InFe weight needs breakfast
as much if not more than
non -dieters. The dairy
council says experience
with weight-control diets
indicates that breakfast
skippers are apt to overeat
at other meals. They also
may suffer from loss of ef-
ficiency in late morning
hours and unpleasant hun-
ger pangs. For these peo-
ple. canned diet drinks and
, packaged ones to be mixed
with milk make quick, easy
breakfasts.
AN ELECTRIC blender
also makes Possible dozens
CONGRATULATIONS
CALLOWAY COUNTY ENTRY
IN THE COUNTY GROUP CLASS
KATHY STUBBLEFIELD
LEDGER TIMER -
 MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Tells All He Knows About
r The Mafia, For Protection
Television in Review
By ROBERT MUSEL
NEW YORK (UPI)- The
informer was willing to tell all
he knew about the Mafia
providing the authorities could
convince him, he and his family
would be protectea. They
arranged a new name and a
new job for him and until they
were certain this had ensured
his safety they hid his wife in
one of the most secure areas in
the nation-the center of a
Strategic Air Command base.
"We have him telling this
story on camera," said Thomas
H. Wolf, who heads the
documentary division of ABC-
TV, "under certain safeguards.
It's protection such as he has
been given that is beginning to
work against organized crime
and is leading the authorities
hope that eventually they will
be able to break it down."
Discusses Series
Wolf was discussing the
networks hard-hitting "Summer
Focus" series over lunch at
Charley O's, Tonight's episode,
"The Violent Americans" (8-9
p.m. EDT) os the next to last
In a string which has surveyed
in depth some of the most
divisive subjects of our times-
war in the Middle East,
abortion, black mood on cam-
pus, ferment in the Roman
Catholic Church, welfare and
prejudice and the Negro.
The windup of the series,
keg; 24, will be "To Be Blaek"
a study of black men in a
world.
**We're sometimes describe
as the soft documentary
network," Wolf said, "and
that's a description that gripes
me because it's wrong. I hope
the 'Summer Focus' series and
the lineup we've got for the
autumn will knock it out once
and for all."
"The Violent Americans,"
concentrates on three major
areas- crime in the streets, the
revolt on the campus and
organized crime. From re-
search which stretched across
the natica Wolf said he had
come to the opinion that one
way to cut crime down quickly
would be to adopt the Britishl
system of treat ieg drug addicts.
Addicts Treated
In many places in the United
States addicts desperate for
enough money for a fix are
driven to robbery, with violence
if necessary. In Britain any
addict who registers as such
can get a fix legally for one
shilling- 12 cents; there is no
necessity to commit a crime.
Wolf said the program also
develops the argument that it is
wrong to release suspected
criminals on bail before trial so
they can, possibly, commit the
same offense again- although
to be practical this would entail
speeding the cumbersome
processes of criminal law.
Wolf is also in the planning
stages of a four-hour documen-
tary on Latin-America that
would cover the entire prime
time of a whole evening. This
imbitious project would be In
Cie mold of the same network's
four-hour classic on Africa,
which won many awards,
Polio Fight
In Mexico
MEXICO CITY (UPI)
The laboratories of the Mexican
Federal Health Department will
turn out 50 million doses of
polio vaccine this year, officials
report
After Mexico has finished its
own campaign to immunize the
3.5 million Mexican children un-
der five years old, the vaccine
will be offered for sale to other
Latin American countries, offi-
cials said.
CZECHS OUT - The biggest
rcason for his defection to
England, says top Soviet
author Anatoly Kuznetsov
(above), was disgust over
the invasicn of Czechoslo-
'--v-ak-al-*RuineUsr; (tfr,- prim
his "interpreter," a. soviet
secret service agent, the slip.
Centennia
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PURPC6E AMOU
NT
  42,12
'sating, Repairs 
S crap]: o atus
57-E July 
brought the centennial of th
e first
national organization, or unio
n, of women
toilers in any industry. This was 
the Daughters of
St. Crispin, in which distaff e
mployes at shoe fac-
tories at Lynn, Mass., effected a 
literal working al-
liance with sisters in the craft e
lsewhere. On July
28, 1889, in a convention at Lynn,
 Carrie Wilson
of that city was elected President 
of the union, and
Allie Jacques, also of Lynn, the 
Secretary.
The name was taken, of course, from 
the Chris-
tian martyr, a member of a noble 
Roman family,
who adopted the trade of a shoemak
er in order to
help the poor and unshod. Traditiona
lly he was put
Lady shoemakers marching in prote
st at
Lynn, from an old print in Harper's We
ekly.
wpplies
to death about 287, a. 
cutions, by being tos
dron of molten lead.
evidence of miraculous p. 
in Crispin's behalf 
resulten
canonized and recognized as 
pat.
of shotmakers, tann
ers and saddlitit.-11f
Roman and Anglican 
churches Oct. 25
was observed as his Fea
st Day.
Founding of the Daughte
rs of St.
Crispin came of grieva
nces the women
had against both 
employers and dis-
criminatory trade unions. Ma
ny proved
themselves capable substitutes 
for menf
during the Civil War in 
factories where'
much of the work had been
 newly mech-
anized with inventiona-suc
h as the
stitching machine of Lyman 
Blake. They
joined common cause 
with remaining
men in a strike against 
employers, but
they were denied equal 
rights by the
unionists they had support
ed.
This was not the initial endeavo
r of
women to counteract 
determination of
unions to remain all male
. In 1825, a
United Tailoresses Society 
had been
started at New York. It 
was able to
maintain a strike for increas
ed wages
during five weeks of 1831.
CLARK KINNAIRD
• Coincidentally, the first 
agency set
up in any State to record 
worker con-
ditions, the Massachusetts B
ureau of
Statistics of Labor, was ins
tituted in
1889. Its official duty was "to collect,
assort, systematize, and present in 
an-
nual reports to the Legislature ..
. sta-
tistical details relating to all depa
rt-
ments of labor in the Commonwealt
h."
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
McCarthy Moves
ut Of Home; May
worce His Wife
WASHINGTON (UPI)g8sen.
Eugene J. McCarthy, who
earlier this month denied
rumors he was about to divorce
his wife, has moved out of his
house and into a Washington
hotel.
The Minnesota Democrat was
reported vacationing in Maine
when word of the move leaked
are reportedly remaining in the
McCarthy house on Mount St.
Alban in the northwest section
of the district.
Rumors of marital strife in
the McCarthy family had
circulated in Washington for
months, and finally prompted
McCarthy to deny any plans for
a divorce. It was reported
McCarthy, a Roman Catholic as
is his wife, are both opposed to
a divorce but had agreed to a
separation.
If a legal separation is
granted the couple, and it lasts
out Wednesday, but the Shera- 
for one year, it could become
ton Park Hotel confirmed to 
grounds for a divorce.
UPI the senator had taken up 
McCarthy, the unsuccessful
residence there, 
antiwar candidate for the
Democratic presidential nomin-
In addition, McCarthy's press
secretary confirmed to repnr. 
ation last year, reportedly
ters that the move took place}
 signecl a lease at the hotel, on a
"recently." McCarthy's wile,'montil-b,Imeth taRiR, 
OR ALLY
Abigail, and their four children, 15-
 10 days before he an-
ranging in age from 14 to 22, nou
nced that he does not intend
to seek re-election to the senate
In 19'70.
}Weis-One, But. ..
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - Harold
Garfield teed off No. 6 at Forest
Park, and the golf ball sank into
the hole on the wrong green-
No. 14.
101c COKRICII
TIME and
TEMPtRAILIRE
DAY OR hili;11
IN 
753:,6363
PHIPI HANK
411... 1,, h.
of breakfast-in-a-glass com-
binations, each to individu-
al taste. Place in a blender
container, in this order:
One cup of milk or butter-
milk. sweetening - sugar,
honey, maple or maple-
blended sirup, or sugar
substitute to taste, or even
sirup from canned fruit.
Add fruit juice or fresh,
canned or frozen fruit and
a raw egg. Blend at high
speed long enough to puree
the fruit. All you need with
this to make a well-bal-
anced meal is a carbohy-
drate food such as bread or
elltralF1111111011WMIIIIIIIII4
•*".
WHETHER YOU'VE
MOVED ACROSS
THE GLOBE...
or across town...
Your Welcome Wagon
hostess has gifts and
helpful information
for you.
Call her at
Phase 753-2373
Linda Adams
KMT STUBBLEFIELD
Calloway County's entry in the Kentucky State Fair
consisted of Kathy Stubblefield, Pam White, and
Robert Blalock who won first place. Kathy Stubble-
field, Krit Stubblefield, and Robert Blalock were
also chosen to compete in the finals of the Jersey
Showmanship Class.
RYAN
MILK COMPANY
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A REPORT OF PROGRESS
Oar.
OLLIE BROWN and his two Border Collies Dood and Susie, of the Almo
community, observing a diversion channel on his farm. This diversion
channel enabled Mr. Brown to plant his corn three weeks earlier because
the diversion kept the water from the hills from running down across
his bottom fields.
CHARLES BLALOCK planting soybeans after wheat without any Aced
bed preparation on the farm of Hal Smith of the Kirksey community.
OTTO CHESTER of the Lynn Grove community. observing the grassed
waterway that he seeded on his farm. This waterway was seeded to
Ky-31 fescue which will allow the water to move from this field without
soil loss.
a
4,̂
' 4,
4. I,
1 •
4. ..."4 4
C. N. WINDSOR of the Story Chapel community, standing on a hillside
- covered with Ky-31 fescue that was one year earlier a gulliecl, washed
away hillside Sixty-two acres of this type acres were similarly treated
by landowners in Calloway County last year.
FROM YOUR
Calloway County
Soil Conservation District
FOR FISCAL YEAR 1969
YOUR DISTRICT SUPERVISORS. Left to right: Gus Robertson, Jr., Dan Shipley.
Lowell Palmer. Harvey Ellis and Marvin Hill. The Calloway County Soil and Water
Conservation District Supervisors present the following report to the people of this
county.
The purpose of this report is to convey to the public some of the many accom-
plishments made in Soil and Water Conservation during its 18 years of operation.
The U.S. Soil Conservation Service has made available personnel for assisting the
District in carrying out a planned program of conservation work since its beginning.
Personnel have .been made. available to a,asist landowners with planning and applica-
tion of all kinds of conservation practice The District depends on other State. Federal
and local agencies to assist in carrying out their program of work.
The Calloway -County Soil Conservation District is a member of the Kentucky
Association of Soil Conservation Districts, and the National Association of Soil Con-
servation Districts, and sponsors the Conservation Essay Contests in our schools, Soil
Stewardship Week, has an Annual Awards Banquet to recognize Master Conservation-
ists, Honor Awards, and Outstanding Cooperators.
.14
moot
GRADE CONTROL STRUCTURE end GRASSED WATERWAY in operation on the
Earnest Madrey farm, in the Penny community. This grade control structure will
allow the water to step down into the big ditch without soil erosion. Other structures of
this type were constructed last year on the farms of Leon Cooper, W. C. Elkins. Carl
Fennell and John Imes. Landowners may receive cost-sharing on these as well as
other soil conserving practices through the ASCS program.
DAN SHIPLEY presenting the late Mr. Yandel Wrather with an Honor
Award for outstanding service.
CONSERVATION AWARDS: Left to right: Mrs. Don Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. M. W. Fulkerson. Mr. and Mrs. Clay Smith, and Yandal Wrather.
The Calloway County Soil Conservation District presented awards to
groups and individuals at their Annual Awards Banquet at the Holiday
Inn. •
Mrs. Don Jones was presented an honor award in behalf of Murray
High School, for outstanding cooperation in the Soil Conservation and
Courier-Journal Essay Contest.
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Fulkerson. of the Van Cleave Community. were
presented a plaque by the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. for being the
Outstanding Cooperator in the Soil Conservation District for last year.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Smith, of the Kirksey community, were present-
ed the Master Conservationist Award for the fine job they have been
doing on their farm in soil conservation.
Yandal Wrather was presented a plaque commemorating outstand-
ing service in furnishing technical assistance to the Calloway County
Soil Conservation District from 1949 to 1968. when he retired.
EAL
ESSAY AWARD WINNERS. The above young people received awards
for having written outstanding essays in the Soil Conservation Essay
Contest. They are, left to right, front row: Norita Ann Cassity, Faxon
School: Greg Gingrass, Robertson Elementary; Janey Kelso, -Lynn
Grove. Back row: Terry Orr, Hazel: Cheryl Dean Jackson, Mmo: Dar-
lene Oliver, Kirksey: Rita Titsworth, Murray High; Michael Hicks.
Calloway County High (not present when picture was taken).
THIS PROGRAM REPORT PUBLISHED IT SOIL CONSERVATION DISTRICT IN COOPERATION WITH
PEOPLES BANK
MEMBER F.D.I.C, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Soil and Water Conservation Does Not Cost, It Pays
MAIN BANK TV pRIVE-IN BRANCH
5th & MAIN 6th & MAIN S. 12th St. •
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Brian Keith
He Mixes Business
By AWAY ARCI4gPli,
Central Press Associtstion
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD . It's strict!.
' ow BUSINESS for Etna:.fe
mith "I handle my acting ca-
r in a complete business-like
r," he admits. "I do all
y scenes for the television. a
aeries, 'Family Affair, durin,
65 to 57 consecutive working
'days, permitting me plenty of
time to schedule starring roles
In feature films.
"Actually — I could make
three top movies a year and
still do my TV series." How-
ever, when a feature gets de-
layed-- his TV bosses sure do
get gray!
Each motion picture which'
Brian makes occupies. a total
of more lapsed working time
than the entire season of TV
which keeps him on the small
screen 52 weeks a year with
reruns).._
: Keith's statement may be a
little surprising, but a few mo-
! ments of simple arithmetic
pprove how he does it. Fifty-five-plus days at TV is approx- -
...limately 11 weeks and that
7,'!leaves him 41 weeks to get in
,two or even three pictures each
year.
• • •
BRIAN'S most recent film.
"Suppose They Gave a War
and Nobody Came," tied him
up for about 80 days. includ-
ing tests and wardrobe fittings.
"Shooting continued for 54 days
from the time I began my role
—at Fort Tuachuca, Ariz.. -un-
til I finished --driving a World
War II tank through buildings
on the studio lot. The days I
had off, I spent at my home
working on 3cripts. I sold one
hour TV script, and have five
more in the works."
liVhcm :saw-
temporarily relaxed between
takes in a barroom scene. In
'Suppose They Gave a Wart'
he plays a warrant officer who
has been, in service about 20
THE LEDGER I TIMES - MURR•Y, KENTUCKY
W ith Business
Brian Keith means business
as he plays a tough guy
on the big screen.
years
"Uniforms are nothing new
to me.'' he reminded. "I was a
machine gunner in the Marines
in the South Pacific for four
years 1942-45. The boy I play
in the picture is plenty rough
and he. along with his buddies,
resents the bright new officers
who function by the book.
-It took a lot of careful
characterization and plot devel-
opment to lead up to the finale
when I am motivated to get
into an antiquated Army tank
and head for a town full of
bigots an,,demolish a
jail." It's some switcheroo from
his TV role! But then again, so
was -Krakatoa" and the other
films he's played.
Keith has made nearly 40
motion pictures and uncount-
able guest TV appearances in
addition to two early TV series
which came and went quickly
before he settled down to
"Family Affair." His schedule
on "Family" was inspired by
Fred MacMurray, who stars in
"My Three Sons" when he's not
busy in feature films as well.
Keith asked to have the same
work arrangement as Fred
when he started the show.
• • •
"WE make an average of 28
episodes each season," Brian
explained, "and by the time
cameras begin rolling for me
they have almost every one of
the scripts finished. I put in
five days a week doing my
scenes. Those scenes involving
other characters without me
are done later. The rest of the
cast devotes about 101 days a
season." Nice work if you can
get it And he- and MacMurray
can and do.
However, it was a flop that
he credits with doing more good
for him than any of his cur-
rent successes. It was ''The
Westerner" series which went
off the air after 13 weeks.
"The character was a non-
heroic cowboy and we received
much critical acclaim. It may
have been ahead of its time,
but thase who became fans of
the series have remembered
that character ever since and
readily identify me with it. For
years, I was offered excellent
parts in movies and on TV be-
cause it gave me an opportu-
nity to really perform.
"But I have to be grateful
that it was a failure. If it had
clicked like 'Family Affair' I
might still be kicking dirt
around a corral or riding off
into the sunset." _
Instead, he. just reports to
work wearing blue jeans, boots
and a cowboy hat. P. S. He also
wears 'em while riding to the
bank. Not on a horse.
is a Good'
Place to do Business
Because PCA is a
Complete Credit Service,
That means you news only look to PCA for
your short and intermediate-term credit needs--
no matter what they are. Through such carefully
structured loans as OPERATING LOANS.
BUDGETED LOANS, LIVESTOCK AND
POULTRY LOANS and INTERMEDIATE-TERM
LOANS-PCA can provide you with the credit tools
So do the job best-whatever it is.
In addition. you have the advantage of consattatkie
with specialist, in both credit and farming
%who all Nip you save money by joint planning
tohasp interest costs 'owl This is ow bilurreasasonWIN PCA IS A 0000 PLACE TO 00'
Keys Keel
PRODUCTION
CREDIT ASSOCIATION
SOO N. 4t13 Ph 753-5602
P
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$tickers Yell
MADRID (UPI) - First
a plastic Jesus for the dashboard,
then a toy dog to nod its head
from the back of the car, and
now the latest automotive fad
in Spain is rear window stickers
proclaiming the virtues and var-
ieties of the nation's 50 provinces.
Provincial and proud by na-
ture, a Spaniard may move to
the big city but his heart still
-yearn* for the pueblo. He softens
this yearning with a -12-inch
sticker to let drivers behind him
know how great Malaga or Sego-
via or Asturias-is.
* * *
Beats Dog Tap
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) -
Had your dog tattoed lately?
It's the latest thing. Especially
for those who want to prevent
their pet from being dognaped.
But the animals arm n t being
indelibly adorned with such well
known tattoes as "Love, Moth-
er," sailing ships or hula dancers.
.The canine brand is the social
security number of the
owner, placed in two rows uner
the pet's right groin.
* * *
Gielgud Signs
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Sir
John Gielgud has signed to
join Anthony Quinn, Sir Lau-
rence Olivier and Oskar Wer-
ner in "The Shoes of the Fish-
erman."
PRE-LABOR DAY
CLEARANCE SALE
LADIES & LITTLE MISSES
CAN !ID%
SHOES um°
A COLORFUL STYLISH, KED FOR EVERY OCCASION!
HURRY IN FOR THESE FANTASTIC SAVINGS
SHOE ADAMS STORE
4
.*** • * • < • *
Air 4* I * • aik, •
t • • a •
LAP-SITE basket lined with a bright paper napkin holds a rained-in barbecue of foods that
can be eaten with fingers—Chicken Tango, Potato Salad Rollups and lush ears of corn.
Rifled 1.1 Right IndoorsMove The Party
Ity JOAN O'SUtUVAN
IF RAIN threatens to dampen
.1 your barbecue plans, move
the whole party indoors -
same menu, same fun, same
flavor.
A simple culinary trick
turns your oven into a back-
yard grill. The secret is a bote
tled gravy seasoning and
browning sauce which you use
as a baste or brush-on. One
or two teaspoons guarantee
charcoal flavor no matter
where your main course is
cooked.
• Our choice for an out-
door menu that can move in-
side stars Chicken Tango with
Spanish flavor that's ole! A
new kind of potato salad —
mashed potato sparked with
sour cream and rolled up in a
lettuce leaf — goes with it.
For dessert: fruit kebabs.
• Even the drinks are de-
lightfully different — your
choice of five frosty fruit bev-
erages, cool and refreshing,
sweetened with old fashioned
rock candy that's a sweet con-
versation piece sure to break
the ice as the party gets go-
ing
cifiCIirair TANGO
2 chickens pounds
each (cut up)
1 can Spanish-style
tomato sauce
1 tablespoon Gravy
Master
2 tablespoons salad oil
2 tablespoons wine
vinegar
Dash cayenne
Salt and pepper to taste
Arrange chicken in single
layer in shallow roasting pan.
Combine remaining ingredi-
ents: spoon about half over
chickens. Bake in hot oven,
400F, until tender, about 35
minutes.
Spoon remaining mixture
over chicken. Broil until pieces
are glazed. Serves 6.
POTATO SALAD RCILLUPS
2 cups cold mashed
potatoes
IA cup mayonnaise
;;,• cup dairy sour cream
14 cup chopped green
onions
1 tablespoon prepared
mustard
12 lettuce leaves
Combine all ingredients, ex-
cept lettuce Spread several
spoonfuls of salad on lettuce
leaf and roll up, tucking in
ends
Makes 6 servings
FRESH FRLIT KEBA/38.
Apricots, halved
Tiny wedges of can-
taloupe
Slices of fresh peaches
Green arid purple
grapes
Strawberries
Honey
OLD FASHIONED rock candy, which can be found in drug
stores, add* its sweetness to these frosty fruit beverages.
String pieces of fruit on 6
(6- or 8-inch) bamboo skew-
ers, ending with a luscious
strawberry. Serve with honey
to drizzle over fruit.
Makes 6 servings.
ICED TEA ON THE ROCKS
2 tablespoons instant tea
4 cups cold water
Rock candy crystals
Ice cubes
Fresh mint
Dissolve instant tea in cold
water in pitcher. Add rock
candy crystals, amount de-
pending on desired sweetness.
Fill 4 glasses with ice cubes,
Pour tea over. Garnish each
glass with a sprig of fresh
mint Makes 4 servings.
SOUTHERN PLANTATION
PUNCH
2 cups lime juice
2 cups orange juice
2 cups rock candy
crystals
14 teaspoon angostura
bitters
Combine all ingredients in
blender container or shaker.
Blend until crystals dissolve.
iL 4 tail glasses. with ice;
pour juice mixture over.
Makes 4 servings.
APRICOT SWIRL
1 can (12 ounces)
apricot nectar
1 can concentrate for
lemonade, thawed
cup rock candy crystals
bottle (28 ounces)
gingerale
Combine apricot necta r.
lemonade and rock candy in a
pitcher, stir until crystals dis-
solve. Fill 6 glasses with ice
cubes. Divide apricot mixture
among glasses; fill glass with
gingerale. Garnish each glass
with a straw threaded with a
lime slice and a maraschino
cherry. Makes 6 servings.
CRANBERRY PUNCH
1 botUe (16 ounces)
cranberry juice cocktail
14 cup lemon juice
1 cup rock candy crystals
1 bottle (28 ounces)
lemon-lime carbonated
beverage
Combine all ingredients in a
tall pitcher filled with ice
cubes. Let stand at least 10
minutes. Pour into short
glasses. Garnish each glees
with a strawberry, maraschino
cherry and a lemon slice.
Makes 8 servings.
GOLDEN GLOW COOLER
4 cups apple Juice
3 cups orange juice
1,4 cup rock candy crystals
cup lime juice
Combine all ingredients in a
tall pitcher and stir until rock
candy crystals dissolve. Pour
Into tall glasses filled with ice
cubes. Garnish each glass with
a lime slice.
Makes 8 servings.
1
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,All This Era
Needs In A
New Whistle
By DICK WEST
WASHINGTON (UPI) - At
least once a day someone will
ask, "What is wrong with the
youth of today? Why cio young
people no longer dream the
American dream? Why are so
many of them rebelling against
society, taking drugs and
playing guitars?"
For the answer to these
questions, let us harken back to
last year's Republican National
Convention.
In his acceptance speech, you
may recall, President Nixon
told of a boy of humble origin
who used to listen to the trains
go by at night and dream of tar
away places he would like to
go.
It turned out Nixon was
referring to his own boyhood.
Considering what happened to
him later, "you can see why I
believe so deeply in the
American Dream," he said.
Points Up Difference
If you examine his remarks
closely, you also can see that
Nixon pointed up an essential
difference between the America
of his boyhood and the America
of today.
That difference is the differ-
ence between train whistles.
When Nixon was a lad, all of
the locomotives had steam
whistles that made a melodic
"woo-wooing" sound. Listening
to a train go by at night could
start a boy to dreamingg8and
thost,dree_rek could be_v_ first
step on the road to the i'hite
House.
But the diesel engines of
today, alas, have whistles that
make a raucous "blonking"
noiseevery time a train goes
by, it soueds like a prison
break.
I hardly need point out the
effect that replacement of the
"woo-wooing" whistle by the
"blonking" whistle has had on
American youth.
Traumatized By Trains
Far from being inspired by
passing trains, kids of today
are traumatized by them,
Instead of dreaming the Ameri-
can dream, they go out and
steal hubcaps.. Or take guitar
And so the nation is now
reaping the bitter fruits of
America's first "blonked-at"
generation.
It probably isn't technically
feasible to put "woo-woo"
whistles on diesel locomotives,
but my friend Rogers has a
plan he believes will work as
well.
It is his idea to attach "woo-
woo" whistles to telephone
poles at fixed intervals all
across the country, and to tie
them into the air raid alarm
systems in the cities.
Each night an automatic
signal would @ease the whistles
to blow, one after another. To a
kid listening in bed, the sound
would be identical to the one
that passing trains used to
make.
With nightly "woo-wooing" to
start them dreaming, it
shouldn't take long for the
younger generation to get back
on the right track.
MEG HAS BIRTHDAY
LONDON (UPI) - Princess
Margaret, younger sister f
Queen Elizabeth, turned
today. She marked the ev
releasing a photograph from
Kensington Palace showing her
playing a game of tabletop
football with her husband, Lord
Snowdon, and her children,
Viscount Linley, 7, and Lady
Sarah Armstrong-Jones, 5.
IIRIS111 SCIENG
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. at N. 17th St.
Murray, Kentucky
Sunday at 11:00 a.m. and
Wednesday at 8:00 p.m.
- ALL WELCOME -
e Bible Speaks to Y
Station WNBS - 1340 KC
Sunda t 8:15 a
Christmas Holy
Lands Tour
$599
Decambir-TV'Sr"0—
Dear Friends:
I invite you to share with
me in one of life's greatest
thrills. Visit the places where
Jesus walked, talked, and
lived His earthly life.
If you are interested I will
send you a brochure describ-
ing the tour.
Write:
Row. William J. Sullivan
First Baptist Church
Benton, Kentucky
Phone 527-7527
MOST HEAVILY USED
LOS ANGELES (UPI)--A
sociology professor says methe-
drine or "speed" has become
the most heavily used dange-
rous drug on what be calls "the
new drug scene."
Dr. Lewis Yablonsky of San
Fernando Valley State College
said the use LSD, popular in
1966 and 1968, has leveled off
recently. Marijuana still is the
drug most consistently used
alone or in conjunction with
other psychedelic substances.
Yablonsky, author 01 three
books on hippie culture and
drugs, testified Wednesday
before a House subcommittee
holding hearings here on a bill
to improve narcotics education
in the schools.
"
mikes Mariner 6 sends back this photo of Mars, made from
distance of 771,000 miles with an eight-power scope. DIM-'
Lance ft-em Earth was 58.300.000 miles
4.
When the trade winds
blow, our Rebels
must go.
We must make room for the 1970 cars.
Our intermediate-size Rebels have been
priced lower than many compact models
all year long. Right now during our trade
Winds Sale, you can own a big, roomy
Rebel for less money than ever before. And
get top dollar trade-in on your present car.
Choose from our list of Trade Winds specials:
Our Trade Winds Deals are a
breeze at
CAIN & TREAS
Mayfield Hwy.
1/4 Mile From University
Jim Gregory, Salesman
I
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Support Rate
On Soybeans
Is Listed
Chairman 011ie C. Hall, Ag-
ricultural Stabilization and Con-
servation County Committee, an-
nounced the county price support
rates for 1969-crop soybeans at
an average of $2.24 per bushel.
Rates for counties reflect the
*tional average support price$
/ 2.25 per bushel, No. 1 grade,
1969-crop soybeans which was
announced March 6 of this year,
Chairman Hall said.
He compared this year's rate
to the $2.50 per bushel for last
year. No 2 erade.
The national average loan level
of $2.25 per bushel is for soy-
beans containing 12.8 to 13 per-
cent moisture and grading not
lower than No. 2 on the factors
of test weight, splits and heat
damage , and No. 1 on all other
factors.
Director-Star
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Burgess Meredith will direct and
star in "Touch and Go" in Hong
Kong.
THE LEDGER & TIMER —  
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
4-H YOUTH FROM THE PURCHASE AREA who participated
In the Kentucky Dairy Judging Contest, held at the University
of Kentucky. Left to right, front row: Terry Pool, Sandra Stark,
Carol Hodge, Marieta Goatley, Lisa Goatley and Debbie Tucker.
Second row: David Beane, Gary Harper, Robert Brelsford, Jim-
my Burkeen, Steve McCuiston. Third row: Ronnie Wilson, La-
Ronda Pool, Donna Howard, Janey Kelso, Kathy Stubblefield.
4
Fourth row: Jerry Tucker, Barry Joseph, Anthony Web, Terry
Beane, Robin Rowland, Krlt Stubblefield. Fifth row: Robert
Blalock, Charlie Gholson, Robert Hobbs, Daren Wilson, Faye
Hodge, Kent McCulston. Sixth row: Mrs. James Tucker, Danny
Williams, Mrs. Willie Wade Joseph, Mrs. Charles B. Stark.
Standing to the right of rail: Ted Howard, Purchase Area Ex-
tension Specialist in Dairying, and Dr. John Nicolai, State Ex-
tension Specialist In Dairying.
'NEW AMBA:SabbirANIVINE liegt± re 4jitheit4"re
ambassadors meet President Nixon at the summer White
House at San Clemente, Calif. The ambassadors are i from
left Taylor G. Belcher, Washington, D.C., to Peru; Leonard
. -Sralcrr777Ter.—v .11-Esey,lronfiruZ-Niralre'llIE nice, "MOW a,
Australia; Eileen R. Donovan, Massachusetts. Barbados;
Luther I. Replogle, Illinois, Iceland, and Adolph W. Schmidt,.
Pennsylvania, Canada. Nixon is mixing work and play.
401"
01°
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ALL EYES NOW ON DEBBIE The above photo of 100-mile-
an-hour Hurricane Debbie, following the path trf devastat-
ing Camille, was taken by ESSA 9 satellite about 600 miles
east northeast of San Juan while the storm was moving
northward at 10 miles an hour.
COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Truly Fine Cleaning Phone 75.3-21152
* Executive Shirt Service *
DIRECTOR WOUNDED
NICOSIA, Cyprus (UN)—
Gunmen firing from a speeding
car today wounded the director
of the government's Public
Information Office as he drove
towards his home outside
Nicosia.
Militiades Christodoubu, 50,
was hit three times in the neck
but was not seriously hurt.
Christodoulou is a close asso-
ciate of the Cypriot president,
Archbishop Malcarios.
Israel Motor Guide
NEW YORK (UPI) —Hertz
Rent A Car is offering free of
charge an up-to-date motoring
guide to Israel and the Holy
Land, including territoriei °kir-
rently under Israeli adsiihis-
tration. Religious and histIori-
cal sites are included kln the
guide which can be obtained
by writing to Dept. I, Hertz,
660 Madison Ave., N.Y., N.Y.
10021.
Credit Cards
Spur Travel
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (UPI)
— Broadening of the credit
card market is the single
greatest contribution to in-
creased travel, according to a
motel chain operator. Fifty-
one per cent of credit card
holders make more than 10
trips a year in the United
States while 25 per cent make
from five to 10 trips annually,
says Stewart Bainum, presi-
dent of Quality Courts Motels,
Inc.
RANDY THORNTON Is congratulated by his flight Instructor,
Ron Jones of Jones Aviation, on his first solo flight. Mr. Thorn-
ton is the owner of Thornton's Service Company and is married
to the former Judy Imes.
-41. •
No Today Show
For British; No
Central Heating
decided against it for the
remarkable reason that British
homes frequently do not have
central heating,
Climbing out of bed to shiver
in front of a set while the coal
fire or oil heater slowly warms
the place is punishment rather
than pleasure and although the
Spartan British are used to it
the television powers felt it was
not the frame of mind in which
to enjoy a local version of Hugh
Downs.
It's national differences like
this that lend point to the belief
of Julian Goodman, president of
as we
is an 
NBC, that television 
Americanknow it here,
conception tailored to this vast,
complex land as no other
system could be and, n his
e world.opinion, the best in th
i
Discusses Television '
Goodman discussed televi-
sion, a few days before the first
premieres of the new season, in
an informal chat in his office in
the RCA Building.
Goodman is pleased with the
NBC product, on to benew so
judged by the only jury that,
counts, the viewers, and,
coincidentally, by a cross-
section of that audience apt to
offer him advice over the
breakfast or dinner table in his
, own home; his 86-year-old
By ROBERT MXTSEL—-- -
NEW YORK (UPI)— The
British were interested in doing
a morning show like NBC's
"Today" but they finally
North Side Shopping
Center
sr 753-5434
Donuts
Glazed
Chocolate Covered
Long Johns
Jelly Filled (Bismarks)
French Pastry
Cream Flips
Cream Horns
Turnovers (all flavors)
Danish Pastries
Fruit Filled
Nut Rolls
Yum-Yums
Chocolate-Cream Filled
Chocolate
Cinnamon Sugar
Honeybuns
Cinnamon Twists
Bow Ties
Coconut
OUTLAND BAKERY
and
COFFEE SHOP
N 0 W . . .
COMPLETELY REMODELED
Offering one of the most
complete baking services
in this area.
Sweet Doughs
Cinnamon Rolls
Fruit Logs
Coffee Cakes
Sweet Rolls
Caramel Nut Rolls
Breads & Rolls
Butter Flake
Hard Rolls
Parker House
Cloverleaf
Italian
French
Butter & Egg
Salt 'Rising
Cakes
F•esh Coconut
Chocolate
Banana Nut
Fresh Apple
and Others
Miscellaneous
Fruit Bars
Brownies
Cookies
Eclairs
Cup Cakes
Pies
Fruit
Cream
Pecan
Chess
Fresh Coconut
Special Orders
Weddings
Parties
Birthdays
Aniversary
Petit Fors
Party Shells
Party Rolls
Tarts
father, his seven-year-old son
and the three teen-age children
between.
Goodman was asked how
NBC saw the challenges ahead
of it.
"Our problem," he said, "is
to relate ourself to the times,
We are doing young and
contemporary shows like "The
Bold Ones' and' 'Here Comes
Bronson' and the 'Laugh-In'
technique has had such an
effect on comedy in its ability
tt get a meaning across quickly,
that it is being studied by
communicators."
Is Rotating Series
"The Bold Ones" is a rotating
series of dramas involving
three groups— doctors in the
forefront of medical research
and practice with E. G.
Marshall as the star; lawyers
with a passion for justice ready
to take up dangerous or
unpopular causes; civil ser-
vants involved in law enforce-
ment in a problem city.
"Here Comes Bron on" is
about a modern counterpart of
the young adventurers of the
pioneer thy who headed west-
ward on horseback. This time
he rides a motorcycle.
Some months ago Goodman
announced a search for young
film makers involved in explor-
ing new methods of visual
communication. A number of
promising producers turned up,
many of them working on
contrerslal themes of the
an said NBC was
ssembling a special or two
composed of their work.
New Service
NEW YORK I UPI —North-
east Airlines has inaugurated
daily DC9 jet plane service be-
tween New York and Hyannis
on Cape Cod, Mass The twin-
jet airliners will make the
Eight in 45 minutes, as com-
pared to 70 miqutes by prop-
jet planes, the airlines said.
-4.
Mustang SportsRoof
Still going strong in
Ford Country
D&S CAPSULES
$1.49
Sedative for Temporary
Relief— Of Simple
Nervous Tension
Each Capsule Contains:
Phenyitoloxamine Citrate __
Salicylamide
  88mg
 130 mg
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD DRUGS
Murray, Ky. 42071 Phone 753-1231
Galaxie 500, the "king of quiet". ..
Mustang, America's most wanted
sporty car . . . every car in stock
now at '69 Official Clearance prices.
Big choice of bargains. Hurry!
Ford Galaxie 500
PARKER FORD INC. MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Air Conditioned Luxury Standard in Ambassador
American Motors' luxurious Ambassador for
1970 features new rear end styling for all
seven models. Sedans and hardtops have
new rear fenders, new full-width rear
bumpers and new taillights. Station wagons
have new roof panels to accommodate the
longer six-foot luggage racks which are
standard, plus new taillights. Air 
conditioning
again will be standard for all 
Ambassador
models, and six of the seven models
-three
each in the DPL and SST series-will 
feature
a 304 cubic inch V-8 as standard. 
Shown is
the Ambassador SST two-door hardtop 
with
an optional white vinyl top.
'Food for Thought
for Cornball Pals
BY JEANNE LESEM
UPI rood Writer
NEW YORK (UPI): Food
metaphors pepper the
American slang so gener-
ously that a book could be
written on the subject.
A big cheese in our off-
lee fin othierawagds, a•VIP-
t type) suggested that we col-
t lect a batch of them. Such
a column would sell like
hotcakes.
AT THE RISK of being
.-erdliy-,Ne Milked ajew dic-
tionaries dry and hoped we
hadn't bitten off more than
we could chew. Metaphors
run throughout literature,
too; just read Shakespeare
if you don't think that writ-
ers went whole hog.
For a starter, we recalled
a vacation at a seashore
cottage where we acciden-
tally disproved a metaphor
about close mouthed as a
clam. Whoever coined the
phrase never tried to sleep
sear a metal-pailitil of lum-
gry bivalves.
al; We had dumped several
- quarts of quahogs, or chow-
der clams, into a pail with
a large amount of corn
meal. 'Theory is. the clams
eat the meal and simulta-
neously eject any sand
they've ingested recently.
They ate-and ate-and
ate. We know, because peM-
odically through the night
. we were awakened by the
i # - 
sound of feasting clams as
their shells clanked against
1,
tile sides of tne
MORAL: Don't
bucket.
spilt milk-or lost sleep.
cry over 'Next time use a plastic
pail. Or buy canned chow-
der.
Apple pie order also is
open to question. Most pie-
makers we know fill an un-
baked crust with a jumble
of apple slices. Maybe the
author was thinking. _Of-.
French apple tarts, in •
which the fruit is arranged
neatly, row upon row.
But all is not sour
Murrayans To
Attend Meet
In Boston
Thousands of Christian Science
college students from all over
the world and many college cam-
puseS will gather in Boston, Ma-
ssachusetts, the week-end of Aug-
ust 28-30 to participate in a spe-
cial religious conference on to-
day's problems.
Twenty - seven students from
six Kentucky campuses will fly_
Boston for this eighth Christian
Science Biennial College Meet-
ing. It will be held in The Moth-
er Church, the First Church of
Christ, Scientist.
Subject for this year's confer-
ence is "Building In A Revolut-
ionary Period." During the thr-
ee-thy conference the students
will meet to explore and share,
ways of applying their religion
to some of the crises of today's
world. The seven-point agenda
will include the following dis-
cussion topics:
1. International and National
Strife
2, Racial Tension
3. Involvement - Acceptance of
Responsibility
4. Basis for Morality
5. Drugs and Stimulants
6. Academic Studies
7. Healing
(Healing through prayer is a
cornerstone of the Christian Sc-
ience religion).
Most of the young delegates
are members of a Christian Sc-
ience college organization on
their own campus. Those attend-
ing from this area represent the
following Kentucky institutions:
University of Kentucky, Eastern
Kentucky University, Western
Kentucky University, Murray
State University, University of
Louisville, and Jefferson Comm-
unit Collel:e (Louisville).
JAMES B. McNEELY
Farmington
Man HowitTse-/ct
For Service
WRIGHT - PATTERSON AIR
FORCE BASE, Ohio, Aug. 21-
The deputy director for special-
ized subsystems at Aeronautical
Systems Division, James B. Mc-
Neely has been recognized for
40 years of government service
McNeely, holder of the Meri-
torious Civilian Service Medal,
received a 40-year pin and certif-
icate of service from Maj. Gen
Lee V. Gossick, ASD command-
er at Wright-Patterson AFB.
A native of Farmington, Ky.,
McNeely was graduated from
Farmington High School and at-
tended Draughons College, Pa-
ducah, Ky., the Army Finance
School, Duke University, and
Wilmington College (Ohio).
He resides at 5576 Colborne
Dr., Dayton, Ohio, with his wife.
the former Louise Hargrove 01
Paducah, Ky. His mother, Mrs.
A. T. McNeely lives at May-
field, Ky.
McNeely began government
service with the Army Corps of
Engineers and held numerous
positions with them from 1929
to 1948, except for a period of
military service during World
War II. He accepted a Reserve
second lieutenant commission in
July 1936 and entered active
duty as a first lieutenant in Au-
gust 1941. He is a colonel in the
Air Force Reserve. (Retired
list).
In 1948 McNeely came to
Wright-Patterson. He served as
purchasing agent, contract spe-
cialist, and supervisory nego-
tiator before assuming his pres-
ent position as an executive in
the Deputy for Subsystems Man-
agement in 1961.
Under McNeely's guidance
many developments have been
accomplished iuch as the first
mission space simulator; the
Low Altitude Parachute Extrac-
tion System (LAPES); the first
Air Force aircraft arresting sys-
tem (BAK-I3) for operational
usage rather than emergency ar-
rest; seismic arrays to detect
underground nuclear blasts, and
many rescue and life saving de-
vices for Southeast Asia. His
organization handles contracts
-totaling more than $400 million.
McNeely has been a discussion
leader for the American Man-
agement Association Seminar;
and a speaker for the Advanced
Systems Buying Course in the
U.S. Air Force Institute of Tech-
nology School of Logistics. He
Is a past president of Wright-
Patterson Chapter 70, Reserve
Officers Association
grapes. Some food figures
df Weecli -FIst--
as a flounder, flat as a pan-
cake, slippery as an eel.
Butterfingers, also meaning
slippery. Happy as a clam
at high tide makes sense-
since clam-digging is done
when the tide is out.
COOL AS a cucumber is
scientifically sound. The
Western Growers Assn.
representing the Arizona
and California vegetable
and melon industry, says
the inside temperature of a
ent•taiTther ee the--vine can-adeples- *WM. One lot, ufi,
LEDGER & TIMFS - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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REAL MATE FOR SALE UAL ESTATE Pot SALO UAL !STATE FOR SALE
BY OWNER: House in country
with extra lot with good drive-
way, good well. Priced to sell.
Phone 753-7463. A-25-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick home
with carport at 1635 Catalina
Drive, large- den and kitchen
combination, two ceramic tile
baths, central heat and air-con-
ditioning. Possession immedi-
ately. 753-8025 or 753-2731.
Sep t.-5--C
97 ACRE FARM, 11 miles east
of Murray near Liberty Church
with 3-bedroom house, bath
with running water, partly fin-
ished. Also a basement aeperate
with living quarters. Farm is
fenced and running spring wa-
ter. Sale price $16,000.00.
ONE ACRE commercial lot with
antique frame building on Hwy.
68 across from the Holiday
Restaurant in Aurora, Ky. Pric-
ed to sell, $18,500.00.
TWO-BEDROOM cottage in
Keni-anna Shores, lot size 73'
x 200'. Price $6600.00.
WE HAVE all types and sizes
of building lots in SW of Slut-
ray in the city school district,
sewer and water, price $2000
to $4000.00.
ALSO HAVE building lots in
beautiful" Panorama Shores,
price ranging from $750.00 to
$2000.00.
FOR RENT: nice 2-bedroom
home completely furnished,
electric heat and air condition-
ing, double garage, $100.00 per
month at Panorama Shores.
couples only. -
FOR ALL your Real Estate
needs call or see FREEMAN
JOHNSON, Southside Shopping
Center, Murray, Ky. Phone 753-
2731. 5-5-C -
BY OWNER: Small cabin in
Panorama Shares on Kentucky
Lake. Electric heat, water and
air. Nice shady lot. One block
from lake. Furnished if desir-
ed. Will take in trade, late mo-
del car or truck. Call 753-8629
after 6:00 p. m. A-23-P
be as much as 20 degrees
lower than the air tempera-
ture on a warm day. You'll
take that with a grain of
sait7 So. take a cucumber's
temperature on a warm day
and see for yourself if the
vegetable is warm as toast.
A few unfortunate birds
and animals are maligned
by metaphors. Geese are
synonymous with foolish or
ignorant behavior. Cowards
are called chicken-hearted
or chicken-livered, after
the timidity of young fowl.
THE GREEDY are said
to be piggish, the bad-tem-
pered are crabby, and shy-
ness may be taken for
sheepishness. Anyone who
complains is beefing. An
eccentric is called a queer
fish In the theater, a tur-
key is a show that flops. A
sitting duck is an easy tar-
get
We know people who
specialize in upsetting the
apple cart, put all their
eggs in one basket, keep
harkening to their salad
days, consider the world
their oyster, offer the milk
of human kindness, pull
chestnuts out of the fire,
drink like a fish, butter up
the boss, take the cake, eat
their cake and have it too.
If you're the sort who
likes to have a finger in ev-
ery pie, make your own
list. If you think the idea is
strictly from hunger, how-
ever. cheese it!
But first, spill the beans
to someone else. It may be
his or her cup of tea.
Serve Prunes
Cooked prunes are one of
the best of breakfast fruits.
They're delicious by them-
selves and do much to add
a fruity taste to h o t
cooked cereal. Instead of
cooking the prunes, pre-
pare them this way for a
change: Cover with hot
fruit juice and let stand
24 hours or longer in the
refrigerator.
LOCATED in Pasco Subdivision,
one block west of University in
City Schiol Dist. One lot 90'
x 150', zoned for duplex, $3850.
One lot 115' x 150' zoned for
150', zoned for duplex, $40110.
One three-bedroom brick. Will
transwer loan. Furnished duplex
apartment. Rents for $250. mon-
th. One- electric stove $25.
Shwn by appointment: John
Pasco, 753-2649. A-25-C
BY OWNER - three-bedroom
brick home, 31 ft. by 61 ft, on
large lot. All electric, central
air and heat Keeneland Sub-
division. $24,000.00. Phone 753-
7525. Sept. 13-C
ATTRACTIVE new four-bed-
room house in good location.
For further information call
753-3903. A-22-C
THREE-BEDROOM house with
two baths, den, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3043. H-A-23-C
Pancake Packers
HOUSTON, Tex. (LPI) -
Two University of Houston stu-
dents claimed the state collegiate
pancake eating championship by
stuffing down 363 pancakes in
30 minutes.
Three-Bedroom brick veener in Circarama.
Three-bedrom in Gatesboro.
Three-bedroom brick veneer. Bagwell Manor
Ten-Bedroom brick veneer on Sixth Street.
Three-B•droom brick veneer in Canterbury.
Tri-Level brick veneer In Kingswood.
Throe-B*4room brick veneer in Kingswood.
Three-bedroom brick veneer on Keeneland Drive.
Three-Bedroom brick veneer on Story Avenue
Thre•-5.d,oom brick veneer on Hermitage Avenue
Thre•-B•droom brick veneer in Kingswood Large lot
Four-bedroom brick veneer in Canterbury.
Four-Bedroom brick veneer on Johnson.
Three-Bedroom brick veneer on Kirkwood.
Three-Bedroom in Gatesboro. Priced right.
Three-Bedroom in Meadow Green Acres.
Three-Bedroom on Fairlane.
Two-Bedroom brick veneer on Poplar.
Four-Bedroom, full basement, brick veneer on South 7th.
Four-Bapdroom on Magnolia.
Three-Bedroom brick veneer. Sha Wa Court.
Income Apartments on Miller
Four-Bedroom brick veneer on South 12th.
Three-Bedroom brick veneer on Guthrie Drive.
New Duplex on Peggy Ann Drive.
Fifteen Room House on Main Street.
Two-Bedroom brick veneer on Shady Lane.
Thre•-I3•droom brick veneer on South 11th Street.
Four-Bedroom brick veneer on College Terrace.
W. Have several nice cottages and Lake property.
See Us About selling your property. We are free at most
any time to come out and make an appraisal.
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate needs come by or call GUY
SPANN REAL ESTATE AGENCY at 518 West Main, Na-
tional Hotel Building. Business Phone 753-7724, H-ene
Phone: Guy Spann, 753-2587; Lluise Baker, 753-2409:
Onyx Ray, 753-8919; Gary Young, 753-8109. A-25-C
_
'MO •
YOUR FIRST CHOICE
Trust Us For ALL Your
Real Estate Needs!
WAYNE WILSON REALTY CO.
ACROSS FROM THE POST OFFICE
PHONE 7 5 3 - 3 2 3
POE SALM
NEED NEW ROOF--but abort
at money, apply Hy-Klas fibrat-'
ed aaphatt aluminum. An maw
ing coating that meals holes,
prevents moisture trout getting
through. Reflects 80% of sun's
rays and reduces temperature
by 15 degrees. Serves an In-
solation. Do the job for only
3 cents a squar4 foot Ask
about special 30 gallon drum
price at Hughes Paint nom
Auguit.15-C
CULTURED PEARLS, imported
from Japan. Necklaces, rings,
earring., tie tacs, pins. Call
753-4974 between 8:00-8:00 p.
aL A-22-P
RAY HARM PRINTS. Beauti-
fully custom framed, with non-
glare glass. Call 753-4974 be-
tween 8:00-8:00 p. m. A-22-P
SOUP'S on, the rug that is, so
clean the spot with Blue Lus-
tre. Rent electric shampooer
$1. Big K. A-23-C
GROCERY STORE at South
Marshall, doing good business
and the price is right. Reason
for selling; Doctor said -Gee ONE 220 electric heater, one
Out". Come and see it or call
110 electric heater. Call 753Benton 527-8049. A-23-P 
2449. A-23-C
FRIDAY - AUGUST 22, 1969
POE SALE
SIX Ladder-back dining chain,
one drop leaf dining table, one
round maple dining table with
four chairs. One set bunk beds
eith mattresses and box springs,
one GE dryer used six months,
one Underwood typewriter
(stand.ard), one Ketunoreae nr
table sewing machine with a.
Phone 753-4710. A-z2-C
REFRIGERATOR, frostlese with
icemeker, dryer, both still un-
der warranty, washer, chrome
dinette suite, one set Serta box
springs and mattress, coffee ta-
ble, step end table, one bed
frame. Also 1963 Falcon con
vertible Phone 753-6132 be-
tween tree and six p. in. only
A-22-C
STUDIO COUCH. Phone 753
4893. A-22-C
THE proven carpet cleaner Blue
Lustre is easy on the budget
Restores forgotten colors. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Western
Auto Store, Home of "The
Wishing Well." A-23-C
ONE SNARE DRUM, also some
1969-12' x 40' HOUSE trailer.
antique clocks. Phone 753-7503 Take over payments. Call 753-or 753-2216. A-26-C 2440. A-23-C
HARLEY-DAVIDSON chopper. 14-FOOT Speedboat, skiis and
Must be seen to be appreciated. life jackets included. Excellent
Cell 753-1551 after 4:30 p. m. condition. Phone 753-1226.
A-28-C
TOOL BOX and lawn mower.
Phone 753-4600. 1TC
MUST SELL new Argus M4
zoom movie camera outfit, com-
plete with projector, screen, and
2514-FOOT alumium Pontoon all accessories. Also Volkswag-
cruiser, 55 horse electric Evin- en car top carrier. Call 753-7919
rude motor, like new. 753-2731 after-five A-23-C
or 753-8025. A-28-C
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Wading bird
6-Nautical
expression
11-Figures of
speech
12-Ankle covering
14-Exclamation
15-Small children
17-Unit of Italian
currency
4-113:17tfrskfiSive
pronoun
20-More recent
23-Soak
24-Seines
26-Less cooked
28-Symbol for
tellurium
29-Facial
expressions
31-Early
33-Permits
35-Be borne
36-Guided
39-Weird
42-Preposition
43 Rosters
45-Edges
46 Unit of
electrical
measurement
(abbr.)
48-Adhesive
substance
50-Make lace
51-Festive
53-Wife of Zeus
55-Proceed
56-Star in Draconis
59-Slumbering
61-Amphibious
mammal
62-Liquefies
POE SALE FOR SALO
METAL antique poster bed, ‘GOOD USED Hotpoint refrig-
small electric heater and mir- erator, phone 753-6012. A-25-C
ror. Phone 753-6008. A-25-C
SIX FOOT glass showcase. Sol-
id oak base trimmed in brass.
Outland Bakery 753-5434.
A-25-C
STATE GRADED feeder pig
aide every Monday. Sold by
pound. Kentuckiana Livestock
Market, Owensboro, Ky. Phone
Joe P. Lamb 402-8527. H-1TC
DOWN
1-Mouth of
volcano
2-Artificial
*nosey
3-Likely
4-Gaseous
element
5-Chemical
compound
6-Symbol-for silver
7-A state (abbr.)
8-Be IT
9-Mix
10-Cylindrical
11-Item
13-Eualauxtes.
16-Scrub
19-Set of steps over
a wall
21-Pitcher
22-Bind again
25-Scoff
27-One borne
30-Sharpen
32 Earn
34 Bristle
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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36•Platform 52 Danish land
37-Fruit division
38-Sprint 54-Everyone
40-Likenesses 57-That is
41 Bar legally (abbr.)
44•Vapor 58-Near (abbr.)
47 Real estate map 60-Latin
49 Gaelic conjunction
22
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Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 22.
Convent Restoration
NEW YORK 1UPI 1 - The
Convent of Oxolotan, in the
Mexican state of Tabasco, is
being restored as a tourist at--
traction, according to the Mex-
Iran National Tourist Council
The convent, built by Francis-
can monks in 1633, was a bast
4or missionaries and a way sta-
tion . for Spanish conquistadors
Abbie 'N Slats
HABEAS CORPUS CHISEL-TON
AIN'T WON A CASE SINCE HE GETS
A REVERSAL ON HIS
DISBARMENT: HOW • D
YER HAPPEN T' LATCH
ONTER HMI, SLATS'
- -1 OIDAPT.IHE JUST
HAPPENED BY AND SAID
HE'D TAKE MY CASE,
by R. Van Buren
AN' NOW YER FIGGERI N'
OUT WHO'S GOT THE
MOST T' GAIN BY
YOU LANGUIS3-4IN'
IN 7HE CLINK- ?
OW/
THAT
FINK,
LEE
JA5100?!!
ligtfu3oidcit
mei
Lil' Abner
NOT TAKI 1\1 1
NO BATH
TON K31-4T
AGIN,
fAcGOOK1?
NATCHERIS!! MILNE MIER!!
OH, BOY -
THIS IS
TH' LIFE!!
AH IS IN THI MOOD --
FO' SOME LAFFS!!
CHUCKLE!!-- AH IS TH'
WORLD'S DIRTIEST
IN MAH PRO-FISHUN--
-BUT IN MAH
RE-LNA-
SHUN AH IS
EVEN DIRTIER!!
by Al Capp /
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AUTOS FOR SALO
FINE USED CARS
Choicest Selection In Town
1965 BUICK LaSabre four door
sedan. Local car.
ir
FORD Fairlane station wa-
, V-8 automatic.
3 OLDSMORTT F
door hardtop.
1964 FORD Custom sedan.
1963 DODGE Dart four door
sedan, six cylinder.
1962 CHEVY ll Nova two door
hardtop.
1961 BUICK LaSabre four door
sedan.
1961 FALCON station wagon
1963 FORD Galaxie 500.
1963 CHEVROLET Impala four
door sedan, six cylinder.
1961 FORD station wagon Coun-
try sedan
88, fo
CAIN AND TAYLOR GULF
STATION. CORNER OF
6TH AND MAIN
A-25-C
NOTICE
ELECFROLUX &ALPS& Sir'
rice, Box 213 Murray, Ky, C.
X Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
14.Thilvilk, KY- Sept.-17.0
ANYONE near South 16th and
Glendale interested in car paol
to Robertson School, call 753-
3096. A-25-C
NOTICE TO MERCHANTS
Kentucky Department of Mo-
tor Transportation has granted
Rights to EMERSON MOVERS
(Clifton B. Emerson) local cart-
age in and around Murray. EM-
ERSON MOVERS are now lo-
cated on Ky.-Highway 121
South. A.25-C
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY 
ANT
NOTICE NOTICE
CET RID oc
PESTS
ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
.ire Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home
Locally owned and operat-
ed for 30 years. We can be
reached 34 hours a day.
Call Today For FREE
Inspection
nesse 753-3914
Member Chamber of
Commerce and Builders
Association. LCP-196
KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL
Phone 7534914
;touted ISS Se, 13In
H M-5-C
• 1
1
SAFT-BILT TIRES
0111111111101111111111111111
41 /
10111/001  f -
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' • ,t •
Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design
YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE ... It will pay you to
check on the price of these tires!
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS
CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF STATION
Corner of Sixth & Main Phone 753-5862
See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars
AUTOS FOR SALE
FINE USED CARS
Choicest Selection In Town
1968 PONTIAC Catlaina four
door hardtop. Dark green with
black vinyl roof, factory air
and all power.
1968 BUICK LaSabre four door
sedan. Blue with black vinyl
roof, air and power.
1969 BUICK Wildcat four door
hardtop. Gold with beige vinyl
roof, air and all power.
1969 OPEL Cadette station wa-
gon. Rack on roof.
1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker
four door'hardtop. Blue with
black vinyl roof, factory air
and all power.
1966 CHEVY II Nova station
wagon. 283 motor, automatic
transmission and power steer-
mg.
1966 PLYMOUTH four door se-
dan. Automatic, power steer-
ing. Local car.
1966 OLDS Delta 88, two door
hardtop.
1964 CHRYSLER Newport four
door sedan. Automatic and dou-
ble power.
CAIN AND TAYLOR GULF
STATION. CORNER OF
6TH AND MAIN
A-25-C
FOR RENT
NEW two-bedroom trailer on
water front lot. Phone 436-5617
after 3:00 p. m. A-25-P
FURNISHED house on Ky. Lake,
with beautiful view. Phone 436-
5679. A-22-C
ADJOLNING campus, three-
roam furnished apartment.
Couple preferred. For informa-
tion call 753-3264. A-23-C
TWO-BEDROOM duplex, car-
peting and air conditioning. Al-
so small brick house. Both
available September let. Phone
7534421 after 5:00 p. m. A-25-C
FOUR ROOM house near Uni-
versity. Couple or couple with
small child. Phone 753-2489 be-
fore 7.00 p. m. A-25-C
NICE SLEEPING rooms f o r
boys, one block from campus.
Phone 753-6425 or 753-5962.
Sept -36-C
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: Issues of August 8,
1.969 of the Lodger & Times.
Please bring by the office at
103 No. 4th St. TFNC
I WANT to buy an M. E. C.
12 gauge reloader. Call 753-
4638 A-25-C
FRIDAY — AUGUST 22, 1969
HELP WANTED
THREE MEN—age 23-40, must
be able to start work at once.
This is a sales position. No over-
night traveling. Opportunity,
$165.00 plus bonus to start. Call
or write Manager, 111 South
6th Street, Paducah, Hy., phone
443-6460. A-26-C
WANTED: Delivery truck driv-
er at Jones' Cleaners, 102 Nor-
th 5th. Apply in person. A-22-C
WANTED: Male or female
housekeeper for surgery. Ap-
ply nursing office, Murray-Cal-
loway County Hospital. A-22-C
FOR KITCHEN work afternoons
at Jack's Super Burger on
Chestnut Street. No phone calls
accepted. A-29-C
WANTED: Bookkeeper, exper-
ienced. Must be qualified in
payroll tax form and records,
typing and office machines.
Send Resume to P. 0. Box 348,
Murray, Ky. A-27-C
NATIONALLY known company
has openings for three energet-
ic women. Call for appoint-
ments, phone 753-3056. A-77-C
MOBILE HOMES FOR SALE MOBILE HOMES FOR SALE
Position Available
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
College graduate. account-
ing major. Salary open.
Mail personal resume to:
SHACKLEFORD, GOODE
& THURMAN
Tucker Building
Murray, Ky.
s27e
'69 Clearance Sale
Over 30 New 1969 Model Homes
To Choose From
Some of the most beautiful homes you've ever seen will
be sold at Sacrifice Prices to make room for the '70
Models arriving daily.
12 Wide (not 10 wide) 2-Bedroom
All-Electric, Delivered and Set-Up
Only $3099.00 + tax
Now is the time to get that dream home you have been
wanting, and save a bundle of money at the same time!
Don't delay, get on down to the large display lot and
pick out the home of your choice, you'll be glad you did.
NEAL STARKS & SONS MOBIl [HOMES
Where "We Service What We Sell, and
We Service If WELL"
I.neated 5 Miles North of Murray on Hwy. 641
Phone 753-6734 (business) 753-1903 (home)
AUTOS FOR SALE AUTOS FOR SALM
LOST AI POUND
LOST: Male Seal-point Siamese
oat with crossed eyes. If you
have found this child, pet
please call 753-8218. A-22-C
AUTOS FOR SALE
1962 BUICK Skylark Special,
sharp. Maroon with white top,
black interior. Call 436-2291.
A-27-P
1965 MERCURY Monteray four
door, low mileage with new
tires. Price $62500. Phone 436-
2323 A-23-C
MOBILE HOMES FOR SALE MOBILE HOMES FOR SALE
Need More Room?
But you can't afford the '20,000.00
conventional home and you think
that mobile homes are too small.
The folks at Neal Starks & Sons Mobile Homes can
solve your problems. They have in stock a beautiful and
spacious 50x24 that has as much space as a lot of large
conventional homes.
This beauty has the following features. just to mention
a few:
h." 3-Bedroom with 1/4 Bath
h" All Electric
60 Gold Medallion Home
30-gal. Water Heater
ho" Utility Room
h" Beautiful Carpeted Dining Room
0' Dining Room Suite with 6 Chairs
0." Glass Patio Door Off Dining Room
.0 1/4-Inch Avacado Birch Paneling
h" Large Carpeted Living Room
These are just part of the features of this beautiful home
on wheels.
This home open for inspection now at .
• NEAL STARKS & SONS MOBILE HOMES
Where "We Service What We Sell, and
We Service It WELL"
Located 5 Miles North of Murray on Hwy. 641
Phone 753 6734 (business) 753-1903 (home)
NOTICE
BLACK TOP PAVING
No Jobs to Small or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:
A. Z. FA1tLEY
Phone 753-5502
Between 000 a, iii. and
500 a. in.
BALDWIN PIANOS
And
ORGANS
• Payments
• Rentals
• Practice Pianos
LONORDO PIANO CO.
"Your Complete Musk Store"
Across From Post Office
Paris, Tennessee
H-1TC
 1.11=111.9111r
Parker Ford, Inc.
A-1 USED CARS
75 USED CARS 25 USED TRUCKS
To Choose From
THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
1969 Galaxy 500 4-Door '3195
V-8 engine, automatic transmission, air conditioning, power steering, radio,
white wall tires, 13,000 miles. Like new.
1968 Mustang - '2695
Automatic transmission, air conditioning, vinyl roof, radio, white wall tires,
16,000 miles. Dark green finish.
1967 Ford Station Wagon  '2495
V-8 engine, automatic trihs' mission, power steering and brakes, radio, air
conditioning, luggage rack, white wall tires. New car trade-in. Light blue
finish.
1965 Chevrolet Impala 2-Door Hardtop '1295
327 engine, stick shift radio, white wall tires, white finish with red interior
1964 Ford Galaxy 500 4-Door  '895
V-8 engine, automatic transmission, air conditioning, radio, white wall tires,
light blue. New car trade-in.
ON THE SPOT FINANCING
See or call one of our seven courteous ,salesmen at Seventh and
Main. Telephone 753-5273
SERVICES OFFERED
PROFESSIONAL residential
Painting. Brush, roll. spray. Ref-
erences. Free estimates. Phone
753-3488. Sept.-16-C
CARPET LAID, 8 years exper-
ience. All work guaranteed.
Phone Ed Bagwell 762-4785 af-
ter 5:00 p. m. Sept.-26-C
GET
ATTENTION
NOTICE NOTICE
AUCTIONEER
12 Years Experience — Licensed and Bonded in
Tennessee and Kentucky
We are NOW as close to you as your TELEPHONE, so
CALL US COLLECT. We sell anytime, anything. any,
.14mi-coasts' 'very reasonable. •f 't '
Hulie V. Hastings, Auctioneer
HASTINGS REALTY & AUCTION
Phone 642-4543 - Paris, Tennessee
Kentucky Lake
Bowling League
Will Meet On
MONDAY, AUGUST 25
at 7:00 p.m. - at
Corvette Lanes
MEM
All Team Representatives Please
Attend This Meeting
Peanuts.
PEANUTS
I FEEL.
GLOOMY
TODAY
g 21
IN MEMORY
In loving memory of my fa-
ther, Tom Gordon on his birth-
day August 22, who died July
2, 1963.
This is your birthday papa.
It's the time of year when we
once all gathered around you
at our old home and said,
"Happy Birthday dear".
Now you are gone, that time
is no more when we would hear
your foot steps and see you
walk through the door. But you
are always in our memory and
as we shed a silent tear, we
softly whisper Happy Birthday,
we miss you' papa dear.
Barbara Jean
ITC
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PAGE FOURTEEN'
BOYD CHAMPION, Soil Conservationist exhibits a 58-inch Cane-
break rattler killed by Felix Washington on the Wallington farm
near Donaldson Creek The rattlesnake had 15 rattlers and a but-
ton It was reported by Wadlington that Champion set a record
for a broad jump apd screaming when he discovered the snake.
Champion and Wadlington were surveying the site for a pond
when the rattlesnake came along to assist them.
Land
Transfers
Dewey Turnbow and Charlene
Turnbow to T. Wayne Beasley
and Kay Beasley; property on
State Highway 280.
Ie D. Miller-and Frances Mi-
ller to Larry Gene Wade
Kathy Kyle Wade; lot in Roberts
Subdivision.
E. S. Roberts and Thelma Rob-
erts to Johnnie Orr; lot in Sher-
wood Forest Subdivision.
Robert Cunningharn and Ruth
Cunningham to Relmon Wilson
and Adeline Wilson; one acre
on TVA Road.
0. L. Beach and Nettie Beach
to Shelby Gray Potts and Bar-
bara Potts; one acre on Penny
Road.
A. H. Kopperud to Robert D.
Taylor and Marie H. Taylor
of Metropolis, Ill.; three lots
in Panorama Shores Subdivision.
Smithwood Development Co.,
Inc., to Morris M. Skelton and
Doris M. Skelton of Richard,
lad., two lots; Rex F. Smith of
Louisville, We lots; Jerry W.
Lewis or •CArC. Lewis of Palos
Hills Ill. one lot; Janice M.
Tassinari of North Lake,
eight lots; Fannie B. Morrison
of Clarksville, Tenn., seventeen
lots.
Smithwood Development Co.,
Inc., to Melvin Kimbrell of Mem-
phis, Tenn.; one lot; Virgil Noble
or Lois K. Noble of Louisville,
one lot; Charles J. Hammerstein
or Bonnie J. Hammerstein of
okeria, -Mee- -lots; Orval
H. Thomas of Midlothian, Ill.,
nine lots i John R. Boyd of Hun-
tsville, Ala., .thiee lois; David
F. Gibbons or Margie R. Gibb-
ons of •Oaklawn, Ill., one tot;
James J. Harrison and Annie
Mai Harrison of Joelton, Tenn.,
one lot. •
Smithwood Development Co.,
Inc., to William Ray Barnett
or Shirley Ann Barnett of West
Memphis, Ark., two lots; Rolland
Antes or Gladys Antes of Plain-
field, ill., one lot; Luther D.
Shreve of Indianapolis, Ind.,
three lots; Ralph N. Hart or
Luetta V. Hart of Greenfield,
Ind., two lots;--Forrest V.-Isslet
or Edith Isslet of Chicago,
two lots; Virgil Noble or William
Edward Noble, Jr., of Louisville,
two lots; Edward Buffington or
Eva Mae Buffington of Gary,
Ind., two -lots.
Quade of Streamwood, Ill., two
lots; Wesley H. Waters or Lind*
ell R. Waters of Meadows,
one lot; Jesse Imus or ha M.
Imus of Chalmers, Ind., one lot;
Odis 0. Booker or Gladys K.
Booker of Humboldt, Tenn., two
lots; Robert Gaston or Thelma
Gaston of Oaklawn, 111., three
lots; Gary C. Tassinari or Doris
Robert Buckingham and Betty
Buckingham to Jerry M. Henry
land Sandra S. Henry; lot on West
Main Street.
Johnson Brothers Construc-
tion Co., Inc., to Wadi E. Mahfoud
and Anisch T. Mahfoud; lot in
Plainview Acres Subdivision.
THE LEDGER & TIMIS - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Third Annual
(Continued From Pees One)
are scheduled to play: Jasper
Vowelt, Fulton; Ike Arnold,
Paduoah; Buddy Hewitt and
Johnny Quertermous, Murray;
and Joe Edinman and Bob
Weyer, Calvert City.
Ron Acree, last year's win-
ner and former Murray State
University golf star, has since
joined the professional ranks
and will not defend his champ-
ionship.
The top prize, going to the
winner of the championship
flight, will be a set of Haig
Ultra w o 0 d s, while other
prizes will go to the top five
finishers in each of five
flights.
This is the first time the
tournament has been played
over the Oak's newly-expand-
ed, 18-hole, 6,270-yard course,
par for which is 72.
Nine new holes, two years
in development and featuring
-greens averaging more than
6,000 square feet each, were
added to the original nine at
the club in July.
Despite unusually heavy, but
warmly welcomed, rains of
• late, Oaks Pro Ira Lee Story
and his crew have the course
"slicked down" for the big
week endd.
 "The course is in excellent
condition," Gra ves Morris,
tournament chairman, said to-
day.
"Everyone who has played
it has been highly complimen-
tary of its condition as well
as the over-all layout."
After his initial time around
the new course Thursday, He-
witt, Murray State University
golf coach - antLAUp-flight
player at the Murray•Calloway
County Country Club, termed
the ccurse "just be_autifuL"
"I'm looking forward to get-
ting my boys (the MSU golf
team) on it," he said. "They'll
really love it."
Pairings and starting times'
for tomerrow's play follows:
Band Directors Are
Named For Lone Oak
Kent Ransdell, a native of
Hopkinsville, will be the director
of the senior band at Lone Oak
High School this year.
Ransdell received his bache-
lor of music education degree
from Murray State University
and has served as band directim
at Benton High School for the
past two years.
He and his wife, Mrs. Debra
Ann Ransdell, are now living in
Lone Oak on N. ...Friendship
Road.
Robert Singleton will serve as
director of the Lone Oak cadet
band.
Singleton is a native of Cal-
loway County. He holds bache-
lor's and master's of music edu-
State University. He played for
No. 1 Tee
8:30, Al Hewett, Jim Bryan,
Cary Miller, and Danny Ed-
wards.
8:40, John C. Lovett, Charles
Jackson, Jack Creason, and Rob
Bradley.
8:50, Jim Berkley, Ron Dan-
ner, Ronnie Roberts, and Jim
Buchanan.
9:00. Graves Morris, Chester
Thomas, Jerry Grogan, and Roy
Cothran.
9:10, Johnny McCage, Al Lin-
dsey, John Quertermous, and
Tim Miller.
9:20, John White, Jim White,
I Rudell Parks, and Bobby Fike.
9:30, Pete Colburn, John Box,
Ike Arnold, and Waldo, Golih-
er.
12:30, Johnny Quertermous,
Dwain Lowery, Greg William-
son, and David Buckingham.
12:40, Dow Ryan, Bob Tay-
lor, and Steve Payne.
12:50, Howie Crittenden, Ste-
ele Robbins, Clyde Kesterson,
nnd .knes Glover.
UK GOES ON in Biloxi, Miss„ despite Hurricane Camille.
This is a main highway. Beyond are the ruins of motels.
MUD SCRAPED . . .
(Continued From Page one)
ins in Allegheny mountain
towns upriver from Richmond.
More casualties were expected
as the villages peel hack lay-
ers of mud and debris.
Thirty foot floodwaters
slammed into Richmond's
sandbag barrier as the James
roared toward the Atlantic
many bodies were rec verei
Thursday by 1,700 Seabees aid-
ing the search at ruined Pass
Christian, Miss.
"They started to run across
body after body-up in the at-
tics, under roofs of collapsed
buildings and out in the
open," said Capt. James Hill.
the Seabees commander.
About 100 Remain
About 100 of Pass Christ.
ian's 2,500 residents remained.
One of them met the Seabees
with a gun, saying "If you set
one foot on my property, I'll
shoot you dead."
The Seabees shot stray dogs,
fearing the starving beasts
might begin attacking humans.
1The Red Cross mid at least
4,717 homes were destroyed
and 9,718 damaged on the
coast
Downtown Gulfport slowly
was coming back to life. Elec-
tricity was restored to parts of
the business district Thursday
and jammed motorists being
directed by National Guards-
men were startled to see a
few traffic lights come to life.
Hundreds were downtown,
surprisingly well-dressed un-
der the circumstances, search-
ing for necessities in the few
stores that have reopened.
Many of those hardest hit
by Camille have left the area
for refagee centers upstate or
the homes of relatives. In the
worst hit areas, practically all
the homes have been evacu-
ated.
1:00, Ronnie Powell, Herb
Hurley, Gayle McGregor, and
John Walker.
1:20, Austin Copeland, Jim-
my Holmes, and Al McClain.
1:30, Bob Weyer, J. P. Park-
er, Joe Edd Inman, and Charles
Hines.
1:40, Jasper Vowel], Brent
Hughes, and Buddy Hewett.
No. 10 Too
8:30, John Lovins, Hugo Wil-
son, Jim Stewart, and Vernon
Cohoon.
8:40, Hillard Rogers, Purdom
Lovett, Thomas Jones, and
Amos Tackett.
8:50, Ricky Jones, Walter
Powell, and Mark Blankenship
9:00, Wayne Doran, Steve Do-
ran, Mitchell Story, and Junior
Compton.
9:10, Ben Grogan, Buddy
Buckingham, Ted Lawson, and
Joe Emerson.
9:20, Bill Seale, George Pow-
ell, and Jerry Upton.
12:30, Bill Doss, Ted Billing.
ton, Ralph McCuiston. and Louis
Slushmeyer.
12:40, Jim Frank, Dick On,
Dub Polly, and Gary Wallace.
12:50, Johnny Hamm, Dick
Brown, Mike Jones, and Frank
James.
1:10, Bill Read, Karl Hussung,
Money Taken
From Tent
Revival Donations
On Friday evening of last
week at the tent revival which
was in progress at Bardwell,
the collection taken for the
evening was missing.
After the collection was taken
from the congregation, the
money was put on the platform.
After the service was over it
was discovered that the money
had disappeared. Stolen!
KENT RANSDELL
ROBERT SINGLETON
five years in the U.S. Army
Band during World War II.
He taught band and orchestra
at Shelbyville for seven years
and came to Calloway County
band in 1960, serving there for
seven years.
Mr. and Mrs. Singleton plan
to move to Lone Oak in the near
future.
Planned band activities for
September include fo otball
games, the Labor Day parade in
Metropolis, Ill.; the Fulton Ba-
nana Festival on Sept. 6; and
the annual ice cream supper
and band concert at Lone Oak
on Sept. 12.
New President
For Western On
Regents' Agenda
and Bob Brown.
1:20, Jiggs Lassiter, James
Lassiter, C. T. Winslow, and
Bob Hibbard.
1:30, Guy Spann, Clyde Rob-
erts, Max Walker, and J i in
Converse
1:40, Rob Miller, Tommy Car-
roll, Keys Moody. and Eurie
Garland.
4101.
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CAMILLE "UNLOADS" CARGO VESSEL -Huge rolls of paper Mown from a
 cargo ship more
than a mile away cover what once was a recreation area in Gulfport, Miss., after Hurri-
cane Camille,. worst ever to hit U.S., devastated 600-square-mile area on the Gulf Coast.
Rites Are Saturday
For Mrs. Dunn
Final rites for Mrs. Birtie
Dunn of Hazel Route One will
be held Saturday at 1:30 p .m.
at the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church with
Rev. Elbert Johns officiating.
Pallbearers will be Jerry
Jones, Hildred Paschall, Judge
Paschall, George James, Clan-
cy Wilson, and Taylor Atkins.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery with the arrange-
ments by the Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel.
Mrs. Dunn suffered an in-
j
tetanus and was taken to a
nospital in Lexington for spec
al treatment about a month
ago; however she suffered a
heart attacx and expired at
6:40 a. m. Wednesday at the
hospital.
She was born May 13, 1882,
in Henry County, Tenn., to the
late Harrison and Kay Luder
Jones. She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Neil Milstead
of Hazel and Mrs. Rubena Wade
of Detroit, Mich.; one son, For-
rest Dunn of Detroit, Mich.;
five grandchildren.
Friends may call at the Dunn
-home on Hazel -Route One at
Crossland.
•
Shower Planned
(Continued From Pam One)
day, August 29, at 7:30 .1.m.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Miller, Irvin Cobb Road,
Highway 732.
The Thorn family lost their
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (UPI) home and its contents by fire
-Western Kentucky Univer ion Thursday, August 14, about
sity Board of Regents meets'
today to discuss the selection' 
of a new president to succeed
Dr. Kelly Thompson, whose re-
tirement becomes effective
Sept. 15.
Douglas Keen, of Scottsville,
vice president of the regents,
said Thursday he will ask for
the regents to "take action" on
selecting a president at today's
meeting.
Considered having the inside
track for the selection is Dero
G. Downing, 47, now WKU vice
president of administartive af-
fairs. He was graduated from
Western and was on the Hill-
toppers basketball team former-
ly coached by Ed A. Diddle Sr.
He has been an advisor of
President Thompson in recent
years.
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Herbert Brooks
Funeral Is Today
The funeral for Herbert
Brooks of 1511 Glendale Road,
Murray, was held today at
three p.m at the chapel of the
likalock-eoleinan Funeral
Home with Rev. Charles H.
Moffett officiating.
Members of the Murray K.1-
wanis Club served as an kon-
orary group. Interment will be
in the cave Hill Cemetery fl
Louisville on Saturday. The
BlialockeColetnan Funeral
Home is in charge of the ar-
rangemems.
Mr. Brooksd age 73, died
Wednesday at five p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hos-
pital. He is survived by his
wife, Mn-s. Virginia Brooks;
one daughter, Mrs. James
(Mary Virginia) Johnson: four
grandchildien, Dwain, Ginny.
Daid. and Tommy JohnoolL;
three -sisters, Mrs Elnora• Bell-
ing. Mrs. Elizabeth Cull, and
Mrs. Virginia Sheaffer, two
brothers, George and Stuart
Brooks.
BURGLAR FALLS FROM ROPE
Attempting to escape from
Harvard University Widener
Library in Cambridge. Mass.,
with two rare Gutenberg
Bibles valued in excess of Et
million, a burglar fell from
a rope. He 'towered himself
• from the roof, entered
through a' window 4 44 /Tow r
and tell after &Mil-lig-out. A
suspect. Vihn K. Arils, 20,
of Boston, was found injured
with the bi;okti beside him.
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
LONDON - Editorial in the London Daily Telegraph com-
menting upon demonstrations in Prague on the first anniversary
of the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia:
"Heart-rending, pathetic. yet with their own kind of dignity--
that is probably the best way one can sum up yesterday's demon
strations in Czechoslovakia."
PARIS - A statement signed by 42 U.S. Senators asking
North Vietnam to release or give word on the condition of 1.365
Americans being held in North Vietnam:
"This kind of cruelty imposed on innocent bystanders (the
families) is both repugnant and virtually unthinkable."
WASHINGTON - Defense Secretary- Melvin R tainA
dieting the effects of a $3 billion cutback in military spending:
"It is clear that our defense readiness will be weakened."
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. -
ting that a girl prisoner spent
a male cellmate:
"The cellmate never knew
he's not admitting it."
Police Capt. Albert Wilson admit-
eight days in a male prison with
his mate's secret. Or if he did.
Three Persons Are
Cited By Police
Three persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
on Thursday. They were for
unnecessary noise, no oper-
ator's license, and illegal pos-
session of alcohol.
The pollee were called to W-
estgate a traffic accident in
front of Johnson's Grocery on
South 12th Street at 2:30 p.m.
Thursday. No report was tiled
by the police officers. L S 3-4 250-280
ten p.m. SOWS:
For more information con- US 1-2
cerning the needs of the fam- US 1-3
ily call 436-5651 or 436-2398. 1-1S 2-3
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market Nev.,
Service, Friday, Aogost. 22.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 10 Buy-
ing Stations.
Gl Lower; Sows,
Receipts 796 Head, Barrow'
its 25 cents 
Id.
ly Steady.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $26.50-27.00:
US 2-4 190-240 lbs $26 00-26.50:
US 2-4 230-260 lbs $25 50-26 00;
lbs $25.00-25.50;
270-350 lbs 521.75-22.75;
300-550 lbs $20.75-21.75;
450-650 lbs $20.00-20.75,
SON-OPLIVE
DATSUN/2
World's Best '2000 Car!
costs just $18960
Like it just blasted its way out of Tombstone, Datsun/ 2 door charges in on 96
galloping horsepower. Rides easy on a fully independent rear suspension. Stops
quick with safety front disc brakes. Sporty and spirited, it's fun to drive. Snubs
gas stations, too. At over 25 miles per gallon you can tour a lot of territory
on a tankful. Front buckets, all-vinyl interior, flow-through fresh air (air-
conditioning available). Frisky all-synchro 4-speed puts you in charge. Two-
speed wipers and washers, and lots of other no-cost extras. Load up your
family or four friends and take off in a goin' son-of-a-gun. And check out the
other dudes in the Datsun corral. There's 6 spunky ones all told!
• P.0. E.. plus tax. license, 0 & H.
Datsup/2
$1196 00
Station Wagon $2226.00
4 Door Sedan
S1996.00
2000 Sports Cat $3056.00
Make the sound move to Datsun today!
Lassiter & McKinney Datsun Inc.
old Sycamore Telephone 7534114
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